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The Story Of Percival Pilts

Anywhere But Here

Janette Goodey, John Lewis
Australia, 8'00, 2015

Aaron Murdoch, Cameron Pappas
Australia, 2'17, 2014

One day, atop of two cans, Percival Pilts
declares he will never again let his feet touch
the ground. A whimsical story about living an
impractical life based on a childhood promise.

Sometimes there is just nowhere to run to no
matter how hard you try.

Janette Goodey directed several shorts animated
films in New Zealand before shifting to Australia
on the mid 2000s. She teaches animation,
co-wrote the script for Pilts and designed and
made many of the costumes for the film.

Aaron Murdoch grew up in country New South
Wales. Initially accepted into Photography and
Graphic Design in CSU, Aaron deferred for a year
to travel. On returning, and after some second
thoughts about whether or not he actually wanted
to study these subjects, he opted for Animation
and Visual Effects, purely because he knew
nothing about these subjects and wanted to learn
something new and different.

John Lewis studied animation at Charles Sturt
University and made several animated short films
before working as an animator on Adam Elliot’s
Mary And Max.

What made you decide to make this film?
I had wanted to make a stylised 2D animation
since starting the AVFX degree at CSU and did
so at my first opportunity. Beyond that the
influence of Cameron Pappas, my co creator,
had a lot to do with both the final look and
the story.

What made you decide to make this film?
We both have broad tastes when it comes to
animation genres. Individually our work has
been non-narrative and experimental.
However we both simultaneously arrived at a
moment when we felt hungry for satisfying
narrative, charm and craft. One day I wrote a
little poem for Janette, and it was Janette that
saw the potential to turn it into an animation.
She then systematically re-wrote it until only
the first line remained.
Pilts took a fair while to make.
The real reason that Pilts took as long as it
did is because we had a baby not long after
getting started. Pilts was a challenging film
not because of the actual animating, but
because there are a lot of cuts, and every time
the camera cuts we change the entire set
and puppet.
You nailed the voice-over.
Janette and I had never made a film with
narration before. We ended up recording
actor Mark Hadlow (Dori from The Hobbit) in
Park Road Post (owned by Peter Jackson).
Mark was so enthusiastic about the film that
it put us at ease, and in the end we spent
5 hours getting the 8 minute narration right.
Andrew McGrath at Soundwaves managed to
take the rushed mess I created and polish it up.
How much CG is in it?
The film is largely handmade and in-camera.
2 of the 3 cut-out animated shots were cg.
These were done in the computer due to an
‘or else’ deadline being handed down to us,
and so had to be done very quickly.
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Could you give a brief overview of how you
made it?
To produce this animation we shot video of
the actions and then rotoscoped the outline
and then characterised the motion from there.
The film seems infused with something of a
dance aesthetic. Is that where the stylish
movement comes from?
I wouldn’t say that the movement is derived
from dance, however fluidity was included
by design. The aim was to create something
that was very basic, instinctive, verging on
animalistic and that created a fluidity that is
seen in the final product.
It’s an unusual and especially mature film
for a student film. What sort of influences
prompt that style of filmmaking?
I have always had an interest in the psyche
and psychological. The way in which the
mind can take control and create havoc or
alternatively the way an individual can take
control of their own mind and achieve
amazing feats or better still overcome things
that would have otherwise stumped them.
The subtext of this film is an attempt to
capture this.

Nightlife

Eye You

Grace Under Water

Robert Stephenson
Australia, 4’00, 2014

Nick Simpson
Australia, 4'40, 2014

Anthony Lawrence
Australia, 7'43, 2014

When you can’t sleep, the over-active mind
intersects with amplified elements of the
night. The next day, wakefulness is reached
by diverting from routine.

A voyeuristic satellite hovers and roams
above the mundane inhabitants of a block
of flats one day something truly
extraordinary happens.

Sometimes to find the connection you have to
dive deep. To dive deep, sometimes you have
to climb high. And you seldom get permission
for that.

Robert Stephenson teaches animation at VCA
School of Film and Television and continues
making animated works in the form of short films,
collaborations and contributions to other peoples’
projects, music videos, television commercials.
Way back he did storyboarding and animated
segments for children’s television programmes.
Films include Redback (1996), Lucky For Some
(2004) and Paris Lakes (2011).

Nick Simpson now lives in Melbourne, Australia
via Brisbane via UK. He is a recent graduate of
RMIT with a bachelor of animation (2014) having
previously studied painting and illustration.

Anthony Lawrence produced his first,
commercial stop motion animation in 1986, an
ambitious half hour science fiction, shot on
16mm with all effects done in-camera. This was
purchased by the national broadcaster who
subsequently purchased a 13 by 5 minute
PLASMO series which was sold into 25 countries.
He directed the award winning short Looking For
Horses and worked on the feature Mary and Max.

What made you decide to make this film?
As I have had lack of sleep problems for quite
some time I was interested in making a film
about insomnia, but not really sure about the
structure. Secondly, I’ve been looking into the
merits and problems of creating a film directly
without a screenplay, just going straight to
the animating and seeing what evolves from
scene to scene.
Is this your first time using sand animation?
And what drew you to using sand this time?
This is the first completed film I’ve made with
sand and frankly I have been a bit timid in
showing the final result. Although I had a clear
idea of the subject matter and the kind of
feeling I wanted to share, it was created scene
to scene without much planning and I think
sand animation suits this approach.
How long did it take to make?
I made this in a fragmented way over the
year, an hour or two here and there to fit in
with work. At the start of each shot I would
grab a fistful of sand and trickle this onto the
backlit glass to create a faint outline of the
composition, then add more sand to build up
variances in the opacity across the frame.
Would you use sand again? Why or why not?
I will definitely make another sand film.
I love the tones and how forms seem to reveal
themselves with quite simple playing. I like
the darkness in the imagery, which is odd as
I have made a lot of brightly coloured
animation in the past.

What made you decide to make this film?
Going from static, pen on paper illustrations
to studying mainly 2d computer animation,
I ended up spending hours and hours staring
at a screen. I felt attached to the computer
and the technology within it. But then you
look around and it is painfully obvious that
almost everyone else is developing a similar
connection with technology and it is changing
the way we look at one another. I wanted to
explore this development.
This has an absurdist element to its
narrative. How did that come about?
The concept of the surveillance was there
from the beginning, but the characters and
the direction morphed quite a bit. I was shown
Priit Parn’s Karl Ja Marilyn and enjoyed it so
much. Also, I wanted to make a film that
changed pace dramatically. It drags you
steadily, slowly and methodically, before
wrenching you violently sideways.
Is it different animating a lead character that
is basically just a floating head?
It was definitely a challenge to give the
satellite a personality. It made timing more
important I think, in terms of entering frames
and reacting to action. And sound design
comes in to play more as well.
Why do you think there are so few Australian
films of this type being made?
I'm honestly not too sure. People seem much
more interested in fantasies these days, rather
than the peculiarities of the modern world and
the people living within it.

AUSTRALIAN SHOWCASE

What made you decide to make this film?
In each animation I make, I really like to try
and solve problems by using in camera
techniques as far as possible. This story being
based outdoors, in full sunlight, with water
in most shots, meant that I had the chance to
explore these methods, some of which I had
to invent myself.
What can you say about the challenges of
animating water effects?
Getting the characters to look like they are
floating in water, or half in and half out of the
water, were the main problems. Sometimes
I had to cut a puppet in half so that the top
half could be above the water line and then
the legs could be shown underneath, under
the water surface, which was clear acrylic
topped with hair gel and acetate sheeting.
I contemplated having a puppet animated
underwater to get the floating hair effect but
that would have been a disaster. The armature
would rust, the hair would probably float off
the puppet’s head, a light may have fallen into
the water and shocked the animator, so in the
end all the underwater scenes where just
shot dry.
How did you create the melancholy mood
of the film?
I think the realistic, non-cartoony style of
the puppets with their contemplative
expressions which rarely change, linked to
the rather straight delivery of the narration is
what may create this undertone. The music
is instrumental in helping to generate an
emotion in the audience, and the music kind
of holds back till the very end.
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Bugbug Temple

Aqua Profunda

John Power
Australia, 4'07, 2014

Nathan Campbell
Australia, 1'35, 2014

Steve Baker Australia, 3'20, 2014

A Nocturnal Ascent. Under a full moon, in the
lush undergrowth, creatures of the forest
mingle with memories and signs of passing as
we dreamily climb the path to Bugbug Temple.

After encountering a frog in a swimming pool,
a young boy ponders his life spent on both
coasts of Australia and his fears of what lies
beneath the water’s surface.

His name is Desmondo Ray. He enjoys peeing
in the rain, altering offensive graffiti and
listening to sad music while having happy
thoughts. This is his dating video.

John Power John Power combines painting,
drawing, photography and CGI to make still and
moving pictures. A designer, painter, builder and
prop maker, he has worked in: TV, film, museum
exhibition, opera, ballet and theatre. He has
created digital FX and animation for TV, worked
as an art director and director and toured nationally
and internationally as a VJ. John freelances on
visualisation, design and spectacle in a range of
screen media. John lectures part time at RMIT in
the School of Media and Communication.

Nathan Campbell is an Australian-American
animator and filmmaker originally from Melbourne
where he studied Multimedia Design at Swinburne.
In 2010 he relocated to San Francisco where he
works as a freelance motion designer.
He makes short films to further his love of design,
animation and visual storytelling; most recently
True Love (2014). Earlier films include Strangers
in the Dark' (2007), Castoffs (2010) & Stereo /
Chrono (2011).

Steve Baker works in live action and animation.
His 2007 film An Imaginary Life was the first
animated film to ever win Tropfest. Dog With An
Electric Collar (2009) won an AFI Award.
Handpicked by Peter Farrelly (of the Farrelly
Bros), he worked on the infamous Hollywood
feature Movie 43, wrote and directed The
Apprentice (starring US star Anton Yelchin (Star
Trek, Terminator Salvation) and is Resident
Curator of Joseph Gordon-Levitt’s online
production company hitRECord.

What made you decide to make this film?
Andrew Garton, a long-time collaborator,
was curating a show for the Lights in Winter
around the theme of ‘Shrine’, to be screened
on the large outdoor screen in Federation
square, Melbourne, and asked if I could
respond. I was in the middle of some real-time
collage experiments at the time and thought
this material might work as a linear piece.
I ultimately wanted to see this artwork in a
cinematic context and I thought other people
might like to as well.
What’s behind the unusual name?
Bugbug is a small town on the east coast of
Bali. I was there with my partner on the day of
a lunar festival. After visiting the main Hindu
temple in the town, to witness the offerings
being blessed, we were encouraged to attend
the second stage of the festival, which involved
a pilgrimage, on foot, to another temple high
up in the hills, set atop a cliff that overlooked
the Bali Sea. Heading up the small track
under the full moon to the shrines, with the
immaculately dressed people of the village
became entrancing.
What do you see is the “natural habitat” for
this film?
I’d like this film to be an enjoyable,
contemplative piece of cinema. I’m a huge fan
of MIAF and have enjoyed and been inspired
by so much brilliant short work over the years
in the ACMI cinemas. The sound is very
important to this piece, so a good cinematic
sound system is key.
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What made you decide to make this film?
It is loosely based on my childhood experiences
growing up in Perth, then moving to Melbourne
at a young age. Drawing lines between the
real and imaginary parts of those memories is
interesting. While there really was a frog living
in our backyard pool, the carpet of sea creatures
in the deep end were just an extension of my
early fears and fascinations.
How and why did you pick such a bold and
bright colour palette?
Like a lot of other 'growing up' films, the notion
of change is central to Aqua Profonda. I drew
from the real-life differences between Perth’s
sunny, laid-back isolation, Melbourne’s cold
severity and the 3,000 kilometres of desert
in-between to represent the changes in the
main character's life, and the strong,
contrasting colour palette was important in
communicating this theme.
What influenced or drove the deceptively
simple design style of the film?
I work as a motion designer so I try to think
about efficient visual communication a lot. I
tried to get rid of all the extra details which
weren't needed to tell the story I wanted to
tell. The fact that it's a film about childhood
also has a lot of bearing on the naive art style
Animating water is always challenging.
Definitely. Running fluid simulation inside your
head and then translating that to 24 frames a
second is tough, One of the advantages of
such a simplified art style is that you can get
away with more abstracted depictions of water.

The Video Dating Tape Of
Desmondo Ray, Aged 33 & 3/4

What made you decide to make this film?
For some reason I’m compelled to tell stories
about these sorts of loner characters that
exist on the outskirts of society. So when
Taxi, the production company I work with,
challenged me to create something that
showed off my style, Desmondo was born.
There has to be some tragic dating videos out
there. Did you do any research or did you just
dive straight in?
There was one video I saw called 80s Video
Dating Montage that you have to see to
believe. It’s hilariously tragic, and at times
very disturbing, mostly because of the 80s
era, but also because it’s real and these guys
are genuinely pouring their hearts out. It’s the
same for Desmondo, I’m not trying to make a
parody – it’s just an honest dating tape about
a very peculiar man.
Unusual name for a character. Where did that
name come from?
It came from the part of my brain that has
been designated the role of coming up with
weird sounding names.
How did you wind up feeling about
Desmondo? Pity? Respect for his honesty and
giving it a go? Think he needs some help?
Desmondo is a man-child who views the world
with childlike fascination and awe. I can’t feel
pity for someone like that, but I do think he
needs a little help.
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Husk

City Symphony Noise Poem

Spooky Circuits

Paul Howell
Australia, 3'56, 2014

Paul Fletcher
Australia, 5'00, 2013 (NL)

Curtis Bucciol
Australia, 4'54, 2014

A beautiful, yet mysterious, tree spirit has
her night-time adventure on the streets of
Melbourne take a haunting twist after an
encounter with some feral fairies.

The subtlest sounds of the city brought to
visual life as if under a microscope built
especially for the task.

One man encounters a catalogue of some of
computerville’s most epic fails in a quest to
find his father amongst the circuitry.

Paul Howell has been making stop motion
animation since 1982. Concerned about the
lack of innovation in stop motion technology he
co-founded and developed Stop Motion Pro
(www.stopmotionpro.com) in 1999. Stop Motion
Pro was the first animation software to interface
directly with DSLR cameras, changing the stop
motion capture process forever. Husk is his first
film to be sent to festivals for consideration.

Paul Fletcher has made more than 30 short
animated films. He has contributed the sound
design and music to a number of other locally
made animations. His 2006 work Midi Vacuum
Cleaner was first premiered at the Commonwealth
Games Cultural Festival and each Easter since
2008 he has staged the large outdoor
sculpture/audio/animated video installation
Hidden Creatures in Bendigo. Paul is currently
a Lecturer at VCA and MCM, and performs for
Central Victorian art collective Punctum, and
experimental music and film collective, Undue Noise.

Curtis Bucciol has always been interested in
animation, as he has long had a passion for Pixar
films. He is currently studying and finishing his
Bachelor at Swinburne University. Other than
animation, Curtis also works on websites, short
films, apps, games, photography and is most
recently interested in working on interactive
projections.

What made you decide to make this film?
I believe traditional stop-motion animation
is under threat from imitation computer
generated (CG) imagery. Increasingly films
claiming to be stop-motion are made with
computer assistance, printed replacement
heads and complete CG character sequences
rendered with “stop-motion style” filters.
Attempts to mimic and control the live
performance intrinsic to stop-motion are
disrespectful to the art. I wanted to make a
film that embraced unpredictability – changes
in lighting, weather and events contribute
to the films atmosphere. I also want to tell
stories about Australia from an Australian
perspective.
What can you say about the logistics of
shooting on the streets in the dark?
While filming at night reduced interrupting
traffic, it did mean we were often approached
by drunken revellers, with the Husk puppet
being abducted at one point. Several shots
were animated during rain showers and windy
conditions. Full insurance and permissions are
a must. We used battery power for everything.
Each evening we would film a single shot,
animating until 2 or 3 am.
Where do you imagine these characters
retreat to in the daytime?
The mythical feral fairy folk are just like feral
animals! They skulk away, lurking just out of
view under a grate or in a bin, waiting for an
opportunity to dart out and cause mischief.
I hear they love going through bags, hungry
for stale mint lollies while people are in
the cinema.

What made you decide to make this film?
Various visits to places and languages that
were new for me, and my first ever experience
of actual snow! An ongoing interest in the
City Symphony and my experiments with live
electroacoustic noise performances with
animated visuals.
Is it hard to transition between the work you
see as a teacher what you create personally?
Not hard at all- in my warped little mind it is
all the same in some ways—the sculpting of
time-based movement of shapes, light, colour
drama and emotion of one sort or another
literal and poetic.
Your work (in my opinion) is changing over
time. What do you think this film has in
common with your previous works and what
is different about it? I would certainly hope
that my work changes over time. In common
with the previous works are many of the same
tensions and interactions – for instance,
between elements of narrative and abstraction,
stillness and movement, sonic melody and
texture, between the wish to shake or disturb
the senses and to relax or calm the mind!
Why do you think so few students produce
abstract animation? There are some fantastic
student abstract works including some that
only appear in exercises. However I do get the
impression that a lot of students associate
abstract animation as not something that will
get them a job and to be fair there are very few
film festivals that feature Abstract Animation.

AUSTRALIAN SHOWCASE

What made you decide to make this film?
I made this film because I love making comedy
films, and I wanted to make something that
could represent a wide range of my skills.
I also wanted to challenge myself in that I
have never made a full narrative, (eg. Startmiddle-end) in animation before. It was a
completely new experience, and quite a
fun one.
Is there any autobiographic element to
your film?
The main character is Kurt, my name is Curtis.
The main character is based on me as quite
the computer whizz who likes to help people
out with technical issues.
Why did you go for the grey tone over more
vivid colour?
When I was in the early stages of modelling
I was still playing around with the textures,
trying to keep with my simple design I tried
keeping all the colours simple. When rendering
I had set up an Ambient Occlusion pass, which
is a certain lighting render, and I really liked
the simple grey scale design of it. It gave it a
good style so I kept it and scraped my textures.
Was there even a little bit of you trying to
vent your frustration with Internet ‘fails’ such
as Ask Jeeves, etc?
Yes, I also wanted to bring back some older
Internet jokes to help bridge the gap in the
audience and give it an appeal to a wider
range of ages. (That would be people like me
he’s reaching out to folks – MIAF Director)
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Phantom Limb

War Child

The Meek

Alex Grigg
Australia, 4'17, 2014

Abdullah Kokce
Australia, 1'30, 2014

Joe Brumm
Australia, 7’26, 2015

The consequences that flow like emotional
treacle in the aftermath of an avoidable
accident offer a life of real and imagined pain.

An extraordinary look at the way war is
reported and the way those images
manipulate our sense of a world most of us
see only on our screens.

When a huge comet and a smouldering stranger
crash into her tiny world, our heroine discovers
the difference between knowing what’s good for
you and doing what’s good for you.

Alex Grigg (b. 1987) is an Australian animation
director working between London and Sydney.
He graduated from Queensland College of Art in
2008 and went on to work with a string of studios
in Australia and Europe as an animator and
designer. In 2013 he was invited to join the
international animation collective – Late Night
Work Club – which was where he released
Phantom Limb in special screenings in London
and LA simultaneously.

Abdullah Kokce was born and raised in Turkey.
He is studying animation at Deakin University at
their Burwood campus. Abdullah presented an
earlier ‘work-in-progress’ version of War Child at
MIAF last year as a highlight film in the Blend
Symposium, which focused on films that blend
live action and animation.

Joe Brumm

This film has had substantial international
festival success.
It's been really surprising to have support
from so many festivals. It’s definitely not
something I was thinking about while making
the film. One of the things people tell you is
that if youre film is online festivals won’t be
interested but that hasn't been my experience
so far. It's been a nice chance to get to meet a
lot of new filmmakers and have a beer with them.
It has one of the more evocative and effective
sound tracks of any of the films in the festival.
How hard was that to get right?
Ah the sound track was tough but the
composers (Kirsty Tickle and Jonathan Boulet)
were so collaborative on it. We went back and
forwards loads trying to find a simple melody
with the right tone for the start and would also
work in a new way when it was played at the
end of the film. I think they found a really nice
solution in the end.
It does a great job exploring the relationship
between the two main characters. Was that
a complex thing to imagine and depict?
The writing was really hard for me. I could
imagine a narrative quite quickly but actually
figuring out the nuts and bolts of it was a real
challenge. The tone and the sensation were
the two things that could be damaged with a
slight misstep in how the story unfolded.
What's on screen is only about 10% of the
shots I storyboarded out in the trial and error
writing process.

What made you decide to make this film?
I’m endlessly fascinated by my ability to know
that something is bad for me and yet find
myself still doing it. This film seemed like a
fun way to explore that problem.

What made you decide to make this film?
War Child was my advanced animation project
at Deakin University. War is very bold word.
It causes so many different feelings and
emotions in my mind. Most of the time I
visualise the image of an innocent child crying
right in front of my eyes. Therefore I decided
to create something which illustrates the deep
and dark senses I feel related to war and the
most innocent victims; the children.
How did you go about sourcing most of the
news-style images used in the film?
I chose to use pictures of children from
newspapers, news photographers web pages
and some footage from internet. I researched
some sketches related to wars. Finally I
grouped all of them in three different
categories: Children, Feelings and Environment.
I combined all of them into one using my
personal feelings of sadness and heartbreak.
Are you trying to say anything specific about
our relationship to news and about how our
news is visually presented to us?
The news is our main source of information,
especially newspapers. When we view an
image in the newspaper it allows us to feel
and associate with the same atmosphere as
depicted in the image. Of course our thoughts
and feelings add to the emotions we feel.
I tried to show my feelings through music,
sounds and colours. These are a reflection of
my feelings related to the images illustrated
in newspapers.

Check the ‘making of’ blog at
https://medium.com/@joyybox/making-phantomlimb-1eef3f6d085f
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You clearly had some important collaborators.
What could you say about them?
I can’t say enough good things about Mark,
Laura and Dan. Phil Hall is a friend of mine
from London and a writer for Peppa Pig.
We spent the day walking around Ramsgate
going through the story in its earliest forms.
Sam Jennings helped me get the narration
sounding right. Myf Warhurst ‘s narration was
spot on for how I wanted main character to
come across, there’s a quality to her voice
which just sounds so unique.Ollie from The
Cat Empire composed the score. I’m so happy
with how it turned out though, it sets just the
right tone for me, kind of grandiose, soap
opera, love story and musical all in one.
The “reveal” moment in the film comes near
the beginning. Were you tempted to have it
near the end?
Yeah I definitely considered it, tried it out in
the animatic a few times. Ultimately it didn’t
work for me though for a few reasons. I like
being in on the secret, you feel more for the
main character and it’s a bit like the Titanic,
the tension is heightened throughout knowing
the inevitable is looming. It also allows for
that feeling you get when you watch bugs do
their thing: it’s like, why are you guys going
to so much effort?

The Orchestra

Cinema Dehors

Eclipse

Mikey Hill
Australia, 15'00, 2015

Tatiana Poliektova, Filippo Rivetti
Australia, 2'40, 2014

Jelena Sinik
Australia, 1'30 2014

An epic animated achievement! In a world
filled with beautiful and harmonious music,
Vernon always seems to strike the wrong note.

Sometimes we forget that the real beauty of
this world is right in front of our eyes.

A reflective animated piece unifying light and
paper in the illustration of the subtleties of
deteriorating sight and its impression on the
experience of childhood and intimacy.

Mikey Hill Born Fyodor 'Junebug' Malcheski
sometime in the late 20th century, Mikey Hill
emerged to triumphantly pen the cover for the
1989 Craigburn Primary School annual
publication. Despite occasionally looking
sideways, he's never looked back. Hill force-read
the turgid Macromedia Flash manual – inexorably
leading him to pass a Masters in Animation.
The Orchestra is Hill’s third hand animated short
film – each more elaborately time-consuming
than the last.

Tatiana Poliektova was born in St-Petersburg,
Russia. She drew from an early age, graduating
from art school and University of Cinema &
Television in animation and computer graphics.

Jelena is a young Australian animator who grew
up by the beach in Sydney, currently undertaking
a Master of Animation at the University of
Technology Sydney. She started off studying
filmmaking at UNSW with a Bachelor of Media
(Screen and Sound) and combined her passion
for cinema and traditional art into the animated
form.

What made you decide to make this film?
A mix of naïve determination and blind
optimism. For years now I’ve wanted to be a
narrative filmmaker, hopefully a feature filmmaker, and with this film I wanted to attempt
to create a three act structured short film.
This is an epic achievement. What’s involved
in making a 15-minute drawn, detailed and
fluidly animated film?
My fifteen-minute film has 199 shots and
north of 21,000 frames. That’s a lot of drawing.
Each shot requires thought, thumbnailing,
storyboarding, often numerous takes at the
rough animation stage, and then clean up
and colouring. On top of this is a veritable
mountain of backgrounds and compositing.
We did have a relatively small crew and so,
from a director’s perspective, making the
film involved a lot of patience, keeping an
eye on the bigger picture, ducking projectile
deadlines, and encouraging a positive
attitude in the studio. Luckily, I had a fun
and dedicated team.
It looks and feels very French. Is this how
you see it?
Sylvain Chomet’s films were certainly a great
inspiration for me, particularly visually, and
his work was used as reference when
developing the look of the film. I also love the
style of Japanese directors Koji Yamamura and
Kunio Kato, which I’m sure has translated into
my work. Beyond this, I don’t think my work
is too quintessentially French, or Australian
for that matter; I’m trying to create a unique,
and hopefully universal, feel in my films.

Filippo Rivetti is a photographer and filmmaker
specialised in motion-control timelapse and
hyperlapse. Born in Italy, he has been based in
Sydney, Australia for the past 10 years, but work
takes him all around the world.

What made you decide to make this film?
We worked together on a project for the
Italian Tourism Agency and decided we had to
create something together! Filippo also
wanted to produce a short film for Tropfest,
and in 2014 the Tropfest Signature Item)
was ‘mirror’.
The integration of the animation with the
live-action backgrounds is really well done.
What was it like trying to get that down?
After writing the script we started choosing
the time-lapse sequences that would fit with
the story. Tatiana soon found out that the
parallax effect in most of these sequences
(given by the dolly movements) would have
been a nightmare to synchronize with
animation, so we tried to minimize those and
Filippo had to shoot additional content for
the film.
On one level it seems like a pretty simple
idea but what are these little guys doing
running a forest floor with mirrors?
The idea of the creatures running around
came from wood ants. Also something
happened to the original mirror and it has
broken down into pieces that got scattered
around the world. The creatures go around
to collect the pieces, put the mirror back
together and use it in what we find out is a
cinema screen. The creatures are fascinated
by the ‘cinema’ and by the amazing movie
playing on it: they don’t realize it’s just
reflecting what’s behind them. Only one
creature, a dreamer, sees the obvious truth
and tries to tell them, but he is constantly
ignored.
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What made you decide to make this film?
As an artist, I primarily rely on my sight
and the sight of others in the expression of
complex ideas, artistic identity and storytelling. I was touched by the humbling
realisation that so many people around the
world are visually impaired while the rest of
us are fortunate enough to enjoy this sense,
so often taking it for granted.
Interesting that you would use such a visual
medium to discuss loss of sight. What do you
think animation as an artform brings to the
telling of this story?
I have always felt animation to be an incredibly
dynamic and enriching art form, elegantly
capturing the finesses of serious genres like
documentary with a touch of magical realism
and whimsy that are memorable to the viewer.
This particular story relies on metaphor and
the abstraction of central ideas, and as such,
animation was the most versatile form
It's rare to see a film so tightly constructed.
Was it hard to get this story across in such
a short film?
It is always a challenge reducing such a
complex story into what is essentially a
moment. While there is a very real risk of oversimplification, it feels incredibly rewarding to
have to dive so deeply into an idea in order to
turn it inside out and shine the light onto the
very heart of it. This story in particular was
difficult due to its intimate nature, however
sometimes all we need is a glimpse of
something to have our lives changed.
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Ernie Biscuit

Florescence

Money

Adam Elliot
Australia, 21’14, 2015

Milo Lu
Australia, 5'14, 2015

Mimi Leung
Australia, 1'31, 2014

A lonely, deaf Parisian taxidermist’s world is
turned upside down and back to front when a
dead pigeon arrives on his doorstep.

In a slave factory on an alien planet, a being is
inspired to an unpredictable path of action by
the freedom of a passing bird.

I’m calling ‘coz I love you. I need some money.

Adam Elliot is Australia’s best known animator.
His earlier short films have become iconic
Australian cinema, he won as Oscar for his 2003
film Harvey Krumpet and directed the critically
renowned animated feature Mary And Max.

Milo Lu is an illustrator, animator and multiinstrumentalist musician from Melbourne. In 2014
Milo completed a Bachelor of Animation and
Interactive Media at RMIT. His heartfelt final piece
Florescence gained an entry and screening at
MIAF and quickly received critical acclaim from
his peers. Since his graduation Milo has focused
on promoting 'Florescence' and interning at
'OhYeahWow' Studios whilst continuing to pursue
his musical aspirations.

Mimi Leung was born in Hong Kong and raised
in England. She studied at Central St. Martins
and the Royal College of Art in London. She is a
freelance illustrator and animator, creating work
for clients such as Samsung and The New York
Times and is represented by The Jacky Winter
Group and Jelly London. Her work fluctuates
around ideas of the imagination, movement
and viscera.

What made you decide to make this film?
When I was at the VCA, I had a pretentious
plan to make a trilogy of trilogies: 3 x short
shorts, 3 x long shorts and 3 x features. I
never thought this would happen and that it
would take a lifetime, but so far I have made
6 of the 9 … three to go! [Also] the reality is
stopmo features need to get their budgets
down. The average budget for indie features
has come plummeting down and as my work
is considered ‘indie’, then my films need to be
more economical. Therefore with ERNIE I
wanted to try new materials and test new
workflows. Good news is I made ERNIE for a
third of the cost HARVEY KRUMPET cost
twelve years ago.
Megalomaniac?
I thoroughly enjoyed doing almost everything
on ERNIE BISCUIT. There’s no denying most
auteur stopmo filmmakers are megalomaniacs
and control freaks. On MARY AND MAX I was
the conductor of a huge orchestra and very
rarely got my hands dirty which was often
frustrating. I love using my hands and felt I
needed to get back to basics, make a simple
film and enjoy the ‘process’.
I also wanted to achieve an aesthetic I’d be
striving my whole career for. Finally after two
decades of sculpting and animating, I feel I am
getting very close to a look and feel I have
been trying for.
What next?
As my indulgent plan dictates, I now have
three more films to make before I can finally
drop dead. Everyone says I should make a
series, but I’d rather eat glass. At the age of
44, I now know there isn’t much else I can do
nor that I will probably ever get filthy rich from
my art. I have also been making ‘one off’ artworks which I’m hoping to exhibit at some point.
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What made you decide to make this film?
I wanted to get to know animation software
better and to animate to music, but I also
wanted complete freedom to do what I wanted
without stressing about copyright or being
influenced by a band/musician's visual
identity or input. I wanted the freedom to
completely mess it up and experiment. So I
made an album of about 6 songs with the idea
that I could use them to animate to when I
got a chance.

What made you decide to make this film?
I wanted to make a piece that covered how
freedom, power, environmentalism and
individuality can be constricted or shunned
within a social structure or framework, and yet
revered as much as control. It may also be a
reflection of my personal state of mind at the
time of its fruition.
How or why did you settle on such a bold
visual style?
The visual elements within my film all started
off as simple geometric shapes, I opted to
keep it quite simple visually to give way to
the subtleties of the narrative and pronounce
the symbolism that is carried throughout.
I wanted the piece to hit hard and stand out,
despite its quiet elusiveness.

Perceptions of scale and distance are core
elements of the look of the film.
What drove that? The aesthetic layout of the
environment surrounding the characters was
scaled to depict the beings as small and
powerless beside the colossal structures
wherein they reside. The distance shots
allowed me to accentuate the dark and baron
landscape, and also hint at a disassociation
between outsiders and the beings at the factory.
What – if anything – is the takeaway message
of the film? Real freedom for any being,
comes not from the social, but from within.
'Florescence' shows that structure and control
are only powerful in the physical world,
possible only by the generation of fear.
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You have a kind of ‘hyper-surrealist’ style –
where does that come from?
I'm not sure about this hyper-surrealist stuff.
With Money I had lots of different ideas and
things I wanted to try and things I wanted to
learn from the animator I worked with (Pete
Shand). One of the ideas was to reuse old work
as part of the visuals. Another was to use clips
grabbed directly from surfing the web. Then I
mixed in clips from my phone too.
How do you actually animate this stuff?
It was a combination of Flash, Illustrator,
phone clips, Premier, After Effects, Maya,
film footage, old illustrations and screen
recordings. I started off with a rough storyboard which evolved as the video progressed
and I had to find different ways of resolving
things. I designed the characters and briefed
Pete on what I hoped to achieve with them.
He sent me outlines of frames which I then
worked up in Illustrator or Flash. I then
dropped the artwork into After Effects,
fiddled with filters, effects and timings etc.

Nowhere Line: Voices From
Manus Island
Lukas Schrank
Australia, 15'18, 2015
The remarkable gruelling, true story of two
men detained on the Manus Island Refugee
Detention Centre told in their own words.

Lukas Schrank is a British film-maker and
animator. After working as a disillusioned
freelancer for 5 years he founded Visitor Studio,
a creative collaboration that aimed to focus on the
intersection between film and design – combining
live action with animation, visual effects and
spatial design.

What made you decide to make this film?
Shortly after I arrived in Australia I came
across the propaganda comic that the
government distributed in Afghanistan, that
was supposed to discourage people from
seeking asylum in Australia. I immediately
started to think of ways that a similar piece
could be created, addressing the same issues,
and telling the same story, but from a
difference perspective – giving some integrity
back to the both the people that it represented,
and the medium itself. So the project started
off as a graphic novel, and somehow it evolved
into an animation without me realising.
How long has it taken to complete?
The actual production process took around
6 months, the style of the film was developed
in a way that could be executed in a relatively
short space of time with a small team.
How did you obtain the recordings?
The recordings were obtained over the phone,
it took a very long time to make contact with
detainees but after around 5 months of
research I suddenly found myself with 3.5
hours of recordings. It was extremely difficult
to edit them down to 15 minutes. I made sure
that the men I spoke to were happy with how
I had edited their interviews, as I had to cut
so much out.
How accurately is the depiction of the
detention camp?
Some parts of the camp are 100% accurate,
whether it's the position of a light switch or
the curve of a corrugated ceiling, other parts
are less accurate and a few things had to be
moved around in order to work better
cinematically.

Savanna Burning

The Wolf Within

David Pennay
Australia, 7'34, 2014

Jonathan L Reyes
Australia, 2014, 4'34

A look at how traditional burning of savanna
country in northern Australia can help with
carbon mitigation and generate work on country
for the traditional custodians of the land.

Capturing the true inner wolf sometimes can
only be done when it’s running free, wild and
dangerous.

David Pennay established 3 Hand Studios, a
stop-motion studio based in Footscray, in 2009.
He has recently been creating a string of multilingual, educational stop-motion animations on
environmental projects for Pacific Islanders and
Australian Indigenous Communities. He also
lectures at RMIT, runs multiple stop-motion
animation classes at FCAC and works animating
with adults with intellectual disabilities.

Jonathan L R Reyes is a Melbourne-based
multi-disciplinary designer, specialising in motion
graphics and 2D animation. After obtaining his
bachelor degree in Design at RMIT, he has
worked in New York, Los Angeles and London,
as well as across his home turf of Australia.
He now juggles freelance projects, world travelling,
as well as a full-time residence in the TV department
of an advertising agency. With more exciting
projects underway; he has his sights set on world
domination!

What made you decide to make this film?
I was approached by the North Australian
Indigenous Land and Sea Management
Alliance Ltd (NAILSMA) to create two
educational stop motion animations about
climate change and carbon mitigation through
traditional burning and the Carbon Farming
Initiative for local indigenous communities in
the top end.

What made you decide to make this film?
I was particularly drawn to the theme of
alienation, so I conducted a survey with family
and friends to explore the idea of when they
felt isolated, and how the dealt with the
situation.
Life drawing classes can be hellish. Is there
any autobiographic thread to this film?
As a creative, it's easy to feel self-conscious
about your artwork, especially during the early
days. In reality, you realise it’s all in your head,
and feedback is essential. One of the survey
responses dealt with the fact that no matter
how much she tried, she always felt her artwork was inferior. I so strongly related to
that story.

What was the cultural consultation
process like?
We were lucky enough to be invited to travel
up to Arnhem Land and visit Ngukurrfor
cultural research, where we consulted with
members of the local community and Yugul
Mangi Rangers (Clarry Rogers, Walter Rogers)
whom were very inspiring and helpful. Glenn
James and Robbie Henderson (script writers)
and I consulted continuously with the
community representatives about the
appropriate language, cultural references and
nuances and also characters and scene settings
etc. The local communities were consulted
extensively about the language and story
through out the scripting process and also
helped in translating the dialogue to Kriol.

What – if anything – does the film say about
repressed & unleashed violence?
The film warns about the psychological
effects of isolation and segregation on an
individual, and the ultimate decision of
retaliation due to the pressure. The retaliation,
in this unfortunate case, was violence.

What has been the impact and reach of
the film?
It was designed to be screened in remote
communities as part of the educational package,
it has also been taken up by schools like
Yirrkala school in Nhulunbuy who are using
the animations and the manual for a whole
term while they focus on Climate change. It
has also been screened on ICTV and at MIAF,
so it is reaching beyond our target audience.

Are you especially interested in animating
animal characters or did this story simply
call for that?
In this film the predator is now the prey.
A group of reindeers is called a mob or a herd,
and this perfectly alluded to herd mentality,
the idea that people are influenced by their
peers to adopt certain behaviours and trends.
The climax of the film shows that we cannot
outrun our true animalistic urges.
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This Is Footscray

This Is Not An Ape

Welcome To Grossvil

Christie Widiarto
Australia, 4'28, 2014

Thomas Bell
Australia, 2'51, 2014

Cameron Jones
Australia, 3'19, 2014

Over 12 months the Footscray community
came together to tell their stories through a
stopmotion animation on a 67 metre wall
capturing the history, evolution and present
day feel of their place.

A Philosophy of Gorilla. A surreal, tongue-incheek film about ‘Gorilla’ with a tip of the hat
to Dali, David Lynch, Freud and others.

Something goes horribly wrong when Mayor
Brikton abducts a small child in the hope of
recovering the political support of his
constituents. So begins the cover-up.

Christie Widiarto is a Melbourne based
community animator who uses a range of medium
and a blend of animation techniques to create
her work. She also runs animation workshops
in schools and community centres around
Melbourne, often drawing on her Indonesian
heritage and personal experiences to create
stories that explore cultural identity and how
experiences shape who we become.

Tom Bell is riddled with cognitive dissonance
which he finds equally disturbing and comforting.
He does work from motion graphics to stop-motion,
digital painting, CGI, web-series production and is
building a workplace business for similar nerds
and eccentrics. He also goes by the name Mez –
who he blames all of his art on.

Cameron Jones grew up in some average
suburban home in Melbourne Australia surrounded
by video games, toys, and cartoons. He spent a
good amount of time drawing random creatures
and characters to help tell his crazy schizophrenic
stories. He is a 2D animator, and draws inspiration
for his style from Adult Swim cartoons on Cartoon
Network. Cameron is a fairly recent graduate from
RMIT after studying Animation and Interactive
Media, and is now currently doing freelance work.

What made you decide to make this film?
Having moved to Footscray in 2013, I was
inspired by the multicultural mix and history
that developed a unique community that was
just across the river from Melbourne CBD.
Every day I walked by this 67 metre wall that
was covered in graffiti and I saw potential for
something exciting to happen there. Inspired
by street artist and animator, BLU, I imagined
the wall coming alive to tell a story.
Who worked on it?
A core team of young artists were involved
including emerging local artists Rosie Kilvert,
Becky Blechynden and Jared Backhouse.
There were also others came from Phoenix
Youth Arts, a free weekly workshop held at
Phoenix Youth Centre for 12–25 year old local
youth. However so many other community
members also gave us a hand from donating
money to lending a hand for an hour.
How “planned” was the structure of the film?
The structure of the film was carefully planned
over seven months before production. However,
as with many community projects, it changed
completely through the production stage as
more participants joined and others left.
What life has the film and the mural had since
its completion?
The mural has survived but local graffiti artists
have filled in the gaps adding tags to areas
that were blank. So now the wall, like
Footscray, has a colourful mixed identity of
street art and graffiti tags. The film has been
screened at a launch event, and will be online
at the end of the year.
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What made you decide to make this film?
This Is Not an Ape came about during a shift
in the way I viewed western political theory.
That ridicule could be the best expression of
admiration – a reaction against the damage
done to an idea by taking it too seriously.
I tried to imagine a world in which the right to
work and vote could be extended to the rest
of the animal kingdom. Did you know that the
unemployment rate amongst Gorilla
populations is nearly 100%?
One obvious question is why the vintage
cinema style?
The flickering title cards and worn-out film
look situate us squarely in the days of the
experimental film of the 20s and 30s. I needed
to revisit old loves and put them under a new
filtered light. Because really Un Chien Andalou
(Salvador Dali) is both partly and absolutely
stupid – and the fact that we’re supposed to
take it seriously is part of its genius. The fact
that Freud could be both somewhat correct
and entirely full of shit is itself the lesson to
take away.
How human – or how ‘animal’ – were you
trying to make these characters?
Except for a couple of scenes, I tried to
animate Gorilla-Bro more or less as a human –
or how a gorilla living with the rest of human
society might behave. Essentially a gorilla
trying to act human and feeling normal doing
so. In one shot I had Gorilla-Bro walking as a
gorilla but I made his eyes unfocused so that
this was the alien version, the unrelatable
character, the unnatural animal. Also because
gorillas move cool.

What made you decide to make this film?
I made this film as my final year graduate
piece for University. Also, I decided to make
Grossvil the way it is because I wanted to
make something fun, free and open to
changes. I wanted Grossvil to be a project
that could hold my attention for a long period
of time.
It’s a pretty weird premise, where did the
details for this little tale come from?
The details of the plot came to me while I was
at an event surrounded by tons of people. I
couldn't breathe and all I could think of was
the amount of farts people are doing. I thought
about how gross everyone was and how no
one seemed to care. After that night, the made
up city name ‘Grossvil’ was created. From
there the plot evolved into what it is drawing
inspiration from Adult Swim cartoons and my
love for Sci-Fi.
The characters are GREAT! How were their
personalities ‘designed’?
I wanted Brikton and Morgan to be polar
opposites. I wanted Morgan to reinforce
Brikton’s crazy personality. I also wanted
Brikton to overreact at everything, which
I then expressed through off model animation.
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How hard was it to find the right voices and
get the right performances?
It wasn’t very hard for me to find the right
voices. I have a few actor friends who are very
good at what they do. So I made sure I created
characters that fit their voices.

What Makes You (W)hole

When Crocodiles Weep

Lovebites

Rachel Toh
Australia, 2'11, 2014

Ann Shenfield
Australia, 2'00, 2015

Jonathon Iskov
Australia, 3'00, 2014

In a world full of holes, Burnt Orange is one of
the few who has trouble filling his own.

The world is a beautiful, fragile place.
A butterfly dreams of being a person.

Cecil, the preying mantis, goes on his first date.
Ain’t nature grand!

Rachel Toh was born in Singapore, but has
called Australia home since 2002. She is 3rd year
animation student at RMIT in Melbourne.
Her hobbies include breathing stories, dreaming
up character designs and keeping herself sane by
illustrating. Folklore and mythology are her first
loves, constantly fighting with art nouveau and
Japanese animation in close second. She hopes
to graduate at the end of 2015.

Ann Shenfield works across a variety of media.
Her animated films have received various national
and international awards and have screened
widely, including selection to the Berlin Film
Festival. Her poetry book You Can Get Only So
Close On Google Earth won the Judith Wright
Poetry Prize.

Jonathon Iskov graduated with honours in design/visual communications, majoring in animation
and continued further studies in screen and media
at AIE. Jonathon has a love of both traditional
2D and 3D animation and is Inspired by the likes
of Hayao Miyazaki and Ari Folman (Waltz With
Bashir).

What made you decide to make this film?
A number of years ago I went through a career
phase where I swore off animation. Sometime
last year I was playing around with Photoshop
and I thought, well, why not …? I’ve been
concentrating on writing poetry for a fair
while now and it occurred to me that the two
creative worlds could marry together. It was
really important to me that I make something,
even if it was an elaborate failure, that would
be authentic, and speak from my heart. ’

What made you decide to make this film?
First up I would like to say that this was a
combined effort of myself and three other
awesome guys; Aaron Bautista, Michael De
Caria and Aram Davern. We really wanted to
keep it simple. This idea of the female killing
the male after mating seemed like a fun story
to tell. It’s was surprising how many people
didn’t actually know that mantises do this.

What made you decide to make this film?
At RMIT, I had to make an animation without
words or dialogue, so I turned to physical
characteristics for my storytelling instead.
The image of a little rabbit character with a
shape cut out of its body came to me one
morning, and I started sketching it out alongside variants with different shaped holes.
It’s a fairly limited colour palette you have
elected to use. What made you choose
that look?
I was strongly inspired by the art style of the
video game franchise Katamari Damacy.
Many promotional illustrations feature a look
akin to vector art, and relies on strong shapes
and colours to produce readable images in the
absence of lines. It's a style I like a lot, and I
wanted to see if I could recreate it myself.
The way the pacing changes gear is pitch
perfect. Did that kind of pacing come
naturally?
It came quite naturally. It definitely changed
during production, since I was tweaking it
instinctively as I watched it over and over
again. I changed it to suit what I found funny,
and I’m happy it works with other people too.
Were there any – or many – ideas for
plugging the hole that were discarded?
Surprisingly, no! Finding ways to plug up the
hole became a bit of a story problem for me.
At the time, I couldn’t think of many ways it
could be done without having ideas overlap.
I felt lucky enough to have the few that do
appear in the film.

It looks like paint-on-glass and, visually,
it’s beautiful and very subtle. How did you
make this film?
I’m really happy that you thought that. My
background is as an animator who has worked
with paint paint-on-glass and I really love the
look and feel of those films, though I have to
admit I made the film using Photoshop.
It’s a very ‘complete’ script but also quite
an ephemeral one.
All the writing I do seems to have its own
course, which I’m not always too conscious
of. I’m often aware that there’s this incredible
wonder or mystery right in front of us. It seems
crazy to me that as a species we’re searching
for intelligent life in every corner of outer
space but because we’re searching on our
terms, we’re not looking at what’s in front of us.
It definitely has one of the better narration
tracks. What did it take to get that right?
I honestly don’t know if it works, perhaps I’m
too close to it. It was a real no budget film
and so I decided to use my own voice. Partially
it was just that I knew how I wanted the
narration to sound, but it was also that I had
to be pragmatic.
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Insects always make great characters. How
much fun was it to design these guys?
It was a lot of fun designing these guys. We
wanted to keep a simple look and feel to them
and avoid the Pixar ‘Bugs life’ look as much as
possible. We did have many arguments about
Cecil’s head shape before settling on the more
extreme shape.
How hard is it, though, to invest these
characters with personalities?
They don’t speak in the film so all their
personality had to come from how they look
and acted. The long head really help us create
personality for Cecil. We tried to show a lot
of his emotion and character though his
bendable head. And we used his cute little
bowtie gave him that innocent look.
Is the scale of the insect world a hard or
unique thing to deal with when designing a
film like yours?
I feel it was a lot easier to break the rules with
insects. The small scale was also very helpful
in terms of keeping it simple; instead of
intricately designed props all we needed were
a few leaves and branches. Plus we kept a
shallow depth of field to imitate the macro
lens of a camera which also helped minimise
the amount of props necessary for the shots.
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Garom the Rock Cod
Erub Erwer Meta (Darnley Island Arts Centre)

Jason Japaljarri Woods

PHOTOGRAPHER: REBECCA FISHER ©AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM

PHOTO COURTESY OF PAW MEDIA

Simon Janpananka Fisher
animating Kardiya Kangurnu
PHOTO COURTESY OF PAW MEDIA
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STRONG CULTURE. STRONG LANGUAGE. STRONG PEOPLE:
Indigenous Animation at the 17th National Remote
Indigenous Media Festival.

Deb Szapiro

We are standing around the surprisingly deep, dry and perfectly formed, Wanirri
Yankirri-kirlangu (Emu Rockhole), situated about thirty to forty minutes drive from
Lajamanu, a remote Indigenous community on the northern edge of the Tanami
desert in the Northern Territory. Lajamanu Elder, Jerry Jangala Patrick, has
generously shared with us the Karnanganja Jukurrpa (Emu Dreaming) connected
to the seasonal waterhole and explained its significance as a Dreaming site
associated with a songline that stretches from the coast to inland Australia. Wanirri
Yankirri-kirlangu also serves as a compass and a geographical marker of
consensual boundaries between Indigenous nations.
Comments of recognition stir through members of the
assembled crowd as people from Arnhem Land, the
Pilbara and Kimberly regions voice their recognition of
the story, as it also forms part of their Dreaming.
The joy of recognition, respect and connection
through the shared story is palpable. Jerry looks
around the circle we have formed at the edge of the
rockhole, and speaks to the way the story has
formed a link between people from regions
geographically distant and yet connected, ‘See… we
don’t make the stories, the stories make us.’
His statement sums up the heart of why 180 remote
media workers and industry partners from across
Australia have travelled vast distances to Lajamanu
to participate in the 17th National Remote Indigenous
Media Festival.

“We don’t
make the
stories…
the stories
make us”.
Jerry Jangala Patrick,
17th Remote Indigenous Media
Festival, Lajamanu NT.

Local Lajamanu
leader Steve
Wanta Patrick,
Jerry’s son, says
the theme for this
year’s festival
‘Speaking to
Country, Speaking
from Country’
(Wintaru
Wangkanjaku
Ngurruka in the
local Walpiri
language)
describes the role
of Indigenous

media in creating networks that connect people,
places and stories across the country to strengthen
culture, identity and wellbeing.
The majority of the NRIMF participants are Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Island media practitioners and the
festival presents a packed program of industry forums,
strategic discussions around policy, technology and
issues facing the sector, skills workshops, nightly
screenings, award presentations and a great
opportunity to catch up on what everyone in the
remote media sector is up to.
Nightly screenings showcase films that have been
produced in the last twelve months and closing
awards ceremonies (ICTV Awards And The Remote
Indigenous Media Awards) recognise established
and up and coming talent in the media sector. It’s my
first NRIMF and I’ve come to Lajamanu to see and
hear what is happening in Indigenous animation.
I’ve been following the uptake of animation by
Indigenous filmmakers and communities for some
time and have used my role as a curator and festival
director to support a wider understanding and
recognition of Indigenous animation through
screening the work of Australian, Canadian and US
Indigenous animators both in Australia and internationally. As part of the UTS: Sydney International
2010 Animation Festival (UTS:SIAF) I convened an
Indigenous Animation forum which showcased a
range of Indigenous led productions. The forum
included practitioners from the Northern Territory,
South Australia and Canada and was accompanied
with screenings of films that spoke to the diversity of
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content, production processes and practices inherent
in contemporary Indigenous animation.
Canadian First Nation filmmakers; Dennis Jackson
(Cree) and Melanie Jackson (Métis/Saulteaux),
American filmmakers; Ian Skorodin (Choctaw),
Joseph Erb (Cherokee) and Roy Boney Jnr (Cherokee)
and Australian animation director, Jason Japaljarri
Woods (Warlpiri) are examples of filmmakers who
are insistent on authoring animated narratives that
position Indigenous culture firmly in the present and
the future. These filmmakers engage with technology
and media culture without sacrificing Indigenous
identity or values. Their films respect traditions,
reflect contemporary Indigenous experience and
provide visions of an alternative future.
Over the last six years, the number of Australian
Indigenous led, animated films has steadily increased
with many remote Indigenous communities embracing
animation as a filmmaking technique that sits well
with their narrative and cultural practices. This has
resulted in an exciting body of work that is both
culturally and nationally relevant.
The National Remote Indigenous Media Festival
(NRIMF) is a perfect place to see new animation and
to catch up with the filmmakers, organisations and
communities who are leading this movement as the
majority of Indigenous animation is being produced
in remote communities. The annual festival is cohosted and supported by the Indigenous Remote
Communications Association (IRCA) in conjunction
with the Remote Indigenous Media Organisation
(RIMO) in whose area it takes place. IRCA represents
and promotes the interests and achievements of the
remote Indigenous media and communications
sector and has recently been made the peak
national body for the Indigenous media and
communication sector.
Indigenous production of media is an essential
public service that speaks directly to Indigenous
audiences in a way that mainstream media does not.
There are about 130,000 Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people living in over 1,100 discrete communities across remote Australia (IRCA 2015). In remote
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Indigenous communities, local media is a big part of
life and the majority of media production, training
and support is carried out by RIMOs, Art Centres and
Wellbeing Centres.
Numerous government reports, including the 2010
Review of Australian Government Investment in the
Indigenous Broadcasting and Media Sector have
identified the potential of a well resourced and
skilled Indigenous broadcasting and media sector to
contribute to the wellbeing and future of Indigenous
Australians, to address issues of equity and access
to information and technology, and more broadly, to
strengthen Australia’s national cultural identity.
However the sector remains, under-resourced,
understaffed and largely unrecognised.
This year Pintubi Anmatjere Warlpiri Media and
Communications (PAW Media) is the RIMO who is
co-hosting the festival. PAW Media has an impressive
track record with all forms of media and has been a
leader in animation production and training in the
Indigenous media sector. It operates across 11
communities, 11 language groups including English,
and its remit spans an area of 480,000 square
kilometres in the Tanami Region. Lajamanu, a
Warlpiri settlement, is one of these 11 communities.
The drive to Lajamanu, and Lajamanu’s history itself,
is part of understanding remote media organisations
and the animation they produce. It’s my first trip to
‘The Territory’. I am warmed by the humour, spirit
and openness of the Territorians I meet, yet appalled
by the acceptance of what seems to resemble a
contemporary apartheid system in Darwin. I’ve
heard things are similar in Alice Springs.
The Darwin pubs that overflow with white patrons
at all hours of the day, remind me that whilst
mainstream media rhetoric sees drinking as an
Indigenous issue, drinking is in fact a whole of
Australia issue. The British and Irish brought their
drinking problems to this land. Indigenous Australia
pays the price for this legacy and non-Indigenous
Australians blissfully stick their heads in the sand
with their glass of beer or wine in hand, ignoring the
negative effects of alcohol on their own culture. Yet
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the Territory is a complex relationship, people are
refreshingly irreverent and funny like the Australia of
my youth, a quality that my hometown of Sydney
seems to have lost.
We drive the ten hours from Darwin to Lajamanu
through stunningly beautiful landscape. The colour
palette, vegetation and light shift subtlety every
50 to 100 kilometres. The sky is endless and the
landscape is unique. For city dwelling Australians
this is a foreign land that many will not visit in
their lifetime.
It is impossible to experience this landscape which
speaks of vast distances, not just in kilometres but
in time, without wondering why mainstream
Australia insists on chronologically positioning and
describing itself as a young country… a nation child…
always looking out for a Colonial parent nation to
guide it. The Northern Territory landscape speaks to
the undeniable fact that we are an ancient country…
an Elder nation with a strong, vibrant and insightful
Indigenous culture that stretches back more than
40,000 years. We should listen.
Lajamanu, the location for this year’s festival, is a
remote Aboriginal community situated 10 hours
drive from Darwin. It sits midway between Darwin
and Alice Springs on the northern rim of the Tanami
desert. The population is Warlpiri, however this is
Gurindji country. The settlement was forcibly
established when the Native Affairs Branch of the
Federal Government decided that the Warlpiri
settlement of Yuendumu was overcrowded. Their
solution was to truck people against their will to a
spot 600kms north of Yuendumu.

history of punitive and restrictive Colonialist policies
that refuse to acknowledge Aboriginal sovereignty
and the importance of connection to country,
relationship, culture and self-determination for
Indigenous Australians. The continued history of
restrictive assimilationist policies continues to be
evident in contemporary punitive measures such as
the 2007 ‘NT Intervention’ and the restriction on
Indigenous language literacy in NT schools.
The resilience and strength that Indigenous
Australians continually harness to keep culture alive,
and the importance that connection to country and
culture play in identity and wellbeing is key to
understanding contemporary practices in Indigenous
animation and media.
Whilst there are complex dilemmas facing Indigenous
cultures worldwide, they maintain strong social and
cultural practices and imaginaries that are vibrant,
evolving and contemporary. Yet dominant cultural
models, particularly in mainstream entertainment
animation, have a tendency to deny Indigenous
futures by chronologically positioning Indigenous
cultures in a narrative past.
This view is often sanctioned as a harmless and
well-meaning romantic view of traditional cultures,
or, as in films such as Disney’s Pocahontas (1995),
an easy way to avoid paying for copyright, due to
traditional Indigenous stories being deemed as
public domain. However this popular media model
is far from harmless in its denial of a culturally
distinct Indigenous future, in its plundering and
commodification of traditional narratives, and its
insistent portrayal of Indigenous cultures as
homogenous, fossilised and unchanging.

The forced settlement was away from Walpiri country,
family and Dreaming sites so the people walked
back to Yuendumu. They did this three times, were
rounded up each time and trucked back until they
finally settled in the area. A series of ceremonies
were conducted in the late 70s where the Gurindji
people generously handed over the country and
their Dreaming to the Walpiri of Lajamanu.

Despite the recent success of Indigenous live action
feature film directors and television series, there is
still a cinematic absence of Indigenous stories and
characters from Australian screens. Animation is no
exception and is far behind its live action cousin in
its dissemination of Indigenous perspectives
through traditional media distribution channels.

Lajamanu’s story is a common example of the long

Whilst the cultural nationalism inspired by Gough
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Whitlam’s early 1970s legacy saw a renaissance in
Australian cinema which brought an acknowledgement
of Indigenous culture and filmmaking which has
gradually built (Collins 2013), in 2015 there is still a
distinct lack of acknowledgement of Indigenous
perspectives in animation practice, discourse,
distribution, reception, education and research, all
of which are governed by a narrow and prescriptive
value system which preferences Western, and more
recently, Asian animation aesthetics and practices.

One example of this is that most federal and state
film funding requires a broadcaster or distribution
licence that excludes organisations such as Indigenous
Community Television (ICTV) which is the major
broadcaster of remote Indigenous media content
and was clearly everyone’s favourite TV channel at
the festival. These policies also fail to acknowledge
the relevance and impact of productions that are
Indigenous led and produced for an Indigenous
audience.

Assessment markers of quality and success in both
mainstream and independent animation comply to
the rules of this value system which is closely linked
to social, political and economic power structures.
In general, this value system marginalises any
animation that does not comply with its rules, and in
particular it marginalises Indigenous animation.

Within this media landscape, animation is being
used strategically by a number of Indigenous
communities as an inter-generational tool for
cultural resilience and to communicate and bind
elements such as new technologies, culture, tradition,
languages, identity, social relations, history, education,
media literacy and digital skills. In the midst of the
growing neo-liberalist corporate control of media,
the mainstreaming of animation practice and the
fetishisation of 3D, motion capture and AR technology,
Indigenous animation is creating alternative futures
that simultaneously adopt, adapt and disrupt the
dominant practices that surround animation
movement, aesthetics, narrative structures,
development, production, distribution, reception
and the use of mainstream technologies.

The majority of Australian Indigenous animation is
produced outside mainstream funding and
distribution networks through Arts Centres, Wellbeing
Centres and Remote Indigenous Media Organisations
(RIMOs). This is sometimes by choice, but more
often due to assimilationist policies that favour
mainstream Western filmmaking practices and have
been rewritten over the last decade to reflect neoliberal inspired key performance indicators (KPIs).
There is a general failure to acknowledge the value
of including Indigenous cultural values, production
practices and circumstance in funding, production
and distribution guidelines.
One of the topics of discussion at the Festival was
the precarious funding of the RIMOs. National and
State film funding and broadcaster remits are
predicated on a system that revolves around an
individual writer, producer or director’s success and
by mainstream marketplace achievements. Current
film funding policy does not allow for collectivist
production practices, for difference in formats and
outcomes that many culturally relevant stories
require in order for them to be told appropriately,
and for the lack of access to and acknowledgement
by mainstream (whitefella) audiences.
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This mirrors a growing movement worldwide, where
animation is providing a fresh voice for contemporary
Indigenous representation and communication.
Many Indigenous productions are directed toward
what anthropologist Faye Ginsberg calls ‘the ruptures
of cultural knowledge, historical memory, and social
relations between generations’. (Ginsberg 1999).
Indigenous communities are recognising the power
of animation to bridge the generation gap, pass
on languages, some of which are at the point of
extinction, and as a way for Indigenous voices to be
heard in popular culture. Poignantly, the animations
are also utilised as a form of living will from the
Elders to current and future generations in the hope
that their stories and culture will survive.
Festival co-host, PAW Media, a RIMO based in
Yuendumu in the Northern territory, is an exemplar
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of this movement. The community of Yuendumu
have a reputation for being early adopters of
technology and produce media outcomes that serve
their community’s cultural and political purposes.
The co-existence of tradition and modernity that is
inherent in the majority of Indigenous communities
has enabled them to develop resourceful and
innovative approaches that maximise the effectiveness
of small and large-scale technologies, organisations,
communities and budgets, within a fluid mix of old
and new. Their approach offers an inspirational
alternative to production that we could all learn
from, and rejects the global commodification of
media and the technophilic and technophobic divide
and that is informing many practices and processes
in animation world-wide.
English is the second, third, or fourth language of
most people in the area that PAW Media services,
and part of PAW’s remit is language support and
retention. Languages are an essential part of the
knowledge system of human culture and frame
people’s way of seeing and understanding the
world. The HREOC Bringing Them Home Report
(1997) acknowledged the social dysfunction
brought about due to the decline in the use of
Indigenous languages. Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander languages are disappearing with
approximately only one third of the languages
spoken pre-contact having survived. The majority
of radio broadcasts and media that PAW produces
are in Language as is its animation.
“The responsibility is to make films through the right
channel of land and people … this makes our films,
and what we are doing, grow the right way. The
responsibility is to have the proper feelings. To feel
the country and the people and the spirit of the film
that wants to come out – that’s the responsibility.
Your responsibility is to make sure that the feelings
are true feelings”.
Francis Jupurrurla Kelly (quoted in Lewis 2012),
Francis Jupurrurla Kelly is the Chairperson for PAW
Media as well as a board member for IRCA. Kelly was
one of three Warlpiri people who developed ideas

on Aboriginal control of video production and broadcasting that continue to have an impact on Aboriginal
media today. He is a key supporter of animation in
his community, having produced the first Warlpiri
animation, Two Janagalas as well as participating in
the production of Manyu-Wana, an award winning
mixed Warlpiri language series for children that was
produced in the early 1990s to support literacy and
numeracy. The nine episode series, often referred to
as Warlpiri Sesame Street, incorporated stop-motion
animation and live action techniques. Content for
the series was produced in collaboration with the
community. It was filmed by local crew who worked
with local children in a participatory and improvisational manner.
The production of Manyu-Wana, with it’s collective
community production model; its use of local
performers, crew and language; its content driven by
Indigenous culture, visual language and storytelling;
and the series intended outcome as a production
that was made locally for local audiences, reflects
the best-practice production model employed in
Indigenous animation today.
During the late 1990s and early 2000s, PAW Media’s
animation production became less of a priority but
came back stronger than ever with the production of
the Animating Jukurrpa series, produced in
2009/2010.
“We’re interested in passing on Jukurrpa stories –
ancestral-being stories – through media. This has
been at the core of our work for the last 27 years.
However when the elders speaking on camera are
deceased, these Jukurrpa videos can’t be shown.
Therefore we looked at alternative ways of passing
on Jukurrpa stories. Animation was an answer”.
“What we’ve tried to do is look at the ways people
tell stories traditionally, and then look at animation
as another form for that storytelling. Sand drawing,
for example, is a very traditional way of telling a
story. We worked with someone who would tell the
story using sand, then we’ve done stop-motion
animation with that. So there’s a cross-generational focus, but also a focus on how we can use
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traditional storytelling modes within an animation
context”.
Susan Locke, Manager PAW Media and
Communications 2008-2012
The Animating Jukurrpa series utilised a range of
sand, stop-motion, painting and digital techniques
to bring the Jukurrpa to the screen. It also set in
place a training and production program that has
consolidated PAW Media’s position as a leader in
Australian Indigenous animation and built the
foundation for a new wave of Indigenous animation
in Australia. PAW’s work in this area is significant, not
just in terms of the considerable body of animated
work it has produced since Animating Jukurrpa, but
also in the way that it has generously passed on its
training to other RIMOs so that they can also use
animation in their media practice.
Whilst Animating Jukurrpa was produced with
collaborative community practices and crew, it also
nurtured the talent of a young Warlpiri graphic
designer and PAW Media worker, Jason Japaljarri
Woods. Jason embraced animation production and
has gone from strength to strength to become a
talented director with numerous award winning
animated films that include films from the Animating
Jukurrpa and Animating Yimi series, the contemporary
short fiction film, Jack And Jones and the pilot for an
animated version of the famous Warlpiri Media
television series, Bush Mechanics. Jason works fluidly
with traditional and digital animation techniques
and is passing his knowledge to other Indigenous
media workers.
PAW Media’s storytelling and animation skills were
on display in the first night of screenings at the 17th
National Remote Indigenous Media Festival with a
sneak screening of their latest film, Kardiyarlu
Kangurnu, a half hour documentary which is a mix of
live action and claymation. The film is a beautifully
crafted, poignant and often humorous firsthand
retelling of First Contact stories. It offers up a
refreshing look at Kardiya (whitefellas) from a Yapa
(Indigenous) perspective. As with all PAW Media
productions, community members and staff worked
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on the film in a crew and training capacity. PAW
Media’s animation co-ordinator, Jonathan Daw
worked closely with Simon Japanangka Fisher Jnr on
Kardiyarlu Kangurnu and told me that like Jason
Japaljarri Wood, Simon is a natural animation talent.
Jonathan facilitated an animation workshop at the
Festival, which he usually conducts as a double act
with Jason, however with PAW Media as the co-host,
Jason was kept busy finishing the fantastic bespoke
2015 Remote Media awards. Although they did do a
double act on the design and making of the
awards – one of which was Jonathan’s interpretation
of PAW Media’s logo. The other, a Munga-munga
character designed by Jason which became a
favourite with festival participants who nicknamed it
‘the Black Oscars’.
Bernadette Angus, Annette Victor and Ian Wainer
from Pilbara and Kimberley Aboriginal Media
(PAKAM) who had recently completed a two week
animation training workshop in Broome dived head
first into a tribute to the RIMOs who had driven so
far to the festival, with a cameo from Federal
Indigenous Affairs Minister, Nigel Scullion, and his
plane. Dayne Noah from 4MW Radio Station in the
Torres Strait produced his first short animation,
where he showed some of the dugong and turtle
hunting practices of his people. Lizzie Ross from
PAW produced an animated homage to her favourite
television station ICTV, and Uncle Lenny Cubby
produced a Wanyi literacy animation for children in
his home town of Doomadgee in Queensland. There
was no shortage of ideas, talent or fun in the room,
the workshop produced two minutes of stop-motion
animation from three short sessions.
Animation was a strong presence on all four nights
of screenings at the festival and evidenced a diverse
range of styles, storytelling and production processes.
Stand out films in the festival included Strong
Cycles, Not Wrong Cycles, produced by the
Woolbubinya Doomadgee Wellbeing Centre. The
media training for the film was facilitated by Jan
Cattoni (Tropic Productions) and David Slowo (PAW
Media) in an animation training workshop they held
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with the Wellbeing Centre. Jan and David worked
with Centre Manager Kelly Barclay, Uncle Lenny
Cubby and community members who produced the
story and the artwork for the animation.
Uncle Lenny explained how many young Indigenous
men in Doomadgee end up being put in prison. The
closest prison is the Townsville Correctional Centre,
which is thousands of miles away. The men have
extended periods with no contact to their country,
family or culture. Uncle Lenny wanted to use the
animated film to talk to them about finding their way
back to their own culture. He is passionate about the
need to strengthen Wanyi culture to safeguard his
people’s wellbeing and future. He talked about the
role that animation might play in this:
“I’ve been animating from early this year – two or
three months the first time I’ve ever done it. I’m 65
years of age when I started to animate early this year
and the first time in history I ever done this thing.
I was invited to the festival here from Queensland,
Doomadgee. First festival I ever been to outside
Queensland, I never went to any festival, but I got
the privilege of coming out here to the Northern
Territory among Territory people here to Lajamanu.
They talk their language, they got their culture and
their law themselves. But our side, they lose their
law and culture, yeh, that why we send our young
people out to the Territory, Borroloola side to put
them through that law so they can understand that
law. Nothing in Queensland here today.
Doomadgee trying to teach them about the cultural
thing. I think I got the way of the bloke that showed
us to do animation so we might be able to do
animation for Doomadgee to keep the culture”.
Jan Cattoni, who has been working with remote
communities as a media trainer and producer feels
that animation provides a safe space to deal with
some of the hard content that Indigenous communities
want to talk about. Equally she feels it works well
with communal production practices and the tactile
materiality that many communities bring to their art
practices.

Jan produced two of the other stand out animations
I saw at the festival, Dauma And Garom and
Jarrbayarr And Yarakara. Jonathan Daw (PAW Media)
was the trainer on Dauma And Garom and David
Slowo (PAW Media) was the trainer on Jarrbayarr
And Yarakara. Both these films are stop-motion, yet
they have a very different style in storytelling and
technique to PAW Media’s animation.
Ethical trainers and producers such as Jan, Jonathan
and David, work within a respectful and balanced
power structure. They do not impose their style on
the people they work with. PAW Media articulates
this process as …. a strong two-way model. In twoway the various strengths of Aboriginal and nonAboriginal people are brought together to produce
content that supports the maintenance of culture
and language as well as supports community
expression of ideas. In all projects and productions,
Aboriginal cultural protocols are the determinants
of what are appropriate subjects for production as
well as who are appropriate crew and what are
appropriate modes, locations and timing of productions
(PAW Media 2015).
Dauma And Garom is the first animation produced
on Erub (Darnley Island), situated in the Eastern
section of the Torres Strait. It was commissioned by
the Australian Museum in Sydney and is screening
as part of their exhibition of Ghost Net Art. The film
is a contemporary story composed by the late Mr
George Mye and tells of a love story between a crab
(Dauma) and a fish (Garom)… along with a very cute
cockroach who almost steals the show. The main
characters were created from ghost net materials.
Ghost nets pose a massive threat to marine life in
the seas around the Erub Erwer Meta (Darnley Island
Arts Centre) in the Torres Strait, where the film was
produced. Rangers collect, record and identify the
origins of the ghost nets, which often travel huge
distances to Northern Australia. Employing true
Indigenous alchemy and creativity, locals have
turned these destructive materials into works of art,
and now into animation. The animated characters
are smaller versions of the large scale artwork
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commissioned by the Museum, with local students’
designing charcoal drawings for the minor characters
in the film. The animation was last year’s festival
favourite, winning two ICTV Awards – The People’s
Choice Award and Best Collaborative Video.
Jarrbayarr And Yarakara produced by the Kalngkurr
Mornington Island Wellbeing Centre and based on a
story by Sarah Isaacs, is a story of two outrageously
cute birds, and their friendship. The film is gentle
and non-judgmental in its message that sometimes
people go off the rails, but even if they do, their
friends will still be there to support, not shame
them. The film is voiced by males and aimed at
teenage girls. When I asked Jan about this, she
talked about it being a conscious
decision that reflected community practice and
Indigenous relationships. The voice over actors and
the participants in the live action sequences that
bookend the film are respected older community
members whom the local girls would listen to.
There were many more fantastic animations at the
festival, however I don’t have the space to do them
justice. The short overview of the films and production
processes I have written about above, provide
examples of culturally appropriate production
processes and of communities using animation to
strengthen their culture and their Languages. There
is no ‘one size fits all’ approach in Indigenous
animation as Indigenous culture and practices are
diverse. There are however common goals, aspirations
and rights that need to be respected and supported.
The following two articles from The United Nations
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People sum
these up:

and to have access to all forms of non-indigenous
media without discrimination.
The remote Indigenous media sector needs to be
supported through sustainable funding, training and
employment opportunities; policies and guidelines
that reflect and enable the circumstances of remote
Indigenous communities and equity of access to the
same technology and infrastructure that nonIndigenous and the more populated areas of
Australia enjoy.
Whilst this was my first time at the National Remote
Indigenous Media Festival it definitely won’t be my
last. NRIMF was the most refreshing and positive
film conference/festival/event that I have experienced
in some time. The animation and other media projects
at the festival had an energy and intent that reminded
me of the power of independent media to make a
difference.
Watching the films and meeting so many passionate,
proud and talented remote Indigenous media
workers who work under difficult conditions for the
right to tell their stories, their way, made it clear …
strong Language and strong Culture equals strong
people, and an equitable and exciting future for all
Australians. Animation is definitely not the main
factor needed to strengthen Indigenous Languages
and cultures, but it definitely has a role to play in the
bigger picture.

I WOULD LIKE TO ACKNOWLEDGE THE ELDERS PAST, PRESENT AND
FUTURE OF THE WARLPIRI AND GARUNDJI PEOPLE ON WHOSE LAND THE
FESTIVAL WAS HELD. ALSO, A BIG THANK YOU TO THE LAJAMANU
COMMUNITY WHO WELCOMED US SO WARMLY AND TO PAW MEDIA AND
IRCA FOR THEIR ORGANISATION OF THE FESTIVAL.

Article 13 states: Indigenous peoples have the right
to revitalise, use, develop and transmit to future
generations their histories, languages, oral traditions,
philosophies, writing systems and literatures,
and to designate and retain their own names for
communities places and persons.
Article 16 states: Indigenous peoples have the right
to establish their own media in their own languages
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Jack And Jones

‘The Black Oscar’

PHOTO COURTESY OF PAW MEDIA

PHOTO COURTESY OF PAW MEDIA
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One Complete Revolution
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One Complete Revolution

Dirk de Bruyn

One Complete Revolution, a 10-minute black and white animation by Melbourne
animator Noel Richards is an important achievement in the jigsaw of Australian
animation history and an important signpost in the evolution of technique. It
was completed in 1989 and screened at the 1990 Melbourne International Film
Festival.This film, largely unknown and invisible since its initial release, implicitly
documents shifts in animation technique and reflexively references cinema’s
history and its evolving language inside its narrative. As a mixed media work,
One Complete Revolution straddles the shift from analog to digital animation.
As an early piece of computer animation, Richards devised a form of computer
assisted rotoscoping and fashioned a rudimentary form of compositing, before that
term was in general use, predicting compositing’s ascendancy in digital art and
commercial use.
Vilém Flusser (1988)

‘Every revolution,
be it political,
economic, social,
or aesthetic, is,
in the last analysis,
a technological
revolution.’

The film’s narrative is inspired by Berthold Bartosch’s The Idea (1932)
(25’00 minutes), nominated by Richards as an influence and which itself
was based on the woodcuts of Flemish painter and graphic artist Frans
Masereel (1889–1972). In turn Masereel’s ‘wordless novels’ which included
The Idea (1920) are considered a precursor to the contemporary Graphic
Novel and is cited by Art Spiegelman as an influence on his serialised
seminal Graphic Maus (1980-91), which introduced the form globally.
Pin-board animator Alexandre Alexeieff, a friend of Bartosch, described
his 1932 animation as ‘Serious, historical, poetic’, to stress the adult
philosophical subject of the film, a far cry from the cartoon animation for
children in which animation has often been pigeon-holed.

This philosophical and historic emphasis is also true of One Complete
Revolution. Richard’s narrative begins with a cloaked woman walking from
the horizon line of a barren windswept landscape towards the camera. She
passes Sisyphus on her way to a modern skyscraper metropolis. This sets
up the narrative; in Greek mythology Sisyphus was fated to move a boulder up a
hill and to then witness it roll back down again. This was his eternal plight, as
punishment for his deft political trickery. For Albert Camus Sisyphus was a modern
absurdist hero. Like Camus, Richards’ Sisyphus also frames the repetitive, mundane ambiguous, manipulative
and duplicitous nature of contemporary daily life. Richard’s Sisyphus is not enslaved to a boulder but is
presented as a naked athletic black figure who continually turns a wheel for no apparent purpose.
On reaching the city the traveller observes a city in political turmoil, dominated by large public screens that
speed through fragments of news and corporate advertising, screens continually observed by an entranced
populace in groups on the street. As is also typical of Australia’s post-war migrants and refugees to the
present-day, our metaphorical traveller is lucky enough to get a demeaning menial job as a cleaner. She
ends upcleaning the tomb of an important political figure. The film demonstrates how this ideologue’s
political manifestoes become institutionalised through rallies, speeches and most importantly how his
‘ideal’ text is incorporated through bureaucratic means, before the disappointed traveller eventually leaves
the city exhausted. The traveller passes Sisyphus once again. It seems she has set up her own eternal
repetition, migrating from one metropolis to another.
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This ending in the landscape differs from Bartosch’s fable. He finishes his story with the woman, the idea,
ending up as a star in the firmament of the night sky. This differs also from the Masareel’s original ending.
He closes his fable with a focus back on the thinker himself. Richards also metamorphoses his ‘idea’ into an
‘ideal’ text, the ideologue’s book, which finds its pride of place in a meta-library, whose look is uncannily
reminiscent of the first computer arrays of an 1960s IBM Sage computer, for instance.
Richards’ focus in the production of the idealogue’s ‘ideal’ text in the last half of the film, stresses a faking
of history, that propagandist altering of evidence that allows an ideologue to extend his power. What is of
interest is that this story is re-told by Richards at precisely that historic moment of transition from the
photographic to the digital. This is the moment when the photograph loses its power to tell the truth
precisely because of the painterly malleability imparted on the image through digitisation.
Canadian Guy Maddin’s later short 6 minute film The Heart Of The World (2000) can also be mentioned here.
Maddin’s version of the ‘revolution’ parable shares his ending with Bartosch. Maddin’s piece was specifically
commissioned to celebrate the history of cinema. His empowered heroine returns as cinema itself from the
earth’s core to ‘save the world!’. Although Maddin’s is more dynamic and impulsive than the considered
Richards piece both plumb cinema’s historical black and white aesthetics as it shifted from mute or live
soundtracks to sound. At roughly two shots per second, The Heart Of The World sits somewhere between
animation and cinema, its relentless speed and its unashamed embrace of the Spectacle suggests that it
would comfortably play on one of Richards’ public screens inside his version of the parable.
One of the technical strategies Richards uses in his animation, to invoke the aesthetics of a black and white
silent cinema, is the use of text to punctuate the action, that brings to mine the imagery, style and inter-titles
of Dziga Vertov’s Three Songs About Lenin (1934), for example, a film created for the tenth anniversary of
Lenin’s death.This constructivist aesthetic is also available in Maddin’s iteration. As they imply the narrative’s
tone and trajectory, I list Richards’ inter-titles below. Uncannily, this poetic list also functions like the lines of
an interactive computer program, a formula that cycles through the phases of political change to deliver a
version of Jean-Baptiste Alphonse Karr’sfamous epigram: the more things change, the more they stay the same.
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Fragments of a History
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.
XI.
XII.
XIII.
XIV.
XV.
XVI.
XVII.
XVIII.
XIX.
XX.

a traveller on foot
encounters the toil of Sisyphus eternal
and then on to the city of dreams
fantasy lights the sky
and on the street a dream window
on another day (our traveller observes)
a martyr is created
a spark ignites the revolutionary fuse
until victory
the ideologue speaks
his words become creed
or perhaps the podium for his successor
our traveller the cleaner
enters the tomb of the ideologue
reality …
The idealogue’s hell
our traveller departs
past a window of jaded fantasy
out of the city of disappointments
a traveller on foot

Animation is considered a time intensive process and the use of computers, as with their use generally, was
touted as speeding up this process ( see Paul Virilio’s Speed And Politics (1977)). For The Idea Bartosch
produced 45,000 frames over two years, with up to four levels of animation and at times 18 superimpositions.
Richards’ hybrid work did not fare any better, partly because Richards’ images migrated from material to
digital form and then back again,to finish as a 16mm celluloid film. Produced on a Macintosh Plus Computer,
the third Apple model introduced in 1986, expandable from 1 MB to a massive 4 MB,his animation took 4
years from 1985 to 1989 in between work commitments. Richards produced over 8,000, 20k black and white
images collected and archived on 165 1.2 Megabyte Floppy Discs. Each floppy disc stored about 50 images.
The animation digitises archival 16mm film of Lenin and Stalin, of Sergei Eisenstein’s October (1928) and Carl
Dreyer’s The Passion Of Jean D’Arc (1928), for example. Live action was also shot onto 16mm by cinematographer
Terence Bogue, with actors including Katie Bowman, Leonard Choice and Richards’own family.
It is the compositing process that Richards cobbles together that gives this animation its unique style and
movement and gives the work a historic significance. From a modified Bolex camera to include a light, the
16mm film is projected onto a small area and then re-filmed with a video camera connected to the computer
at the modem port. This is like a primitive home made optical printer that allows frame by frame advancement
and solid registration with the Bolex at its mechanical source. A cutting edge innovation at its time, Koala
Technologies’ MacVision hardware/software interface was used to digitise the films through the video
camera inside the computer. MacVision cost about $500 at the time. By today’s standards the data stream
was slow. A small image took about 6 seconds to appear, while an individual full frame image took 22
seconds or more to scan. Multiply that 8,000 and you have lot of time to go and make another cup of tea.
The quality of images produced was less than the halftone black and white newspaper images available in
the 1980s. The primitive MacVision simulated grey scales with different densities and sizes of dots. Richards
imported these halftone images into the nascent paint program Superpaint for further manipulation and
compositing. These halftone images, traces of the original, can be connected back to the rotoscoping
technique Richards used in X times 2 (1983), an animation made before this film. X times 2 was not computer
assisted but its style and fast movement are present in some of the screen sequences inside of One Complete
Revolution. Traditionally, in rotoscoping an animator traces by hand over successive images of a live action
film, projected onto paper or a small screen. Rotoscoping is really a hand drawn version of what the
MacVision software effects digitally. Such techniques are now available in the arrays of adjustable filters of
most moving image and photographic editing programs.
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MacVision’s halftone matrix-like textures determined the granular look of the final piece. The film’s movement
and sequencing is influenced by the wipe and metamorphosing transitions of the Superpaint digital paint
program. Superpaint was popular with graphic artists at the time, favoured because of it simultaneous
bitmap painting and vector drawing capabilities.Once these new images were layered and composited by
Richards, constructed from the original material, they were re-filmed again in sequence off the computer’s
512×342 pixel resolution screen back onto 16mm motion picture film, using a Bolex 16mm camera.
The texture and transitions used by Richards are reminiscent of the pin-screen animations produced by
Russian filmmaker and illustrator Alexandre Alexieff and partner/collaborator Claire Parker. Night On Bald
Mountain (1933) is an early example of their work that is available on youtube. This resemblance results
from the computer pixel screen’s electronic mimicking of the pin screen’s structure. In essence, with both
technologies, images are assembled from dots. One wonders whether early computer software developers
were aware of the toolbox that the pair had evolved to manipulate their pin-screen. The brushes and
patterns available in early digital paint programs closely simulate the rollers, shapes and objects that
Alexieff and Parker developed to construct and change their images materially and to help speed up their work.
When Richards had applied for funding to the Australian Film Commission to make his film, the plan had not
been to come up with the innovative production path that was finally put in place and described above. The
original plan was to shoot the whole film on a self-made multi-plane camera as Bartosch had done and also
been used in Walt Disney’s Snow White And The Seven Dwarfs (1937), to allow a layering of the action and
for some objects to move in and out of focus. Richards was familiar with film-based animation, doing
commercial work for Dennis Tupicoff on his 35mm rostrum camera. It was in doing commercial work for a
media company called Video Paintbrush in South Melbourne, using the Quantel Paintbox, a precursor to
Photoshop, that enabled Richards to envision a more reasonable and efficient method to make his film.
One Complete Revolution displays a strong cinematic aesthetic through its editing and the use of originating
black and white cinema material from the 1930s. The compositing process that Richards developed through
this experimentation proved a productive calling card for his emerging professional career in advertising and
film work. Motion compositing did not really become available commercially until 1990, after this film was
completed. Although the look is very different, the processes Richards utilised in his visual effects work as
leading computer animator on Alex Proyas’ Dark City (1998) are related, though higher budget and more
sophisticated. Dark City’s narrative delivers an analogous dystopian view.
Using his developing Maya skills Richards has since then been 3D animator on the local feature films Visitors
(2003) and Ned Kelly (2003) and been employed as lead animator on BoyTown (2006) and Irresistible (2006).
His moving image work has evolved through his use Maya and Realflow for 3D animation and After Effects
and Photoshop for compositing. From 2002 till 2010 Richards was the head of the Animation department at
Complete Post in Melbourne and since 1991 has continued with is own production company N Squared.
Richards’ commercial career, initially at Video Paintbursh, and including his initial work on Dark City, started
on the ground floor of 3D animation with a program called Wavefront. Wavefront was introduced in 1984
whilst Maya emerged later, in 1998. In those days, when all was often tried for the first time, the animator
became an expert in everything. With the increasing sophistication and complexity of high-end special
effects, working on feature length cinema production now necessitates much higher levels of specialisation.
This industry is increasingly regimented and corporatised, suggesting the kind of bureaucratic space
outlined in the last half of One Complete Revolution, with the ‘ideal’ text replaced by a compact hard drive
now capable of containing the whole library depicted there. Today your specialist area of expertise in 3D
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might be in surfaces or geometric shapes, for example. This is a very different situation to the individual
artist, toiling away in their own studio on a unique, singular project.
Sitting somewhere between analogue and digital forms One Complete Revolution predicts the hybridity and
convergence now emerging in low budget cutting edge animation techniques, evident in the competition
programs at such animation festivals as Animafest in Zagreb, Annecy International Animation Film Festival
and also at MIAF in Melbourne, of course. Corrie Francis Parks’ recent sand animation A Tangled Tale (2012)
personifies this shift. Sand animation is traditionally black and white, but through digital compositing and
colourising a hybrid form of animation is borne, that though looking very material is impossible to produce
on film alone. A making of A Tangled Tale, in which Parkes demonstrates this point in more detail, is viewable
on Vimeo (Parks, 2013).
One Complete Revolution can be understood as an example of what Vilem Flusser has termed a “technical
image’. For Flusser ‘technical images are meaningful surfaces. Created by programs, they are dependent on
the laws of technology and the natural sciences’ (Ströhl 2004: xxiii). For Flusser, the photograph is an
early-form technical image, programmed by the technology of the camera. The production path of sifting
through the film archive, rotoscoping with MacVision and composing with the Mac Plus Computer and
SuperPaint outlines an even more refined form of programmability, metamorphosing the technical image
from an analogue photographic form to digital surface.
For Flusser the method of constructing such meaningful contemporary surfaces are rendered invisible,
creating a form of amnesia in its audience:
‘The technical images currently all around us are in the process of magically re-structuring our ‘reality’
and turning it into a ‘global image scenario’. Essentially this is a question of ‘amnesia’. Human beings
forget that they created the images in order to orientate themselves in the world. Since they are no
longer able to decode them, their lives become a function of their own images: Imagination has turned
to hallucination.’ (Flusser 2000: 10)
One Complete Revolution illustrates Flusser’s insight, mapping it, in part, through the older technologies
that have since been transformed and shifted within our digital ‘global image scenario’. From this perspective
the film is not, in essence, a historic narrative but a premonition of a dystopian future. The technological
cycles of the ‘internet revolution’ in the 1990s and an even more recent ‘mobile communication revolution’
since this film’s release are available inside the film in primitive form. The manic spectacular screens that
dominate public space and the migrant/traveller of his core character now dominate personal space globally
in every bedroom and every hand-held device on every street corner.
The revolution that Richards has documented here is one in which, in terms of form structure and technique,
he has participated in himself, migrating from a world of analogue to digital image forms into a world which
has shifted from the written word to one in which the technical image dominates daily life.
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Seeking The Animatrix
Anima: soul or vital force (feminine form) + Matrix: point from where
something originates

Andi Spark

Factory Girls
I started my professional life in a factory. An animation factory. Despite having
completed a bachelor degree in the (then) brand new field of Media Design, which
included video, photography, graphic design and animation, along with extensive
studies in art history and media theory, there was no clear pathway into the
animation field. As a matter of fact I recall my senior lecturer saying to me, ‘you
haven’t got what it takes to be an animator’, so I’ve spent the last thirty years trying
to work out What It Takes.
My first job was piecework cel-painting. The job
criteria? Can you wield a paintbrush and keep
within the lines? I discovered that the Ink & Paint
department was traditionally the only place for
females in the animation industry. The now infamous
Disney rejection letter from 1938 advised a budding
applicant, “Women do not do any of the creative
work in connection with preparing the cartoons for
the screen, as that work is performed entirely by
young men. For this reason girls are not considered
for the training school. The only work open to
women consists of tracing the characters on clear
celluloid sheets with India ink and filling in the
tracings on the reverse side with paint according
to directions.” (Burg 2007).

(Burg 2007)

“Women do not do any of the
creative work in connection with
preparing the cartoons for the
screen, as that work is performed
entirely by young men. For this
reason girls are not considered for
the training school. The only work
open to women consists of tracing
the characters on clear celluloid
sheets with India ink and filling in
the tracings on the reverse side
with paint according to directions.”

Theoretically, I should know my place.
By the late 1970s in Australia, women were starting
to make headway into the creative departments,
with a ratio of about 4 or 5 to every 50 males
across the inbetweening, clean-up, animating,
layout and background design departments. In fact,
by the mid 1980s, in each of the large commercial
studios in Sydney (the former Hanna Barbera
studios, Burbank Films, Yoram Gross studios and
Walt Disney Television Animation studios which
became Disneytoons, a few women became heads
of department or senior leads, although wildly
outnumbered in the key creative decision-making
sections. Traditional ink and paint disappeared in
the 1990s as technology took over, after years of it
being sent overseas to ‘skilled/unskilled’ production
factories in developing economies like the
Philippines, Korea and China. New candidates into
the studios could join a training program in the
semi-skilled inbetweening and clean-up divisions,
which were initiated and primarily run by a few of
those senior women. In-house training was a core
component of how the industry operated until the
mid 1980s, with most people learning the ropes on
an apprenticeship system. It was also a sink-or-swim
system. Companies paid by ‘footage’, meaning you
were only paid based on the amount of drawings
you completed, calculated as per foot or second of
film that appeared in screen time, often requiring
multiple characters and therefore multiple drawings
for the same amount of footage. Quantity versus
quality was always a delicate balance. Attempting
to imbue nuances and sensitive characterisation
versus paying the bills was a greater challenge, let
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alone the fact that every commercial production
has a strict deadline due to broadcast or distribution
constraints. The ‘creatives’ department was
also completely separated from the production
department. It was very difficult in that economic
climate for artists, let alone the very few female
artists, to contribute significant creativity in the
outputs.
Educated Girls
Around this time, tertiary education institutions
established or consolidated their offerings in degree
programs that focused specifically on animation
production qualifications. Gender balance at first
reflected the same imbalanced ratio as industry.
However by the late 1990s and early 2000s, nearly
every program offered in Australia 1 had an equal
or greater percentage of female students. This
reflected a worldwide trend, though it does not
seem to translate into the academy’s values of
recognition or success, let alone acknowledgement
in industry. A recent article outlining the gender
disparity in the animation industry, Ariana Lange
highlighted the issue of a serious gender bias of
exclusion. She refers to the Animation Guild in the
USA, wherein “Women make up only 21% of
working guild members in 2015, and out of the 584
members working as storyboarders, only 103 are
women…”. (Lange 2015). These statistics are
echoed in biannual reports from The Geena Davis
Institute of Gender in Media (GDIGM) which has
been instrumental in drawing attention to the
position of females on and behind the screen,
particularly in a US context. In conjunction with the
USC’s Annenberg School of Communications, the
reports review both how females are portrayed,
in what quantities, and via what medium, plus
surveys the percentage of women in senior positions
in the industry, particularly in above-the-line roles.
The reports were first published over ten years ago,
with survey data tracking back to the early 1990s.
In the most recently published from 2012, out of a

total of 1,452 filmmakers with an identifiable gender,
20.5% were female and 79.5% were male. Females
comprised 7% of directors, 19.7% of writers, and
22.7% of producers across the sample (Smith
2015) Australian percentages are comparatively
healthy: 8.3% Directors, 33.3% Writers, 29.4%
Producers, with a ratio of 2.5 to 1 (male to female).
(ScreenAus 2015) Films with a female director or
female writer attached had significantly more girls
and women on screen than did those without.
The ‘Mo Movie Measure’ emerged as a pop culture
response to this disparity. Alison Bechdel’s comic
strip series Dykes To Watch Out For (1983 − 2008)
has one of the characters (called Mo) refer to
“The Rule” when selecting a movie to watch: It has
to have at least two women in it; Who have names;
Who talk to each other; About something besides
a man. (Bechdel 2008) Surprisingly, Cars (Pixar
Animation Studios 2006) makes it onto the nownamed ‘Bechdel Test’ list. In 2015, the ‘Bechdel Test
Fest’ celebrated the 30th anniversary of the ‘test’
with a year-long festival of films that pass the
Bechdel Test.
Lange also quotes a report by Deborah Vankin in
the Los Angeles Times highlighting the statistics of
female students in animation schools as a ‘harbinger
of change’. Vankin notes that “last fall, 71% of
students in the California Institute of the Arts’
famed character animation program were female…
However, that same school year in its Producers
Show, which screens the “best” student work,
more than two-thirds of the films shown were by
male students, in a year when men made up less
than one-third of students in the program.
Furthermore, women outnumbered men in the
program in 2012, 2013, and 2014 — and yet in each
of those years, men still outnumbered women in
the Producers Show.” (Vankin in Lange 2015)
Women still remain marginalised for a variety of
reasons, but a lot has to do with perceptions of
‘femininity’. Marge Dean is the co-president of
Women in Animation (WIA 2015), a mainly

1 which include VCA/UniMelb, RMIT, Deakin, Griffith, QUT, UNSW and UTS
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US-based advocacy group with chapters worldwide
and a strong web presence. She laments that
females “come out of art schools and aren’t hired
for the creative jobs. They end up being PAs
(production assistants) or on the production
management track, the housekeepers and the
organisers as opposed to the creators." (Vankin,
2015) Kathy Smith, ex-pat Australian animator and
former Chair of the John C Hench division of
Animation and Digital Arts at USC, is also an
advocating member of Women in Animation
organisation. “Part of our mission as a program is
to infiltrate the traditional male-dominated areas
with women artists and animators. The doors are
slowly starting to open. Most studios in Los Angeles
will employ a (male) 3D animator over a woman,
unless it is a woman recruiting”. (Quigley 2005,
118) Maureen Furniss (animation historian and
former program director in Experimental Animation
at CalArts) concurs; “Women tend to be working in
development or preschool programming or in
producing, and the males tend to be in more
creative roles like directing and heads of studios”.
Possibly this mentality is ingrained in the education
institutions. One graduate from CalArts character
program recalls an instructor lecturing on the
“difference between “feminine” and “masculine”
story elements. Elements such as linear storytelling
and big external stakes were “for men,” while
relationships and emotional storylines were
“for women”.’ (Lange 2015)
Working Girls
The trends of women in animation, and indeed all
facets of professional practice owe something to
changing societal mores, as much as technological
affordances. As Brooke Keesling (Animation Talent
Development Director at Disney TV) notes, “the
gender-neutral Internet — where users on social
media often go by androgynous handles — has had
a major effect on young women's ambitions. People
can share their artwork on Tumblr and Vimeo and

YouTube and DeviantArt, …and see that it’s actually
a thing that a lot of people are interested in, not
just men”. (Vankin 2015)
A current oft-cited example is Rebecca Sugar,
creator of Steven Universe for Cartoon Network,
and Australia’s Mel Roach who continues to
develop work for Cartoon Hangover after the
success of Rocket Dog. But these are still the
anomalies, not the rule. As the realms of internet
distribution, wider-access television and the
explosion of short film and animation festivals
around the world offer more outlets and greater
entry options, it remains a rarity to see women in
roles of film director, TV show creator or conceiving
and green-lighting new content in the commercial
animation field. Females in the Australian animated
feature industry generally remain hidden, and it’s
difficult to find statistics, except for counting the
names in the credits roll. Recently released Blinky
Bill The Movie (2015) lists less than 10% female
crew, and other recent successes like The Lego
Movie (2014) and Happy Feet 2(2011) films have 8%
and 10.5% respectively in their animation related
departments, with less than 2% in leading roles.
(IMDB 2015)
It could be argued that the dearth of women in the
profession is due to them being unavailable or not
skilled enough, however negative and often downright misogynistic attitudes have continued to
permeate the industry. In the early 80s, Sari Gennis
worked her way to being a commercial director
with a US advertising agency, taking the ‘jobs that
no-one else wanted’. When she asked the creative
director when she might get to work on the highend commissions, he responded, “When you grow
a penis.” (Lange 2015). Being a mother is an added
disadvantage, and women with children referred to
as “high-drag” (Bronwen Barry quoted in Lange
2015). Being ‘old’ is even more of a disadvantage
with one woman quoting “… that the boss felt that
the problem with women my age (47yrs) was “the
smell of dried eggs.” (SPSTWD 2015). Perceived
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availability and efficiency are the key contributing
factors in favouring the hire of young men. When I
consider the women in the senior positions in the
Australian animation studios noted above, only a
very few of them had children, and none were
credited with directing roles in high-end productions.
Even in the independent or creative/ artistic
production arena, the disparity is strong. The 2015
Annecy International Animated Film Festival
celebrated The Year of The Woman, with a curated
selection of eight programs dedicated to films by
women. Nancy Denney-Phelps is an infamous
contributing editor to the Animation World Network
blogroll, and travels extensively to animation
festivals around the world writing about the events,
the films and the animators. She was surprised
that the organising committee for this significant
curatorial focus didn’t comprise of any women.
“When I first heard that Annecy had decided to pay
tribute to female animators in 2015 I assumed that
women would play a big role in organising the
event. Alas, that does not seem to have been the
case. The catalogue lists three men in charge of
films and program planning, and under “Festival
Direction,” it was not until I got to the sixth and
seventh name on the list that I found a woman’s
name, and they were not programmers! They were
the Guest Hospitality Hostess and the receptionist.”
(Denney-Phelps, 2015). She does however note
that the festival juries were entirely comprised of
women for the first time in the festival’s fifty five
year history.
Surveying the films selected for screening at the
Melbourne International Animation Festival over
the past ten years reveals a similar low percentage
in female presence, despite the noteworthy initiative
to include a special programming and forum section
in the 2007, 2008 and 2009 editions curated by
representatives from the local Women in Film and
Television organisation.
Focusing just on Australian selections, in the early
editions, the average for each session was 4 out of
16 films directed by women. In later editions, the
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average across three selected Australian focused
sessions was 7 out of the 16 films screened.
Disappointingly, in the 2015 AIAF travelling
Australian Showcase edition, there were no female
directed films out of the twelve. Of course festival
selections are not made on gender, and it may be
the case that there are less entries from women.
As Signe Bauman notes, “… maybe the gender
division doesn’t quite make sense to you because
you are looking at the field of animation where we
are all marginalised, women animators and men
animators, all alike. But even on our margins there
is a deep seated bias against women and women
stories.” (Baumane 2015)
However Australia now boasts a number of smaller
female directed commercial production companies
making breakthroughs in international markets.
Sydney-based SLR Productions is notable for having
an all-woman executive, including Jo Boag as
creative director who has initiated and developed a
number of animated TV series for the world market.
Sticky Pictures and Galaxy Pop are also run by
women in executive producing positions. Other
well-known Australian producers of large-scale
animated projects include Melanie Coombs’
Melodrama Pictures (now Optimism) Mary & Max
(2009), Deborah Szapiro for the Leunig Animated
series (2002), Suzie Campbell for Li’l Elvis Jones
and The Truckstoppers (1998) and stretching back
to one whom could be considered a pioneer of
Australian animation production, Anne Jolliffe with
her company ‘Jollification’ (1979 − 2006) which
created works for television commercials,
educational applications and continued to produce
narrative projects after a career as an animator
commencing in the late 50s. Other smaller
commercials studios, mainly trading in TVCs had
female directors (Jan D’Silva at Moving Ideas
Animation, and Maggie Geddes at The Funny Farm)
however they also tended to take on the production
management and organisational roles in these
small businesses. Of course, for most commercial
and advertising reliant businesses, the creatives
are very much hidden in favour of the product and
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brand. Again, it is difficult to find statistics, let
alone name a high-profile female commercial
animation creator/director in Australia. There is
certainly a need for future research surveys in
this topic.

Inspiring Girls
To deal with this kind of maginalisation, women
need inspiration, and for most girls this comes from
either seeing females with agency on screen, or
role models working in positions of agency across
a wide scope of professions. Nicole Lenzen interviews
a number of women in the arts industry in the
“Women Who Inspire” section of her blog (Lenzen
2014). Christen Smith (freelance animation director
from NYC) comments on the gender balance in the
animation industry, “I think in the schools, it’s
pretty close to 50-50. I’m not sure where the
disconnect is happening. I don’t have a gut feeling
as to why. But the women animators who are out
there working on their projects, I look to as an
example” (Christen Smith quoted in Lenzen 2014).
She mentions Signe Baumane’s almost solo
produced feature Rocks In My Pockets; “it’s
inspirational knowing that there are women and
people like her out there who are taking that
plunge”, and her first boss Jennifer Oxley (creator
of Emmy-award winning Peg + Cat) as “always been
a person with a vision … She’s out there still doing
things on her own and having that happen for her,
so I know it’s possible.” She also notes other
friends as role models, not necessarily in her field,
that inspire by what they’re doing and can apply to
her own life, including one of the co-founders of an
anti-sex trafficking non-profit and another with an
organisation combating trafficking. Considering a
large variety of successful female initiated projects
is essential for women to combat the ‘impostor
syndrome’ of feeling that they don’t belong and
that even when they are in a senior creative or
executive position, that they’re there by accident.
Females have a markedly different sensibility in the
way they approach their work and in the topics and

themes they have been seen to tackle. The male
dominated industry is referred to as a ‘locker room
mentality’ with the kind of behaviour unfriendly to
a woman’s sensibilities. Following the release of
the sensitively family focused Stuart Little (1999),
the head of animation for the film seemingly
dismissed the project saying, “To be quite honest
with you, I like to blow things up”. For many women,
this is the abiding difference in the way they see
things. “That about summed up the industry for me
… For a woman, that's not particularly appealing.
And I think that's why women go into the fine arts.
It gives them the opportunity to not blow things
up”. (Pearce in Goldberg 2013)
If theoretically there are no longer the historical
societal barriers for women to be part of the
animation industry, this schism in sensibilities
highlights why women aren’t as interested in
animation careers as men are. In her article
“What's So Funny About Cheese? And Other
Dilemmas: The Nickelodeon Television Network
and Its (Female) Animation Producers”, Maureen
Furniss reviewed the divide in taste of what male
creators versus female producers consider funny,
chronicling “the problems and arguments women
encountered when opposing humor they saw as
gross, inappropriate or obscure”. (Furniss 1994)
This is echoed in Marion Quigley interviews with
twelve Australian animatrices, most of them
graduates from animation programs around the
country, who spoke about their experiences in
larger scale studios, within funded production
environments and in an international festival context.
“The interviews themselves indicate that, while
male animators may be more likely to pursue
commercial work and to be more interested in
special effects, 3D CGI and animation as the ‘gag’;
Australian women animators tend to focus on
personal subject matter relating to childhood,
family and memory, ‘women’s issues’ such as
sexuality, abortion, menopause, and women’s
representation or environmental or humanitarian
issues. However, just as feminist scholars have
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long argued, both Lucinda Clutterbuck and Jill
Carter-Hansen point out that these are social
issues, rather than merely women’s issues. In
addition, the approach of many women animators
is often intuitive or poetic, sometimes utilising
metaphor or allegory.” (Quigley 2005, 17)

Defining Girls
In his key text focusing on a theoretical unravelling
of how we might define animation, Paul Wells’
section on ‘the feminine aesthetic’ outlines some
aspects that emerged through an overarching
analysis of a range of female directed short films.
Collectively, any or all of these elements might
constitute what is considered a feminine aesthetic
in animated films. Firstly, women are represented
as subject rather than object, and not ‘merely erotic
spectacles or of marginal narrational interest’.
Language and dialogue are minimal, with ideas
and story expressed in purely visual terms. A variety
of forms and techniques are used, including many
tactile and hybrid methods, requiring greater
engagement from the artist/craftsperson animator
and the viewing audience.
“The feminine aesthetic seeks to reveal a woman’s
relationship to her own body; her interaction with
men and other women; her perception of her
private and public role; her social and political
identity within the domestic and professional
space, as determined by law; and also, the
relationship between female sexuality, desire, and
creativity.” (Wells, 1998, 200)
Wells’ notion that the animatrix’ lean more towards
an artists method, as opposed to a factory-style
process is a key point. As an originating point or
formative part for transformative development,
here the suffix ‘matrix’ proves a crucial connection
in defining a female animator.
“The most pervasive pattern I found in the body
of visual art by women of many ages, colors, backgrounds, and persuasions was a network of related
images concerning the process of transformation
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by which one form becomes another.”(Lauter 1984)
Within the framework of the feminine aesthetic,
examining the aspects of adult female character
design and story space for ‘mainstream’ commercial
productions versus ‘independent’ productions
shows marked differences. The mainstream
productions have an overarching design vernacular
where everything must fit as a ‘set’. Female characters
are non-sexualised (or alternately hypersexualised) and exist in a domestic space or offering
support services. Their appeal is through blandness,
and operating as secondary characters to the male
lead, with low expectations on themselves. These
television sitcom style shows are dialogue-driven
with a fixed story structure for each episode. The
independent females epitomise the vehicle they’re
shown in: being the individually designed nonstereotypical primary character, occupying a
personal space; voluptuous or conscious of their
bodies and self-reflective minds; participating in
an evolving story that doesn’t rely on linguistic
communication; and often have an earnest truthseeking appeal. Many female animators model the
external design of their characters on themselves.
“Some female characters designed by animatrices
appear as thoughtful, inquisitive, fighting women,
as a projection of their own creative personality,
disrupting the association between femininity and
fragility, or femininity and passivity, as we can
specially observe in animatrices’ self portraits….”
(Hernandez 2010, 76)
If this helps to define a particular set of criteria,
it does not necessarily define the whole or only
approach of female directed films. “Films can be
‘for’ women in lots of different ways – and obviously women are not a unitary group. We may have
biology in common, but the way in which we live
our femininity is structured by class, ethnicity,
sexual orientation, age, nationality, etc. – and our
understanding of these factors. Many of the films
discussed [below] were made for ‘women’, but
turned out to be for white, ‘educated’ feminists.”
(Brunsdon 1986, 5) It may also be argued that most
male-directed independent or art house films fit
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these exact criteria. Estella Lauter considers
women as mythmakers, offering insights into the
human condition provide an alternative slant to the
hegemonies of male-recorded history. “I do not
offer these materials as models to be
imitated. These women have not discovered truths
that are outside history; they have simply responded
to the imperatives of their own history in ways that
may disclose the imperative of ours.” (Lauter, 1984)
It could be argued that the concept of an ‘animatrix’
might transgress biologically determined gender
and embrace works that fit along the spectrum of
this ‘feminine aesthetic’ criteria. Pilling comments
on a ‘general shift in auteur animation culture that
has seen a move from the universal to the more
particular’. She cites the influence of feminism, the
emergence of animated documentary and using
human voice that confers a sense of a real person
speaking (Pilling 2012,15)
“While the animated animator was generally a
character without psychology – existing solely for
cartoon fiction - animated animatrices have
emphasised plural perspectives rather than their
private and professional sides, creating a polyhedral
discourse on life and animation.” (Hernandez 2010, 78)
Crafty Girls
Examining the works and careers of Australian
female animatrix that have gained notable attention,
the overarching tone is of craft and individual
practice. Deb Szapiro refers to them as the ‘quilt
makers of the film industry’; (Quigley 2005, 19)
Ann Shenfield likens animation to ‘embroidery and
tapestry that is likewise created stitch by stitch, or
frame by frame’; (in French, 2003, 124), while Lee
Whitmore compares animation to knitting – ‘ you
pull it out, and do a little bit at a time. Somehow it
fits in with life’. Antoinette Starkiewicz believes
that animation is particularly suited to women
because it requires infinite patience. It is likened to
traditional female domestic crafts, characterised
by painstaking, methodical work and attention to
detail. “To be an animator requires obsessiveness,

knowing in advance that there are 1440 frames per
minute somehow to complete” (Shenfield in
French, 2003,124, Quigley 2005)
Sarah Watt ponders perceptions of being an
animator from how she perceives other animators
might be, and from the artist’s perspective, realising
the unique characteristics required for this
profession. “There probably is a certain type of
person attracted to animation. I'm not sure I'm it.
I'm not very in with the animation world but they're
probably, I don't know, looking at myself I think,
yes, boring, stay at home a lot, able to just keep
doing the same things, so it's kind of a weird mix
of being very creative and very, you know, dull and
embracing routine, I suppose, so it's probably just
the weird thing that only kicks in in certain people
to have that combination.” (Watt 2003)
Using the metaphor of quilt making, and despite
viewing the animatrix as an independent entity
creating singular meditations of their personal lives
(like the quilt squares), the multiple voices viewed
collectively create a kind of polyphonic ode, “…
inviting the viewer’s identification through the
exploration of universal matters…” (Hernandez
2010, 78)
Certainly the works of many notable Australian
animatrices such as Sarah Watt, Antoinette
Starkiewicz, Susan Kim Danta, Wendy Chandler
and Lee Whitmore would contribute to this ‘quilt’.
All focus on a central female character questioning
elements of rituals and belonging. Although these
have a specifically female characteristic, the
themes are universal, with “a reverence and
respect for small and seemingly ordinary moments
and objects”. (AACTA 2013) Sarah Watt’s films
consistently have a central female character who
does not conform to stereotypical notions of
beauty. In fact, her characters question their
physical and emotional states. Through the
process of caricatured reduction and non-photorealistic rendering, an animated character can cross
the divide between being credible or inconceivable.
Referring to Lisa Simpson as a believable strong
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female character, the simplistic veneer belies her
psyche. “… We judge these female characters on
their personality alone. We watch them, but the
look of these women is not one that we are used to
analysing in terms of appearance. Cartoons allow
the liberating possibility of freedom from the
restrictions of being judged by looks.” (Honisett
2008)
In Small Treasures (1995) the pregnant character
likens herself to a whale, an elephant and brood
sow while also questioning her suitability to
become responsible for another being. In Local
Dive (2001) reflections on body image and
perceptions of ‘coolness’ emerge (and are submerged)
while at the swimming pool. In Living With Happiness
(2002), Look Both Ways (2005) and My Year Without
Sex (2009), the character’s all comment on their
body, perceptions of their domestic situation,
personal expectations and their mental states.
Amidst this, a universal philosophy emerges on
what it means to be human, albeit a female human.
Searching and questioning identity is a consistent
theme, whether from a migrant or traveller point
of view, or reflected through lovers, family,
friends, through objects and artefacts or through
generational observations.
The impetus to tell specifically Australian stories is
strong, and to portray characters that epitomise an
inimitable Australian humour, not mired in a
cliched jingoistic ‘cartoonified’ form. Telling personal
stories remains an important avenue for the
animatrix, particularly in the open-ended digital
distribution market, whereby we can contribute
and act as ‘caretakers of the national narrative’.
“[P]ersonal narratives can have an educational and
even a healing effect; not just for the storyteller
but the recipient of the story as well… How does a
country express the narratives of its people? Who
gets to share that story and how is it held in trust
for the future?” (Haskett, 2013)
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Broke Girls
Creating animated films or projects is expensive.
Nowadays though less so in terms of facilities and
equipment requirements, the time investment
remains significant. With multiple opportunities
available in higher education institutions and a
plethora of technology, graduate films are a market
in their own right. But what happens after graduation?
How many students go on to make further films or
projects? How do they stay financially solvent? How
are we contributing to the national narrative?
A more definitive survey to determine these statistics
is imperative (though outside the scope of this
paper), however a simple review of the past ten years
of female directed films in MIAF provides evidence
for further deliberation. Of the approximately eighty
Australian female student filmmakers, only 2 or 3
names crop up again in following years, with
roughly 15 Australian women over this time showing
their second or subsequent film. What happened
to the others? And how do these ones survive? Of
those 15 women, half are now lecturers or teachers.
In fact, a cursory glance at the list of all Australian
‘follow-up’ films shows that almost half of our
current animated filmmakers are associated with
educational institutions. With the mushrooming
status of post-secondary programs focused on
animation, this has become a defacto ‘funding’
source in place of government arts grants. Many
lecturers also serve as producers for postgraduate
films, effectively extending their own filmography
through the intensive efforts invested into these
projects in place of their own work. For those not in
full-time roles, sessional teaching work along with
freelance studio work or commissions sustains
their practice, although many find it almost
impossible to maintain momentum.
Between the late 1980s and the early 2000s were
a kind of ‘golden years’ of funding for animation in
Australia. The Australian Film Commission, (now
Screen Australia) contribute yearly to two or three
key productions with established producers and/or
directors attached. During that time, Film Victoria
were actively supporting early and mid-career
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animation producers and directors with a number
of smaller grant initiatives spread over a wider
talent pool. Projects like Swimming Outside the
Flags and 4-Minute Wonders (in partnership with
the ABC) provided a step-up for many of the
animatrix who continue to populate the festival
selections. ScreenWest, ScreenNSW and the South
Australian Film Commission also supported
fledgling directly funded projects. This has now
disappeared in lieu of partnering with commercial
and international distributors to develop pop
culture fodder for mass markets. While this also
helps develop a thriving business culture in the
animation industry, the tendency is towards a
homogenous global monocultural output.
Gone Girls
Why aren’t there more women engaged above-theline in the animation profession? Attempting to
identify all the reasons for the dearth of the
Australian animatrix is beyond the scope of this
research paper, however we can identify three
broad factors: attitudes; opportunities; and
flexibility. Each of these are interrelated. Changing
attitudes helps foster wider opportunities for
flexibility across a range of roles and types of
approach to animation and women’s engagement
in the industry. Cultivating the animatrix voice
furnishes diversity and solidarity in our comprehension
of the human condition. “[The animatrix] brings to
our attention a voice that is not unique but multiple.”
(Hernandez 2010, 77) For the current Millennial
generation, a strong female lead and ‘real’ characters
displaying authenticity is becoming the norm as
our pop culture is filtered through the crucial lens
of feminist ideology. (Gemmill 2015)
But most importantly, a variety of female views is
essential – including wanting to blow things up.
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TOP LEFT:
Figure 2: Logo for Cartoon Filmads c1920

BOTTOM:
Figure 1: Production still from John Scheffer
Productions, c1965
PHOTO COURTESY VIVIENNE SCHEFFER

TOP RIGHT:
Figure 3: Stop-motion puppet from
John Scheffer Production, c1970.
PHOTO: LIENORS TORRE
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Some Brief Notes On The History Of Australian
Animated Advertising

Dan Torre (RMIT University) and Lienors Torre (Deakin University)

Animated Advertisements
Since its very beginning animated advertisements have played an important role
in Australian animation. Some of the first advertisement animations to be made in
Australia were produced in Melbourne in 1910. Though somewhat crude by today’s
standards, they were unquestionably created using the animation process.
Even though
Harry Julius is
best known for his
politically themed
Cartoons Of The
Moment animated
series, the bulk of
his animation
work actually
took the form of
advertisements.
Julius founded the
studio, Cartoon
Filmads, which
made hundreds
of animated
advertisements
from the late 1910s and throughout the 1920s,
promoting everything from chocolate to car tyres.
These were usually screened in cinemas, although
sometimes companies would independently screen
them for training purposes, to promote a particular
aspect of their business, or to illustrate a proprietary
industrial process. Utilising animation in advertising
led to a great deal of creativity and innovation in
the animation process. Cartoon Filmads, for example,
was one of the first studios in the world to utilise
comprehensively a highly detailed storyboard
process in their pre-production work.1

Harry Julius’ Cartoon Filmads

Cartoon Filmads
made hundreds
of animated
advertisements
from the late 1910s
and throughout the
1920s, promoting
everything from
chocolate to
car tyres.

Over the decades, most animation studios that have
flourished in Australia, both big and small, have
devoted a great deal of effort to the production of
advertisements; and while the Australian animation
industry has had its ups and downs, even during
the leaner times animated advertisements have

been produced on an impressive scale. In many
respects, it is advertising that has capacitated the
sustained production of animation in Australia. Eric
Porter, for example, is well known for his production
of Marco Polo Junior Vs The Red Dragon (1972),
Australia’s first theatrically screened feature length
animation; but he also produced many hundreds of
animated advertisements. As a result, he is equally
well known for his creation of the Aeroplane Jelly
advertisements.
Animated advertising, which has provided a steady
income to many studios, has also encouraged a
good deal of creativity. Even though the client will
normally have very specific requirements, they will
often be looking for something innovative and
unique – this being one of the reasons why they
would have chosen animation. One could argue
that because advertising is generally directed
towards the sale of a product (cars, toothpaste)
rather than being the product (a film that people
specifically pay to see), it has provided an important
outlet for many innovative, creative, and even
experimental animation productions. Even the
remarkably eccentric surrealist artist, Dusan
Marek, for a number of years ran an animation
company called Animads, producing a large number
of animated advertisements in his Adelaide studio.
Some production houses were quite large, such
as Sydney’s enormous Artransa Studios and Eric
Porter Productions, while many were quite small.
But due to the scale of most advertisements even
the smallest studios were well positioned to
produce them.

1 The authors have a number of forthcoming publications that detail in depth the early history of Australian animation, including the work of Harry
Julius and other animators of his time – the result of considerable amounts of original research that has involved for example an extended residency
at the National Film and Sound Archives in Canberra, extensive research at various State Libraries, and numerous in-depth interviews.
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John Scheffer Productions
One notable small-scale studio was that of John
Scheffer Productions, founded by Dutch born
animator, John Scheffer (1915–1984), and based in
Melbourne. The studio focused almost exclusively
on the production of stop-motion television
advertisements from the late 1950s to the 1970s.
It was a studio that had all but been forgotten, but
we were fortunate in having an opportunity to
interview his wife Vivienne Scheffer in 2007, and to
view the many production materials that she still
held. Vivienne had originally contacted MIAF
director Malcolm Turner, who then passed her
details on to us so that we could interview her. The
Scheffer family was kind enough to lend many of
his production materials for an exhibition featuring
the works of Alex Stitt and John Scheffer that we
curated as part of the Animated Dialogues animation
studies conference which was held at the Victorian
College of Art in 2007. These production materials
are now housed in the National Film and Sound
Archive collection.
What struck us most as we delved into the history
of the John Scheffer Productions studio was how
passionate about animation the Scheffer’s had
been when running their company. It was a very
small studio comprised primarily of a husband and
wife team (and later the children) – John Scheffer
generally animated the puppets while Vivienne
Scheffer operated the camera. Yet over the years they
produced hundreds of stop-motion advertisements.
John Scheffer Productions contracted to make
films for a number of manufacturing companies
advertising a variety of products such as finance,
biscuits, canned foods, shoes and socks, home and
garden supplies. They were perhaps best known
for their ongoing series of ads for the Grosby brand
shoes, which featured a stop-motion dog character.
Legendary cartoonist and animator Bruce Petty had
originally designed the Grosby dog character in
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drawn form; the Scheffers further modified it to
work as a stop-motion character.
John Scheffer had begun experimenting with
animation while in London in the 1940s. He
specialised in the construction of stop-motion
puppets, which included plastics formulation,
armature construction and mould-making. He
furthered his skills while living in Amsterdam in
the early 1950s, when he was employed in the
‘laboratory’ at Joop Geesink’s Studio (known as
Joop Geesink’s Dollywood, the puppet animation
equivalent of Hollywood). John migrated to
Australia from the Netherlands in 1956 – coincidentally
the year that television (with all of its advertising
potential) debuted in this country. His studio, John
Scheffer Productions, established in South Yarra
(Melbourne) in 1959, proved to be successful. Not
only did it lead – and in fact ‘corner’ – the local
market for commercial stop-motion technique; it
also capitalised on the newly introduced medium
of television, which was providing a huge impetus
to the growth of animation in Australia.
Because stop-motion puppet armature construction
techniques were relatively unknown at the time,
the Scheffers were compelled to safeguard their
technique as a trade secret. They were very careful
to maintain the confidentiality of their methods of
puppet construction, being aware of the threat of
potential competition if their production techniques were made public. For example, when the
puppets went out on loan to clients or for use in
display, they would provide them without the inner
armature – in case someone might dismantle the
puppet to learn its construction. Now that many
years have passed, and for the record, Vivienne
Scheffer was happy to divulge to us their secret
armature building technique from the 1960s:
The puppets were fabricated on to a wire armature.
Starting with a suitable gauge of copper wire,
several strands were bent to the shape and length
of a limb, the ends held in a vice while the strands
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were twisted together with an electric drill; they
were then soldered a little to hold the wire in place.
This was covered with a finer, copper wire to
produce the final shape. It was then slightly
tempered through the flame of a gas jet, which
gave it suppleness and strength. That frame would
be covered with plastic foam, and the whole puppet
bound with a type of linen. Finally the puppet
would be clothed. The hands were separate; they
were made in a mould to different sizes according
to the size of the puppet. The skeleton of the hand
with the three fingers and one thumb would have
the wire already accurately centered. It was
significant that the puppet had only three fingers:
this was to maintain the body proportions – a fourfingered hand would be too wide. Having their own
armatures, the hands were fully functional.2
Of course by today’s standards, it was a fairly
standard production practice (with only a few slight
variations), but at the time it was quite unknown in
Australia.
More Animated Ads
At about the same time, Australia’s first animated
television series; Freddo The Frog (Fanfare Films,
1962) was being produced. It was in effect a thinly
disguised advertisement for MacRobertson’s
chocolates (the then manufacturers of the popular
Freddo Frog chocolates). The show was created and
animated by Gus McLaren (1923 – 2008) and
broadcasted on Chanel Nine as part of the popular
children’s television program, The Tarax Show.
Originally McLaren proposed making an animated
series about the characters, Flash Jack and Wocka.
But in order to get the funding to actually produce
the series, he had had to go into partnership with
MacRobertson’s and change the main character to
Freddo the Frog.3 This series was entirely scripted
and animated by Gus McLaren (although others
helped with the inbetweening and the ink and
paint). He produced nearly 60, five-minute
episodes of the show (clocking up nearly five hours

of animated screen-time!). McLaren was also an
animator on the animated feature, Grendel Grendel
Grendel (1980) that was produced by Phillip
Adams, directed by Alex Stitt.
Later Alex Stitt’s Melbourne based Al et Al studios
produced a large number of animated advertisements,
some of the more prominent of these animated by
David Atkinson (who also was an animator on
Grendel and arguably one of Australia’s most
talented animators). Many animators, such as
Denis Tupicoff, who have become well known for
their original and highly acclaimed animated short
films, have quietly produced animated advertisements
on the side. Cam Ford who has had a long and
successful career as an animator and director (he
was also Sequence Director on Marco Polo Junior)
later set up his own studio, Cinemagic Animated
Films and produced (among other things) a large
number of animated advertisements.
There have been countless other animation studios
in Australia over the decades that have produced a
vast number of animated ads. If one considers the
many thousands of 30 and 60 second advertisements
(as well as longer-form ads) that have been
produced over the years, it would undoubtedly
comprise a significant amount of animated
screen-time and a considerable slice of the history
of Australian animation.

2 Interview by Dan Torre and Lienors Torre. Vivienne Scheffer 2007, Melbourne.
3 Interview by Dan Torre and Lienors Torre. Gus MacLaren 2004, Melbourne.
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BOTTOM:
Mutt – Glen Hunwick
PHOTO COURTESY OF GLEN HUNWICK

OPPOSITE: MTV Spot
PHOTOS COURTESY OF ROBERT STEPHENSON

Kraft’s Mr Oily PHOTO COURTESY OF ANIFEX
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No Stopping Australian Stop-Motion

Robert Stephenson

The feature length film Mary And Max (2009) by Adam Elliot and the TV Series
Plasmo (1996) by Tony Lawrence mark a rare appearance of stop-motion animation
in feature length or series in Australia. It seems that there is a disconnect between
investors interested in commercial long form production and the stop-motion
technique. Two stop-motion short films, Ernie Biscuit (2015) by Adam Elliot and The
Story Of Percival Pilts (2015) by John Lewis and Jeanette Goodey have been
nominated for the Best Short Animation at the national AACTA Awards for 2015. In
the previous year the award was won by Tony Lawrence’s stop-motion film Grace
Under Water (2014). Since 2000, a third of the films nominated for this category
have been stop-motion1 which indicates that there is both a consistent and continuing interest in artists using this technique and that an audience can be found for it.
Furthermore, although computer generated 3D (CG3D) animation and motion
capture techniques have clearly invaded the production space that stop-motion
once owned there have been times when the use of stop-motion was more keenly
sought in one aspect of commercial production in Australia, that being television
commercials.
In 1988 I was
studying animation
in the basementlike studio in the
old Swinburne
School of Film and
Television at a
time when computer
generated animation was spreading
from the hands of
scientists with an
interest in the
arts, to artists
with an interest in
what science could
make possible.
The school was lucky enough to have John Bird and
David Atkinson who were a couple of visionaries
that secured funding for a Computer Animation
Development Centre within the school’s animation
studio. Armed with a system called Cubicomp and
a handful of Amiga computers, David did what
looked like someone writing command chains and
algorithms to create basic geometric shapes that

Richard Chataway

“Inanimate
objects get
pushed around
six hours a day
and the magic
of doing it
doesn’t go
away”

would take months to animate and render out
painfully slow on 16mm film. The only experience
I had with computers was doing student work as a
key punch operator, punching in numbers for
completed surveys at Melbourne University for five
bucks an hour and not really loving it. So, whilst
David and John were exploring the future, I was
being drawn to the past watching the films of Czech
animators Jiri Trnka and Jan Svankmajer. No doubt I
was cognitively challenged by the Cubicomp and I
believed that animating plasticine would be much
easier to animate compared with animating on a
Cubicomp with punched in co-ordinates. However
I also found something pleasing by getting out of
the desk chair and working in a manual, tactile way
battling with gravity and finger marks in the
plasticine getting softer under warm hands and
tungsten lights. What’s more, at the time there
seemed to be a renewed interest, further technical
development and new contexts in stop-motion in
Australia and so I was further drawn into it.
Throughout the 1980s stop-motion animators such
as Svankmajer and the Brothers Quay were receiving
critical acclaim at film festivals with their surrealist,

1 www.aacta.org/winners-nominees.aspx 2015
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metaphoric and organic films. But what was about
to become more visible on screens from Australian
stop-motion animators was hand sculpted bugeyed characters in modeling clay, foaming latex and
resin. This new surge seemed to be built on, or
largely aided by the impact of the rising profiles and
prolific output over the previous decade from two
major stop-motion companies; Aardman Animation
in the UK and Will Vinton Studios in the USA.
In 1975 Will Vinton collaborated with Bob Gardiner
and made the short film Closed Mondays that won
the Academy Award for the Best Animated Short
Film. Throughout the remainder of the seventies his
studio produced three ambitious half hour films
based upon classic stories: Martin The Cobbler
(1977), Rip van Winkle (1978) and The Little Prince
(1979)2. Whilst Vinton was going from strength to
strength with stop-motion in Portland, Oregon,
down in Marin County, California, George Lucas
was developing Industrial Light and Magic where
artists like Phil Tippet were taking over where Ray
Harryhausen left off, rapidly transforming and
blending from stop-motion to go-motion to animated
CGI on big budget features
Over in the UK, in 1977, Aardman Animation created
the popular, playful, and naked plasticine character
Morph for the educational art-making show for
kids, Take Hart (1977-83). Whilst this was being
done for a children’s audience, Aardman’s founders
Peter Lord and David Sproxton were interested in
reaching an adult audience and made two innovative
short films based on recorded casual conversations,
Down And Out (1977) and Confessions Of A Foyer
Girl (1978). Whilst they may not have got much of
an airing at the time, by 1982 the UK got a new
public broadcaster, Channel 4, and doors opened.
It was chartered to be innovative, experimental,
appeal to a diverse audience, and have a distinctive
character.3 Channel 4 showed interest in Aardman’s
innovative animated documentary style narrative
and it was reworked into a series of five shorts,
Animated Conversations (1982-83). By 1988, they

were making another 5 animated shorts, under the
series titled, Lip Sync (1989). Each one in a different
style by a different director, and once again the
documentary style made a presence in the immensely
successful Creature Comforts.
Whilst there was critical success and solid periods
of work for both Aardman and Vinton’s short films,
much of their growth as companies can be
attributed to their animated television commercials
(TVC’s) where you get paid a lot more per second
than for a short film. There is a potent link between
the short and the TVC where ideas and development
flow back and forth. Aardman had created an
enduring series of TVC’s for the butter brand
Lurpak, but it was their short film Creature Comforts
that spawned a series of TVC’s for the British
Electricity Authority. They were staged in precisely
the same narrative style as Creature Comforts with
animal families talking nonchalantly in an interview
setting, in this case about home appliances.4 It’s
like Creature Comforts became its own genre and
Aardman applied it across the Atlantic with a TVC
for Hubba Bubba Bubblegum in the USA.
Oddly, it worked the other way for Will Vinton. In
1986 Vinton studios created TVC’s for California
Raisins featuring a group of anthropomorphised
raisins singing pop songs. These characters were
regarded so popular that they found their way into
having their own TV half-hour shows, Meet The
Raisins (1988) and Raisins Sold Out (1990).
These two companies managed to emerge from the
short film world utilising ambitious, innovative and
playfully narrative ideas for stop-motion and
punched through into a lucrative commercial sector
hungry for something a little different. The evidence
of their impact in Australia in the mid-1980’s to
late 1990s can be seen in the more modest, yet
noticeable increase in stop-motion animation in
Australian television commercials and also in the
functional relationship between TVC’s and short films.
Although TVC’s such as The Ovalteenies contributed

2 www.willvinton.net/history.htm
3 legislation.gov.uk, Communications Act, revised 2003.
4 http://www.skwigly.co.uk/nick-park-peter-lord/ , 2014.
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to occasional appearance of stop-motion in
advertising in the 1980s, the establishment of
Adelaide animation company Anifex in 1985
marked the start of a new wave of stop-motion
animation in Australian advertising. Partners
Richard Chataway and Michael Cusack originally
set up in the South Australian Film Corporation
studios in the Adelaide suburb of Hendon embarking
on the start of a long career making hand-made
stop-motion animated scenarios for many clients
including the original Mr Oily popping out of the
Kraft Peanut Butter jar in 1987, and today, continue
to make the long running pair of dogs for Home
Hardware. Across in Melbourne in 1987, illustrator
and self-taught animator Glen Hunwick set up Glen
Art Productions. The company produced over 200
stop-motion TVC’s including an Elvis inspired
Mr Oily for Kraft Peanut Butter, an animated dog
for Grosby Shoes and a very polished series of
chocolate family scenarios for Cadbury to the
Beach Boy’s song, ‘Wouldn’t it Be Nice’.
After graduating from Swinburne in 1989, Anthony
Lucas, Paul Gehrig and myself collaborated for a
few years as Oddball Animation with generous
mentoring from animation entrepreneur Peter
Viska. Working under his wing, as well as under his
floor beneath his studio in Prahran we set up a
stop-motion studio. Like Anifex and Glen Art, the
greatest source of income was found by visiting
advertising agencies and presenting them with a
VHS showreel, and like Anifex and Glen Art, we also
made a Mr Oily for Kraft, in the persona of a Texas
oil baron, the second in the trilogy.
When visiting the advertising agencies the success
of Aardman was often a discussion point in meetings. It wasn’t unusual for an advertising ‘creative’
to whip out a VHS tape of their own with an
Aardman TVC, Creature Comforts, or one of Vinton’s
California Raisin TVC’s and say, “Have you seen
this?”Or, “Can you do this?” On one occasion we
‘won’ a job to make some TVC’s for an insurance
company. The scenario was a family of plasticine
kangaroos sitting around casually talking about the
merits of the brand. This was produced in the style,
but probably not quite the budget of Aardman’s
TVC’s. However, we weren’t the only animators to
receive a brief so heavily influenced by an overseas
commercial. In the early 90’s, a few years after Will
Vinton made his California Raisins sing in the USA,
Australia saw an uncanny resemblance in a local
TVC with a funky California Walnut wearing sunglasses and roller-skates animated by Geoff Smart
and Ray Strong. On the one hand we could argue
the influence curbed local creative input. On the

other hand the success of Aardman and Vinton
created greater awareness of the possibilities of
stop-motion to the commercial entities and helped
spark stop-motion as a good choice for television
advertising in Australia.
In 1993, Nick Donkin, also a graduate from the
former Swinburne School of Film and Television set
up Flying Gherkin in Sydney, creating manic ads
for Schmackos dog biscuits and the dairy snack,
Yo-Go. Flying Gherkin often utilised foam latex and
scaled clothing more so than plasticine which
saved sculpting as you go and hence less evidence
of finger prints, yet the material was far from
completely controllable. The manipulation of the
puppet from frame to frame results in the material
rippling showing where the hands have held and
modified the puppet. Donkin’s style was fast paced,
twitchy and wired. Sometimes the companies
competed for advertising projects, such as the
Kraft Peanut Butter job, and it was not unusual for
the production for a particular product to move
between different production houses. For example,
both Flying Gherkin and Anifex animated TVC’s for
Schmakos and both Glen Art and Flying Gherkin
animated TVC’s for Yo-Go.
In 1994 after I stepped away from advertising,
Paul Gehrig moved to work at Ian Mc Guffie’s
Animagrafx , a CG3D outfit in Greville Street,
Prahran and Anthony Lucas boldly maintained the
stop-motion studio in Green Street under the new
banner of 3D Films. Whilst the larger computer
based studios such as Animal Logic were ramping
up, independent animators gained access and
knowledge of CG3D with lower cost software
coming onto the market. During this time software
such as 3D Studio Max and Lightwave 3D could be
run on a Windows machine and subsequently many
boutique 3D animation studios began to appear,
and this growth had increased the impact on the
choice for advertisers to preference CG3D over the
use stop-motion or 2D. The software development
throughout the 1990s and 2000s provided a new
bag of tricks with each new version or update and
greatly improved its simulation of lighting, textures
and blending with live action. It continued to get
more affordable and more accessible. Gary Yost
founding developer of 3D Studio Max said that
high priced software was unsustainable and that,
“They wanted to make a tool that could be used
by anybody to do anything.”5 The extension of this
sentiment today is the availability of free open source
software such as Blender and free educational
versions of Maya and the scores of on-line tutorials
to teach people how to use them.

5 cgpress.org, archives 2010
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On a CG3D production, one of the obvious
advantages to the advertising client, much to the
benefit and chagrin of the animators is the ability
to more easily alter images throughout all the
stages of production. In stop-motion production
the changing minds of clients is also a familiar
improvement or production impediment (depending
how you look at it) but there needs to be controlled,
regular sign offs at each stage of production as
puppet and set alterations are more difficult to
alter if the animator goes too far down the track.
I’m not saying that all mid production alterations in
CG are simple, but to change a character’s head
size or skin tone or to re-scale a set wall in CG is
somewhat easier than doing so half way through
a stop-motion shoot. In any case, the momentum
to use CG3D had escalated and as a stop-motion
animator at the time I was often asked “why are
you still doing it”?
In the face of this building CG3D wave, Anifex ,
Glen Art and Flying Gherkin were able to stay afloat
and paddle over it by utilising their talent for offshore markets in New Zealand and Asia. Glen
Hunwick says that in the early 2000s the interest in
stop-motion in parts of Asia was strong, but there
were very few people in those countries trained
with the ability to undertake the production and a
trip Down Under for the client made the experience
all the more appealing. Glen Art created a series of
four TVC’s for Samsung in 2001. Meeting with Glen
in his home town of Torquay he stated they had an
appreciation of visibly hand-made commercial art.
“Samsung’s rivals had all moved to using CGI in
advertising and so having the aesthetics of stopmotion symbolised a point of difference”,6 that is
if the TVC showed a different approach to their
competitors, their products and service do as well.
In Australia it could be argued that there are still
TVC’s being produced that utilise this aspect
whichever technique they choose. In 2012 Glen Art
created three stop-motion TVC’s for Target’s
Christmas campaign, and watching Target TVC’s

from the past 25 years show they have a penchant
for different animation techniques. As well as stopmotion, they have animated their logo with 2D cel,
digital 2D, CG 3D and pixillation.
A business in TVC production can be all consuming
and mean having to invest in studio space and
production equipment, but this also means these
resources can be reinvested in short films or
commercial projects such as a pilot for a series.
Short film production has been characteristic at the
commercial stop-motion production houses in
Australia. Anifex has reached a wide range of
audiences outside their usual TVC environment by
producing six short animated films including the
AFI Award winning Gargoyle (2005) and The Book
Keeper (1999) and they are currently in production
with a new one. Glen Hunwick created Mutt (2008)
which has screened at over 180 festivals and
received an AFI nomination for Best Animated
Short in 2008. Undertaking a film with such high
production values as Mutt can mean taking an
expensive hiatus from advertising yet it enables the
animation artist to tell a bigger story, create larger
performances and produce characters with a
greater life force.
The knowledge and practice refined through these
self-devised projects can further the evolution in
commercial projects and then reciprocate the
knowledge back into personal work. For example,
in 2000 Anthony Lucas created three, twentysecond station identifications (idents) for SBS TV.
This technique stemmed from his highly evocative
student film Shadowlands twelve years earlier in
1988 and was the beginning of a greater journey in
terms of technique and style. The idents for SBS TV
provided further practice and, unlike a student film,
were made to a determined length that required a
lot of discipline. They were also something of a
‘proof of concept’ combining the earthy silhouettes
of Shadowlandss with the vintage mechanical
confection of steampunk that subsequently formed
the world for The Mysterious Explorations of Jasper

6 Interview with Glen Hunwick, Torquay 26 September 2015
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Morello (2005). The film received the Annecy Cristal
in 2005, nominations for both an Oscar in 2005 and
a BAFTA in 2006, and was purchased by and,
ultimately screened on, SBS-TV.
The interest in stop-motion prevails beyond the
spectre of celebrated veteran animators with plenty
of student stop-motion films continue to appear
out of many of Australia’s universities and colleges.
Teaching at the film school at the VCA in Melbourne
we are often asked by potential candidates on
open day whether stop-motion animation is still in
the curriculum although there is some expectation
that we would drop it due to the popularity of
CG3D. Despite pressure from the University to
reduce costs for infrastructure, practice in stopmotion is maintained. The quick feedback from
animating with tactile materials and battling
against gravity seem to provide to the student, at
the very least, with an internal, mental calibration
of the principles of weight and motion.
Richard Chataway at Anifex says they get one or
two calls a week from fledgling artists looking for
work experience in their studio and Glen Hunwick
has recently taught at a secondary school where
they have made an unbelievable thirty-nine films.
Outside of college courses, animation businesses
such as Glen Art and Anifex have provided
extended training for new animators and jobs for
many professional freelance animators some who
go on to eventually set up their own studios and
make films of their own.

for it but because it will be driven by the artist’s
desire to pursue it, innovate it, show a narrative
that suits it, and own it. The choice and development
of materials present a distinctive trait that the
animation artist beholds as a force within the
visual and narrative design. Some artists use this
to define their specialty and make this part of their
animation identity. Vinton trade-marked the word
‘Claymation’ for his technique. Lucas calls his
silhouetted gothic steampunk animation style
‘Shadowlands’7 and Elliot refers to his short films
technique as ‘Clayographies’8 . 3D printing for
puppet and prop making is a relatively new,
dynamic and potentially large cost saving measure,
that can give blemish-free results but there can be
designed imperfection in the materiality to let the
audience know that this is something you could
touch and pick up. Whether its plasticine, wool,
wire or polyamide from a 3D printer the audience
enjoys a sense of wonder from seeing a material
from the physical world come alive often material
the audience is familiar with in their own world.
At the Annecy Animation Festival this year, Adam
Elliot spoke about getting his passion back with
Ernie Biscuit by returning to make everything
himself with his hands and restricting materials to
“clay, cardboard, paint and wire”9 , which says
something about the inbuilt mystery and excitement
of working directly with the materials and animating
manually. Chataway from Anifex says that,
“Inanimate objects get pushed around six hours a
day and the magic of doing it doesn’t go away”.

Despite this ongoing interest in making stop-motion,
there are fewer TVC’s being produced and the
budgets have shrunk. Hunwick believes that many
new advertising creatives don’t quite understand
the potency of stop-motion as well as others have
in the past, as though they don’t quite trust what
the results might be. I agree with this sentiment
and would extend this to programmers and buyers
of content for television who appear to have
stepped away from the textural, material aesthetics
of animated art, whether it’s stop-motion or pencil.
The advertising environment has also altered
significantly since the early 2000s. Chattaway says
that television as a medium for advertising gathers
a smaller portion of the spend on advertising with
growth in web based and mobile media offering
new spaces. Campaigns now must be spread
across different broadcast methods.
In the face of all this, stop-motion will continue to
charm and find it’s way on to Australian screens,
not always because there is a commercial demand
7 http://www.spindlyfigures.com.au/Jasper-Morello
8 Mary And Max: The Exhibition, Interview, ACMI 2010.
9 P’tits Dej du court/Shorts and Breakfast,Annecy Festival 2015
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An Artist’s Appreciation Of The Potential Of
Animation And Abstraction.

(Large portions of this text first
appeared as an audiovisual presentation “Why Abstract Animation Matters” at Render 2014
and program notes for my 40 or
so short animated and experimental films.)

Paul Fletcher

The human condition is based on story telling to our own minds and to each other.
In order to make our sense of our worlds we make narratives out of every event that
has, is or might happen some time in the future. Are films and animations merely a
way to repeat this process or are they also a great way to create space within stories
and even perhaps to create temporary freedom from stories and narration? Static,
dualistic thinking may posit story and abstraction as if binary opposites but in reality,
especially in the case of animation, I feel they are interdependent dynamic partners.
Abstraction and storytelling are symbiotically linked – words are abstract
referents to things or events and are effectively employed in storytelling.
Abstract impressions from light, colour, visual forms, nuances of movement
for instance are as important to our experience as any carefully crafted
spoken words or written text. Even in our own perceptual systems or
bodies, our sense of self comes to our awareness first from (the) non-verbal
and even (the) pre-verbal. We never have the time or knowing consciousness
to be able to assign a word even in our own minds to the multitude of
felt simultaneous impulses from the soup of sensory data flow we find
ourselves swimming in. This sensory data flow is a continuous stream
of two-way information and responses that affect each other. Sensory
information is received, recreated and returned to our minds and our
environment in a constant interactive and interdependent feedback loop.
It could be claimed that how and what we see, feel and respond to, actually
changes us, our environment and other creatures. There are not enough
words in this short article to appease or indulge the rational academic
request of completing this particular story with its’ own history of ideas,
verification, attributions and masses of further reading some few suggestions
are footnoted here though.1

Animation can
be the sculpting
of time-based
movement of
shapes, light,
colour drama
and emotion
of one sort or
another literal
and poetic.

You may find these ideas far-fetched, flawed, nonsensical or simply accepted as given factors of life, like air
and water. More importantly, for this pragmatist, these ideas have everything to do with abstract animation
and film. These ideas point to a potential of film in its full gamut of multi-sensory, experimental, narrative
and abstract parameters that can be most successfully accommodated in animated film.
The prevalence of screens and of our cyber selves constantly engaging in networked global electronic
‘communication’ has expanded our consciousness, changed how we think and increased our exposure to
the fusing of abstraction and figuration. If Jordan Belson and others in the late 1960s and early 1970s were
interested in cinema’s role as expanding our consciousness, film-makers and animators now may simply see
cinema’s role as better understanding our consciousness. My own film Pop Psychology attempts to engage
the viewer in a game of perceptual testing; rapid-fire attention grabbing syncretic sound and visual moving
forms. In this schema of film there may be no single storyline, or any easily identifiable progression of
narrative logic but there is a tightly woven pattern or musical structure. This construction attempts to
purposefully combine simultaneous pure abstraction based on color fields and geometric shapes with rich
associations of organic looking forms and recognisable movements, the anima or life force of animation.
1

On Intersubjectivity – “Time Sense” Takuya Suzuki “Self Comes to Mind” Antonio Damasio Edleman Ashcroft
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Animation is the result of osmosis between abstraction and narrative – linear, dynamic and multi-layered
forms. This may not necessarily apply only to ‘abstract or experimental animation’. Australian animation in
2015 is much more than at a crossroad – it is genuinely sitting in the middle of a massive, horrendously
complex and energetic intersection. Animation can be seen in the intersections between art and commerce,
narrative and abstraction, motion graphics, story, movement, stasis, consciousness and gestalt, public,
shared and private contexts, large scale projections, hand held, wrist watch, t-shirt screens, active, passive,
interactive, audience as artist, singular visions, collaborative and relational processes, good ole fashioned
distributed authorship and more. It is these “tensions between elements of narrative and abstraction,
stillness and movement, sonic melody and texture, between the wish to shake or disturb the senses and to
relax or calm the mind”2 that I feel animation is primed for exploring. Animation can be the sculpting of
time-based movement of shapes, light, colour drama and emotion of one sort or another literal and poetic.
If over fifteen years of MIAF has taught us anything it is that Animation among all its other fine business is
also a solid contributor to the fine arts.
Abstract and experimental approaches to Animation can be about provoking, generating, asking questions.
Desire to capture recreate immediacy, according to the authors of “Post digital” it is the desire to recreate
the experience of when we are first born into the world and see ourselves as inseparable from it and each
other.
Abstract and experimental, heck any interesting animation can be about more than the following types of
questions; “wtf is this?”; “why am I watching this?”; “what can I get out of watching this right now?”; “why
should I feel good about wasting my time watching this?” The value of abstract animation for this animator
is that it attempts to set up a context of viewing where the audience can become author of their own
interpretation, and awareness of the immediate and transient experience. This context can also be one of
forgetting and letting go of the need or expectation let alone the demand to know anything – let alone
everything. And possibly to accept at the same time that somewhere in the organisation of our complex
pattern of molecules and cells that we might already unconsciously know everything – or everything we
need to know at any given instant.
Abstraction is too often simplistically referred to as visual abstraction or distortion of actually clearly
referent or recognisable images. Just as interesting and important is the idea of abstract connections, the
mad morphing associative and lateral jumps possible with all forms of animation or the dream logic of
surrealism, dada, David Lynch, Michel Gondry et al. Sudden jumps, shifts in tone or distortions, morphing
of styles, time and space are all easily accommodated in animation form.
Recent neuroscience discoveries tell us that when our sense of “self comes to our mind” it is plastic,
networked and dynamic not innate, fixed or hierarchical.3
Our consciousness and sub consciousness is actually made of electrical charges, chemical materials, self
organising memory-like reactions and complexity built from the simplest of cells. All animation is made up
of, and has a pervasive affect on, other matter from collection thought processes embodied in culture and
cultural attitudes to the physical artifacts of films in so many forms to the deeply personal matter of our
Hearts, Minds and Souls; the unspoken vital senses of being our conscious and unconscious selves.
The experience of Animation for both author and audience, abstract or figurative is potentially a dynamic
way of considering the unknown, the infinite, the inexpressible the inarticulate and the actually very clearly
2 Miaf Catalogue notes for City Symphony Noise Poem – Paul Fletcher
3 The Self Comes to Mind – Antonio Damasio
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spoken, often without words, but with the recreation of the very real but undefined feelings we feel before
our text based abstractions can interpret and explain them.
“The power of abstract animation is to capture the moment between breaths, to create direct emotional
expressions without words or texts, to explore the interconnection and vibration (resonances) of all things,
thoughts and energy, the beautiful simplicity underlying any perceived complexity and perhaps even some
small reclaiming of childhood wonderment, imagination, curiosity energy and fun.”
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Brian and Film & TV students,
Swinburne, 1967
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“The Audacity Of Ignorance”.
JOHN E. BIRD, (6 June 1938 – 14 June 2013)
David Atkinson

Why was it that one man heading up one particular educational program in one
particular Australian city, managed to help foster so much of our nation’s acclaimed
animation talent? It is widely acknowledged that John Bird’s little animation course
at ‘Swinnie’ contributed to building a vibrant tight-knit community of independent
practitioners that seemed unique to the city of Melbourne. Yet John often referred
to his endeavours as “the audacity of ignorance”. Perhaps. But as a student, staff
colleague and friend of John’s in an association that spanned 48-years, let me try to
interrogate that proposition through this necessarily personal account of how the
animation course he founded came into being, by citing some of its achievements,
talking about the man himself, and speculating why the course he founded has gone
from strength to strength across almost four decades of change.
In The Beginning
John Bird first came to Swinburne Technical College
in 1951 as a student of its junior school studying
such subjects as blacksmithing and sheetmetal
work. In those days Swinburne was a somewhat
shabby, gritty inner-suburban working-class technical
college about seven kilometres East of Melbourne.
Many classes were taught in dilapidated houses
around Hawthorn and in a number of converted
shops that fronted Burwood Road. John went on to
complete a Diploma of Art as a senior student at
Swinburne graduating in 1958.

John Bird, 1984

He had an abiding love
of craft and precision,
made beautiful jewellery
and enamelled artwork
and was a deft hand at
woodwork. To John, any
union between art and
technology was a
natural one.

I first encountered John in 1966. At that time he
taught us Technical Illustration, Perspective and
Gold and Silversmithing. John was a young and
enthusiastic teacher. He had an abiding love of
craft and precision, made beautiful jewellery and
enamelled artwork and was a deft hand at woodwork. To John, any union between art and technology
was a natural one.
1966: Diploma of Art (Film and Television)
The word animation appears for the first time in the
Swinburne’s Handbook in 1965 as an option within
the Diploma of Advertising Art. A number of Art
School graduates were finding employment in the
television advertising industry using their graphic
design and visual communication skills for storyboards, flip cards and TV commercials. I recall
standing in the doorway of the school’s small library
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one day in 1965 watching a film being screened.
Graphic design students had managed to produce
a black and white animated commercial for Interflora
on film. Over the clatter of the 16mm projector, I
heard a scratchy badly recorded soundtrack with
the distinct theatrical voice of Brian Robinson
narrating the ad. It was crudely made but graphically
strong and very humorous and attracted much
attention within the advertising industry. The idea
for a course in film and television had been
discussed amongst staff around this time. The
initiative had enthusiastic support from industry
including people such as Phillip Adams, Alexander
Stitt, Fred Schepisi and Mal Bryning. New subjects
were written for the program and the charismatic
Brian Robinson, who began teaching art at
Swinburne in 1961, was given an impossibly
modest budget to establish the program.
And so it was that during my second year at the
school in 1966, our teachers called us together and
presented the large class with an unexpected option.
We could either continue on with a further two years
to complete a Diploma in Graphic or Advertising
Art, or embark on a brand new course in film and
television, the first of its kind in Australia.
A World In Change
Everybody in the room had grown up in a time
before television, when, for at least half of our
childhood, it played no part. When it arrived in
1956, we witnessed our first television programs
through a shop window. For many families, it was
years before they could afford a TV set of their own.
Moving pictures beamed directly into our homes
was the marvel of our era. Every male student in
the course at that time faced the prospect of being
conscripted into the army by the roll of a marble in
a birthday ballot lottery, followed by the chilling
possibility of service in Vietnam. We felt as though
we were the pawns of an older conservative
generation. Brian believed film and television to
be the dominant voice of the twentieth century.
Perhaps it could be our voice too.
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While the majority of students continued on to
study graphic design, a handful of us cast our fate
with the new film and television course. It sounded
bold, visionary and totally irresistible. As I had
always wanted to be an animator, surely this new
course would take me a step closer to that goal.
What was destined to become Australia’s premiere
film school was born under our very feet, spun out
of the heritage of teaching older visual art forms
but was a contemporary form of communication.
It was to be our voice.
The Lived Experience
In the first year of this new course we were kind of
kept away from film. Instead working on projects
such as set and costume design, TV flip cards and
storyboards. The school was hopelessly under
resourced.
One of John’s approaches to teaching was to engage
the real world. I found myself volunteering to
create eight TV flip cards to illustrate a story written
by Doug Tasker, the director of Christian Television
Association (CTA). John took me out to the ATV-0
Studios (now Network Ten) in Nunawading to watch
the process of recording my flip cards to videotape.
It was fascinating.
We seemed to be left alone for much of the day.
We played around in a creative kind of way and
discussed ideas. In reflection, this was an important
part of learning but at the time it seemed as though
our teachers were in hiding, not quite knowing
what to teach us. I don’t recall being taught
anything about animation other than being shown
how the school’s clockwork Bolex camera could
click off single frames. I guess the strongest lessons
came from the mistakes we made rather than our
successes.
It is not widely known that the first film to herald
the founding of what was to become Australia’s
internationally renown Swinburne Film and Television
School was, in fact, that humble 30-second piece of
animation; “Interflora”. Given that the course was
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BELOW: John Bird with “Hector”
animation stand

born from the womb of an art school and that its
guiding light, Brian Robinson had a genius for
communicating visual ideas using animation
technique, it was inevitable that Swinburne would
offer an academic program that enabled students
to specialise in animation. The wonder is that it
took another ten years to happen.
Animating Forward
Brian and John were the key members of staff of
the film and television course in those early years.
John taught just about every subject in the
curriculum but became increasingly involved in
animation work.
Ever the magpie scrounger, John acquired a
magnificent donation in 1974. Behind a black
curtain there was an all too large and clunky

rostrum camera stand donated to the school by
Crawford Theatre Productions. Hence it became
known as “Hector”. The compact 16mm Bolex
looked like an insignificant pimple when mounted
on this gigantuan behemoth designed for a heavy
35mm camera. You had to climb all over it or use a
step ladder just to focus the lens. Hitherto, any
student who wished to shoot animation at the
school did so on a number of jerry-built rigs. This
was a professional piece of equipment with
animation peg bars that allowed accurate pans,
trucks, slides and rotations of the artwork.
Around this time John embarked on a mission to
test the industry’s thoughts on a new postgraduate
course he had in mind and to determine if it would
be a viable offering. He had the notion that with
intensive training, a selected group of mature age
people with some life experience could, in the
space of a single year, produce work that would be
on par with that resulting from Swinburne’s threeyear diploma course in film and television. The
graduate diploma course was a new initiative for
the school. It was to have three streams of study,
film, television and animation, and John was to
be in charge of the entire program. Some of his
colleagues were doubtful whether such a course
could work. There was a lot riding on the outcome.
I must have responded positively to John’s persuasive
kite flying as I found myself back at Swinburne in
1976, to enrol in the commencing year the course,
yet again, the first of its kind in Australia.
The Local Scene
During the 1970s and 80s, television was alive with
locally produced animation. The children’s series
Arthur and The Square Knights Of The Round
Table, the first Australian animated series to be
syndicated and sold overseas, was in full swing
with its ‘abundance of playful silliness’. Animated
television commercials, the likes of which we will
never see again, were used to deliver a whole array
of messages; health, finance, foods, cars, newspapers
and even religion.
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1976: Graduate Diploma of Applied Film &
Television (Animation)
John managed to find a space for the animation
studio on the ground floor of the Art School
building. It was the very same room where he once
taught gold and silversmithing a decade earlier. It
was a compact space. One quarter was taken up by
“Hector” and the remainder by six animation desks
made up to a design provided by Frank Hellard,
lead animator at Alexander Stitt’s studio. John
always committed with total enthusiasm to whatever he was involved in. I believe he and his
brother-in-law worked through the college Christmas
break to construct these desks. They were
equipped with professional animation discs and
pegs which had been cast and machined at
Swinburne’s Central Technical Workshop and
appropriate lighting wired in. Somebody had
advised John that visual deprivation and isolation
from the outside world would allow students to
better focus on the small patch of well-lit artwork
on their animation desks. And so he had the entire
wall of south-facing windows painted out. It was a
depressing dark undecorated shoebox that drove
us nuts. We couldn’t wait to get outside.
To work somewhere near the heights of a discipline,
one obviously needs to be aware of what’s going
on in the wider world of the practice. Every Tuesday
morning John astonished us with inspiring examples
of the animator’s art, the best the world had to
offer. They were screened as 16mm prints. He had
worked closely with the State Film Centre over a
number of years recommending various titles to
help build the animation component of their
catalogue. Films such as Ryan Larkin’s trippy freeflowing Street Musique which harnessed one of
animation’s most powerful tropes, metamorphosis,
and Caroline Leaf’s The Street enchanted us with a
demonstration of the potency animation has when
dancing with a piece of music or when placed
against a narrative based on personal experience.
The experimental work of Len Lye and Norman
McLaren too, left a powerful lasting impression on
all of us.
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John cited two achievements in the course’s
inaugural year that he thought impelled its future
success. My short first-term animation Move! won
a national animation award half way through the
course. In hindsight John wrote, “This instantly
provides internal and external recognition and the
inspiration to all of the graduate diploma students
of the possibilities for them” and secondly “Paul
Williams final animation project That’s Progress
is sold to a commercial distributor.” Paul also
obtained funding for a one hour TV special Island
Of Nevawuz on the strength of his student film.
John had proved to his colleagues that both critical
and commercial success could be attained from a
one-year course.
Animation Struts Its Stuff
By the late 1980s our student animation had found
critical acclaim too. People who had never made a
film before were gaining a string of national and
international awards and nominations in categories
that were also open to industry. Their work found
its way into various film collections.
One of the most prolific students to ever pass
through the course was Stephen French. He hit the
place running and never stopped. It demonstrated
how the open structure of the course with its
studio home base, some unique facilities, a modest
production budget and enthusiastic teachers,
provided an environment conducive to creative
activity. He ‘seized the day’ to make half a dozen
films. Stephen’s major film project, Bushed (1980)
was picked up for commercial distribution. It was
also nominated for an Australian Film Industry (AFI)
award, as was a fellow student’s production of that
year, John Skibinski’s beautifully animated Foxbat
and the Mimi.
John Taylor’s The Huge Adventures of Trevor, A Cat
(1985) won an AFI award for Best Short Animation.
It was taken up by Qantas to screen before the
inflight movie feature. It was also aired on the
Australian Children’s Television Foundation (ACTF)
TV series Kaboodle along with a number of other
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Swinburne animation student productions. With
bright flat colours contained by bold black
linework, wit, humour and a storyline building
towards the absurd as our cat’s hunting instincts
became over-developed, Trevor was everything an
audience expected of cartoon animation. However
those interested in making a cel-animation project
could be at a distinct disadvantage.
The next part of John’s story is one he was particularly proud of. The following reflections have been
extracted out from the larger story of the animation
course simply to make the evolution of these
developments and how they impacted the course
much clearer. However it should be remembered
that these adventures with new technology ran in
parallel with the achievements being gained in
traditional animation. The advances and discoveries made were interwoven with, and sat happily
alongside, all that was going on in the studio’s
melting pot.
Of A Waltz And A Dream – Pioneering Adventures
In Computer Animation
When John became aware that computer scientists
overseas were making pictures using computers,
he was fascinated. John had an abiding curiosity to
know what was going on in other disciplines and so
forged life-long friendships with colleagues in
Swinburne’s computer science and engineering
departments. The quirky left-of-field insights of
an artist intrigued them. When visiting these workplaces John could not help but ask with a
mischievous twinkle in his eye, “I wonder how we
could use that?”
The first forays in 3D computer animation at the
school were by Paul Conner in 1979. Computers
had barely begun to display graphics at that time.
Jean Marc Le Pechoux created a 3D computer
animated sequence for his 1982 graduate production.
I am yet to discover what the pieces looked like
or how they were made. Perhaps they are lost
to history.

In 1982 John Bird lobbied hard to have the software
program 'MOVIE.BYU' installed on a bulky mainframe computer within Swinburne’s Department of
Manufacturing Engineering. The software was
written by an academic at Brigham Young University
in the USA. The software was capable of displaying
three-dimensional mathematical, topological or
architectural models as line drawings. Out-of-hours
access to this facility was arranged for John’s
animation students.
Sally Prior and Andrew Quinn opted to use
'MOVIE.BYU' to produce their major projects in
1983. Both had some prior computer programming
experience To find a creative aesthetic for an
artwork produced with a piece of engineering
equipment was hard work. First models had to be
drawn in cross-section onto graph paper then each
co-ordinate was plotted on the grid and the numbers
entered into the computer to make a 3D object. To
move objects or the camera relative to the X, Y and
Z-axes of the system, numerical values had to be
typed in by hand. Furthermore, the system had no
ability to preview animation. You could only view
one monochrome line drawing (or wire-frame) at a
time on the screen. Sally and Andrew had to
imagine how their work might move. Finally, the
finished computer files were transferred to black
and white 16mm film at a commercial facility.
John asked me if I could help out with the postproduction phase of Sally and Andrew’s projects.
I had a collection of coloured gels, various optical
filters and some formulas I had used for special
effects animation which turned a harsh white line
into something far more pleasing to look at,
creating a scattered light effect like seeing a streetlamp in a fog. John had acquired a primitive optical
printer for the animation studio. It was a Bolex
camera set up on sliding rails facing a projector.
This enabled a film to be copied. It was also
possible to re-time footage, do freeze frames or
even reverse the action. Some sequences in Sally
and Andrew’s work involved a series of multiple
exposures in the camera with various gels and
filters to build up density and to get more than one
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Still from Mambo
IMAGE: ANDREW QUINN

colour on screen. This meant that
each piece of film had to be
carefully synchronised so that it did
not ruin what had already been
exposed in the camera. Undertaken
with “the coolness of a surgeon”,
according to Sally.
Much computer animation at this
time tended to fly cameras around
stationary objects or bits of
typography. However Sally and
Andrew incorporated objects that
animated and figures which moved
about their settings. Andrew even
attempted to animate his geometric
humanoid figures. We can’t wind back the clock to
see an object of another era with fresh eyes, but
Sally and Andrew’s work has stood the test of time.
Whereas it was once astonishing cutting-edge
stuff, their art films can now be appreciated as a
piece of history of enormous charm.
Sally Pryor's film Dream House was the first
Australian 3D computer animation entry to be
selected for exhibition at the SIGGRAPH Electronic
Theatre, USA in 1984. Andrew’s Waltz Mambo was
a nomination for an AFI Award in 1984. These two
pioneering 3D computer animated films are now in
the nation’s archival collection as seminal examples
of this early period.
After completing their course, Andrew and Sally
were contracted to produce a computer-animated
opener for ABC TV's cult hit pop show, ‘Countdown’
in December 1983 based on production methods
devised during their course.
Computer Animation Development Centre (CADC)
A casual conversation on a train that John habitually
took for the long journey from his Croydon home to
Swinburne led to the next evolution of the animation
studio.
A regular passenger who worked in the Victorian
government’s Department of Employment and
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Training sought John’s opinion about what kind of
training they should be funding; plumbing, boilermaking, steel fabrication? John replied that those
are industries of the past and described an exciting
new industry that was about to take off, computer
animation. He cited the case of Sally and Andrew
who had to go offshore to find employment as 3D
computer animators despite the critical successes
of their films. On seeing their student productions
and the primitive facilities they used, the pair were
offered jobs on the spot by Wayne Carlson, director
of one of the world’s leading 3D production houses,
Cranston-Csuri Productions, USA.
Intrigued by John’s vision of an emergent industry
that relied on brains and artistic talent rather than
muscle and manual dexterity, John was invited to
submit a proposal for funding to the Victorian
Government. This eventuated in a $240,000 grant,
the biggest ever received by Swinburne’s Film and
Television Department up till that time.
The Computer Animation Development Centre
(CADC) was officially launched in October 1984 by
USA computer graphics pioneer, Dr Alvy Ray Smith,
then Director of Lucasfilm’s computer graphics
research and development team. In an article that
appeared in the Melbourne Herald newspaper,
he said:
“Swinburne’s Film and Television School has the
only full-time animation course in the country. It is
recognised as an Australian leader in the field. The
computer animation course is the only one I know
of at any tertiary college in the world”.
An advisory board was appointed to steer the CADC
and equipment was specified and ordered. John
invited me to become the Project Officer for the
centre. The CADC had an obligation to provide an
educational role to help foster the industry.
However, its state-of-the-art computer gear was
housed in the animation studio so that full-time
students could explore the artistic potential of
these new computer facilities over a lengthy
production period.
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The equipment arrived in dribs and drabs throughout the last half of 1984. We were like kids opening
presents at Christmas. Amongst the boxes of new
toys was the astonishing Australian designed
Fairlight Video Instrument, a Lyon-Lamb Video
Animation System (VAS) and two Cubicomp
Polycad/10 systems, one of the first PC-based
systems capable of 3D solid shading.
John was formally seconded to manage the CADC
for its two-year life span in 1985 while I took over
his role as lecturer in animation. This allowed John
to organise the Centre’s short course and seminar
program. John approached the task of providing a
bridge between industry and the Centre with
evangelical zeal. His diary was soon full. He built
up a network of professional support that would
prove useful to the course for years to come. John
also became heavily involved in Ausgraph computer
graphics conferences delivering a number of papers
and chairing some of its specialist forums. It was
not long before the activities of the Centre began
to attract national and international attention and
John found himself playing host to a string of
curious visitors.
After visiting the CADC in 1986, Paul Brown, Head,
National Centre for Computer Aided Art and Design,
Middlesex Polytechnic, wrote: “The recent growth
and general health of the Australian computer
animation industry can be traced directly to this
Centre.”
Over the following years, a number of student 3D
computer animated films were invited to screen at
SIGGRAPH, USA. Out of Bounds (1985) by Harry
Sokol, Inner Tube (1985) by David Allardice, my
own piece, Staff Playtime (1985), Alpha Drive
(1987) by Rod Clifton and Stuart Ramsden’s
Symbiosis Samba (1987).
Although these early pieces now look quaint and
arguably unsophisticated by today's standards,
they nevertheless represent pioneering struggles
to tell stories using an emergent technology, and in
doing so, help chart the evolutionary path of that
technology – from wire-frame models, to simple

solid geometry with a single light source, to
photo-realistic rendering and rich textures.
But the CADC was not just about 3D computer
animation. It also gave students the technology to
experiment with animated 2D computer graphics.
John persuaded Commodore Australia to come on
board in 1985. The Centre was designated as an
official Commodore beta-test site with a donation
of four of the recently released Amiga computers.
These cheeky mouse driven machines had colour
graphics and sound capabilities that were
unprecedented for the price. As we got to know the
all-singing, all-dancing Amiga, it seemed to us that
these relatively cheap domestic ‘toy’ computers
could do as least as much as their expensive
state-of-the-art cousins.
Hard Working Toys
John had the knack of being able look beyond the
initial inadequacies of new technology. He always
had faith that it would find its feet sometime in
the future.
In the early days, computer production did pose a
quandary. It was cheap requiring no materials
except electricity, but the visible presence of pixels
in the image disturbed many people. With a touch
of snobbery, the results were often dismissed as
not as good as film. Of course this was just a
stepping-stone to where we are today with large
theatrical projections that exceed the resolution
of film.
In 1987, Commodore donated three more Amigas
to the studio that came with hard disc storage and
faster processors. We could now produce work in
higher resolution that looked little different from
traditional hand drawn cel-animation but at a
fraction of the expense and labour. This helped us
solve the problem of hand-painting hundreds of
cels and became the production method we used
for many minor projects. We developed our own
home-grown software and production solutions in
order to automatically composite and record
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computer images frame-by-frame. Many productions
were shot directly off a computer monitor under a
large black cloth using a 16mm Bolex camera
adapted for electronic control that give long time
exposures. Bits of electronic circuitry provided the
link between computer and camera to synchronise
the process.
In short, the facilities acquired through John Bird’s
CADC initiative provided his students with new
visual vocabularies to play with and gave rise to
new animation techniques. It put the course on
a path that completely revolutionised the
animation studio.
Interactive Animation
John was always on the look-out for new
employment opportunities for his students. He
had an interactive stream approved within the
animation course in 1990 and the first interactive
project presented to examiners was Martin Gardiner’s
Monkey Antics in 1991. It was a stylish, robust
professional work in which the user could ‘ask’ a
monkey to do various things in any order by
clicking on items within a zoo setting. The monkey
then responded through linked animation routines
that reflected the whim of the user. It was a kind of
branching narrative with numerous outcomes.
The success of the CADC was well known in the
industry so when Ben James of the Victorian
Education Foundation (VEF) sought John’s opinion
on what the next new industry after computer
animation was likely to be, John said computer
games and interactive multimedia. The VEF was an
organisation that assisted educational institutions
develop industry relevant training. John was
primarily interested in the voice and the journey of
the artist. However he knew well enough that any
pitch for funding had to be couched in terms of
on-flowing economic benefits. He had a truly-held
belief that giving artists access to new digital
technology would play an integral part in the
economic growth of the field. Although he used
terms such as ‘the digital information revolution’,
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he knew that artists would push and pull technology in unpredictable ways giving rise to new and
unexpected creative uses for it. To an organisation
that had money, John’s vision was infectious.
The National Centre for New Media Arts and
Technologies (NCNMAT) was established in 1992 as
a 3-year joint venture. A grant from the VEF of
$455,000 provided the major funding component
while industry committed to massive in-kind
support. Swinburne provided the educational
framework for the project. The Centre’s charter
was to explore the creative potential of digital
production and communication tools and to provide
a talented workforce of high caliber appropriate for
an emerging multimedia industry. Robyn Blake, a
graduate of 1991, was employed to assist John with
the initial administration of the project.
New Beginnings
The late 1980s and early 1990s were a difficult time
for the Film and Television School at Swinburne; a
new upper echelon was no longer as supportive of
the school as had been an earlier directorate, tired
equipment, trains that rattled past the school’s
only sound stage, classrooms and production
facilities that were totally inadequate for a program
producing so much unique work. It was time to
move to a purpose built home, to be part of an
institution that better understood creative activity
and onto a brighter future. Thus, after many years
of lobbying, Swinburne’s Film and Television School
was formally transferred to the Victorian College of
the Arts at the start of the 1992 academic year.
Given a different scenario, NCNMAT could have
been sited with John at the VCA. There were many
complex reasons why John decided to stay behind
at Swinburne. It was a deeply traumatic time of
personal upheaval for everyone. We were on the
cusp of yet another grand adventure. John put it
this way: “The successful funding of the National
Centre for New Media Arts and Technology project
drove a wedge of separation between our colleagues
and the adherents to a linear motion picture past.
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Out of the trauma of separation, a new course of
Animation /Interactive Multimedia was born leading
to graduates gaining employment in the local
games and interactive media industry.”
Centre for Animation / Interactive Multimedia
There was tremendous industry support for John’s
vision that the discipline of animation deserved a
‘centre’ of excellence in its own right. He had
managed to get the word ‘animation’ out from
behind brackets and the shadow of film and
television and have it placed at the very front of a
new endeavour to be called the Centre for Animation
/ Interactive Multimedia. Among other things, it
was to be home to a postgraduate productionbased course that shared its name. Swinburne
provided a cohort of 12 funded student places.
In the closing months of 1992 we had no physical
space to call home and a course yet to be accredited. All the equipment John had acquired over
many years now belonged to the VCA. Access to
7-years of 3D computer animation research undertaken on the specialised equipment of the CADC
was also lost. New students would be arriving in a
few months. It was a testing time that would have
unnerved the bravest. But faced by this ‘ground zero’
position, John’s true strengths came to the fore.

years time. However it was massive and we liked its
quirky rabbit warren of oddball spaces.
Former student, Jeremy Parker, had kept in touch
with the course since graduating in 1989. He was a
trained architect and devised some plans to divide
up the huge open space into offices, a large studio
and a computer lab. Swinburne’s carpenters and
maintenance staff were on annual leave. With
enormous gusto and energy John applied himself
to the task of renovation. He sanded and polished
the floors, partitions went up and parents helped
to paint student desks. A crane arrived to swing a
large set of steel stairs into position on the library
courtyard against a plain brick wall. A day later
John swung the mallet that smashed through the
brickwork making the new public entrance to the
Centre for Animation / Interactive Multimedia
(AIM). We popped a bottle of Champagne and knew
everything would be okay. Within weeks we were
referring to ourselves as ‘the AIM Centre’.
John became manager of the Centre while I took on
the role as lecturer in charge of AIM’s coursework
program. John handled the day-to-day running of
NCNMAT and interfaced with the plodding grey
elephant herd of bureaucracy and its sometimes
obstructionist thinking.

A New Studio, A New Beginning

In spite of the initial frustrations of bedding down
the program in our first year, our external examiners
considered the body of work produced by the AIM
students to be the best they had yet seen from
John’s course. The work in the following years was
astonishing. The spacious well-resourced studio
gave students the option of undertaking any kind
of project they could dream up, from a hand-drawn
production to interactive computer games. There
was even space in the Centre’s maze of rooms to
concurrently run three stop-motion tabletop
animation projects. Critical accolades came thick
and fast.

We found space for a studio above the old Hawthorn
Fire Station. It was considered too unusual and rundown for use as classrooms. Besides it was destined
to be demolished for a Library extension in five

Although John’s animation students were working
through one of the ‘densest’ layers of technology
yet used by the course, their multimedia work was
nevertheless as diverse and idiosyncratic as the

Few people could have accomplished such a
mammoth undertaking. The graduate diploma
course was approved late February; just weeks
before students were due to arrive. Swinburne had
never seen a course fly through the accreditation
process so smoothly which was attributed to the
strong endorsement and goodwill of the industry’s
foremost players who expressed their absolute
faith in John and his vision.
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hand-made auteur animations of previous years.
Troy Innocent’s techno-surreal Idea-ON>! (1992) is
considered a seminal pioneering work that made a
significant contribution to the Australian new
media arts practice. Similarly, Michael Buckley’s
critically acclaimed The Swear Club (1994)
Australian Teachers of Media (ATOM) Award for
‘The Most Creative Use Of The Medium’.
Four postgraduate student works – Idea-ON>! by
Troy Innocent, Robot Cycle by Elena Popa, Autarky
by Kim Bounds and Autograph by Mark Lycette
were selected for the CeBIT video wall at the
European Information Technology Conference, 1995.
This conference was co-hosted by Australia and
opened by the then Prime Minister, Paul Keating.
Out of the five initial finalists, three interactive
student productions won highly acclaimed ATOM
Multimedia awards also in 1995; Travels with Cod
by Gwyn Wethereld for Best Australian Game,
Arlecchino by Rosanna Morales for Best Australian
Educational Interactive for the Young, The Swear
Club by Michael Buckley for Best Arts/Innovative
Work.
Students of the AIM Centre produced such an
extraordinary body of local Australian multimedia
work that it provided a source of ‘new media’ or
‘interactive digital art’ that allowed academics,
theorists and art critics much to fonder in developing
their own understanding of the new medium.
The Stars Align
John used to say the computer games were the art
form of the 21st century. He was fond of pointing
out that by 1993, sales of computer video games in
the USA for the first time eclipsed cinema box-off
receipts, all based on the art of the animator. He
had always felt that the motion picture industry
regarded animation as its ‘toy end’. “But that has
changed 180 degrees” he said in 1994. “We have
turned around from being at the back of the train
to being at the front.”
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Around this time Keating committed A$252 million
of additional spending over four years to the arts
and cultural industries in Australia. Most notably,
the policy document reframed the cultural industries
in economic terms. In a single policy document,
Creative Nation placed new modes of cultural
engagement alongside older forms of cultural
expression, rendering them equally legitimate and
equally constituting “arts” in Australia.
John’s positioning of the course’s direction was a
masterstroke of timing. The radical change in the
Keating government’s “Creative Nation” arts policy
intersected with AIM’s pioneering exploration of
multimedia. In 1996, Alan Stockdale became the
world’s first Minister for Multimedia. He introduced
a wide range of programs to make Victoria a leader
in the application of multimedia and new information
technologies. John unabashedly shook the multimedia ‘tree’ and picked up the fruit that dropped.
John’s view was that experience in multimedia and
games production would give his students a more
diverse range of employment opportunities, and he
was right. Global Vision, working on multimedia
installations for museums in Malaysia at one stage
employed 19 AIM graduates. Melbourne was
Australia’s leading games producer.
When this swag of money swept through the
industry, our students were there and ready, fully
trained and as experienced as anybody could be in
this new medium. John had positioned the course
perfectly to ride that multimedia wave that he had
foreseen in the shadows and played such a leading
role in bringing to centre stage.
AIM Moves To RMIT
Being unattached to a Faculty, we were free to
pursue our own direction, but also very vulnerable
to the economic pressure being faced by small new
universities such as Swinburne. John came under
pressure for the centre to return a profit for the
university. He tried to get a research program
established but his newspaper ad calling for
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expressions of interest was mysteriously withdrawn
without explanation. The future began to look
bleak. At the end of 1994 after we had completed
our student selections for the following year, we were
told without warning by Swinburne management
that our students were to pay full fees of $12,000.
The course had already been advertised on a
Commonwealth funded basis. There were no HECS
Fee-Help scheme for postgraduate courses at that
time. This was a bombshell.
John approached RMIT Vice-Chancellor David
Beanland about a possible new home for AIM
towards the end of 1994. Beanland had been trying
to get a presence in multimedia within RMIT’s
Higher Educator sector. He sent Professor Robin
Williams, Head of Department of Visual
Communications to visit the AIM Centre. Williams
immediately ‘got’ what the Centre was about.
There was no guarantee that Jeremy Parker and
Robyn Blake’s contacts would be extended once
NCNMAT funding had been depleted.
The Centre, its course, facilities and intellectual
property was transferred to the Department of
Visual Communication, Faculty of Art and Design,
RMIT in January 1995 with an expanded academic
program that included MA and PhD studies. Robin
Williams asked us to write our own job descriptions,
choose our own academic level. The transfer to
RMIT also secured academic tenure for Jeremy
and Robyn.
Once again we would have to work through the
Christmas break to prepare a new studio space.
We transferred to RMIT to secure the Centre’s
course’s future and to get out from under the
crushing threat of full fees. However the other
agenda was to offer a research degree, another
first for Australia. Master of Art (Animation and
Interactive Media), and PhD. Within a few years
of arriving the number of postgraduate coursework
students was 16, double the original course, and
our cohort of research candidates was around 70.
There were pathways from similar disciplines in
TAFE and undergraduate degrees. So we had

accomplished John Bird’s dream that our discipline
was worthy of academic research.
Our first year at RMIT University in 1995 was a
fabulous one.
Popularity Grows- Researching The Discipline
In the mid 1990s the course was receiving about
300-500 applications for its 12 funded places.
Interest was boiling over. The talent was of such
depth that we could easily have filled places thrice
over. It proved a blessing to have two animation
courses (at AIM and the VCA) in the one city. Many
of the most talented applicants were offered
places at both institutions.
John’s belief that our discipline was ripe for formal
academic research was verified in 1999, two and a
half years after he retired, with the conferring of
AIM’s first two Doctorates in the field of animation
and interactive media in 1999. Simon Pockley and
Russell Naughton produced what is considered to
be the world’s first online PhD submissions. They
used the relatively new medium of the Internet as
an experimental tool of research to talk about
itself, breaking the mold of the prescribed printed
leather bound thesis with its title in gold lettering.
The prestigious panel of international examiners
was impressed, saying they would use these online
submissions as an example to take back to their
own institutions. Pockley’s Flight of Ducks won
‘Best On-line Product’ and shared in the ‘Premier’s
Gold Award’ at the 1996 ATOM-AMIA International
Multimedia Awards. It was also selected for
preservation by the National Library of Australia’s
Pandora Web Archive.
Multimedia Struts Its Stuff
Excellence continued within AIM's coursework
program where students were producing some
of the most innovative work in multimedia in
Australia, which have been exhibited widely
nationally and internationally. Six AIM multimedia
works have been selected over successive years for
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the New Talent Pavilion at MILIA, Cannes, France.
MILIA is the world's premiere marketplace and
exposition for interactive content. The aim of its
New Talent Pavilion is to – “bring together a selection
of the best multimedia student talents from the
best courses around the globe, ready to integrate
into the professional world”. The work was judged
by an international panel as being the best student
work originating from the Australasian region and
the sole representatives from our part of the world.
Each student was flown to France to participate in
the New Talent Pavilion activities.
The astonishing pioneering interactive work
showcased at MILIA is yet to find it’s proper place
in the Australia history of new media. It is world
class. But sadly perhaps lost to us. Jeremy Parker
has preserved a couple of computers still able to
display these works. But we need a cultural
organisation to recognise their importance and to
preserve them. Whereas student animation projects
ran from between 5-10 minutes, some of these
interactive works offered their audience hours
of fun.
John astutely led the course through a time of
incredible change for the industry by embracing
that change. John’s battered but highly polished
begging bowl retired with him. In a sense, John led
us to a safe harbour at RMIT where the course no
longer has to scratch around and cajole for money.
RMIT accepts that every discipline needs a particular
set of tools to deliver their educational programs.
Leased computers are changed over regularly,
licensed software is updated each year and the
tools of the traditional animator, which never wear
out, are always there in the studio to entice a
curious student born into the digital age.
As John had always done, we chose students who
demonstrated impressive talent as staff to help
sling-shot the course to the next initiative. John
Power, Kate Cawely, Mathew Riley are but a few of
the names that spring to mind and will be more
familiar to those with a contemporary connection
to the Melbourne animation scene.
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Retirement, Legacy And Reflections
John’s retirement was difficult for everybody. It
came with tears and the need to spend more time
with his wife Julie who had been diagnosed with
cancer. We managed to organise a large farewell
for him in the AIM studio that was decorated for the
occasion. Many past students were in attendance
and happily many staff from the VCA F&TV School,
John’s former colleagues from his Swinburne days
were in attendance, including Jennifer Sabine,
Head of School. This went someway towards
healing the hurt. But there were also staff from
Swinburne’s long closed Central Technical
Workshop. These guys had made a lot of specialised
equipment for the animation studio and John had
gone into battle for them on numerous occasions
when the future of the workshop and their jobs
were threatened. His advocacy of this relict of the
past, gave the guys several more years of work and
dignity. On the night John was awarded an Adjunct
Professorship from RMIT University in recognition
of his remarkable contribution to education
within his discipline.
As John had always done, we chose students who
demonstrated impressive talent as staff to help
sling-shot the course to the next initiative. John
Power, Kate Cawely, Mathew Riley are but a few
of the names that spring to mind and will be more
familiar to those with a contemporary connection
to the Melbourne animation scene.
Although John Bird may not be well known as the
founding father of the courses at AIM and the VCA
where the current batch of animation students
study, I am sure the teachers of these courses,
many who were his former students, use John’s
legacy as a touchstone to inspire and inform their
own teaching.
The creative process was a mystery that enchanted
John throughout his life. Yet he created an
environment that was supportive of artistic
endeavour. Students took their initial halting steps
in the ‘embryonic fluid’ of learning, playfulness and
adventure within this environment. The studio was
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a magic place where they had time to incubate
ideas and the resources to bring them to fruition;
and perhaps to strut their stuff on a world stage.
John Bird taught with humility and a sense of fun.
He believed being in the presence of flourishing
creative talents was a privilege that enriched our
lives. John used lots of metaphors drawn from
everyday country life, often referring to paddocks,
fences, gates and chooks. John found ways to
harness the knowledge within a group of people
who had a diverse range of backgrounds. He sought
to build trust and respect so that studio critique
became a positive force to shape and improve ideas.
He had complete faith in his students that, in the
right kind of cultural setting, they would find their
way and thrive.
John helped a local industry to find its feet by providing
a pool of talent that was networked through his
course to become members of a Melbourne community
of practitioners. His graduates were not shy of hard
work. They could either create independently with
individual flair, or come together at any time to form
a formidable professional production team of
respected colleagues for large commercial projects.
John was fearless. He had learnt that if you left it
to the system, things would never happen. He
would push and crash through by force of will, or
simply ignore the instructions of his superiors and
carry on. His resourcefulness was legendary. John's
zeal and ability to enthuse others with his vision
enabled him to attract sizable funds and resources
for these endeavours too.
John was a true pioneer. His instinct for detecting
undercurrents of change that precedes a technical
revolution about to impact on the way we
communicate and reflect our culture was acute.
This meant that he was often a little ahead of the
industry. But it mattered little to John if we didn’t
know how to get to a destination, the important
thing was to just start out. Hanging onto his coat
tails in a Wizard-of-Oz like tornado, never sure
where we’d hit the ground next, was such a grand
adventure.

John was like some kind of surfer who was always
able to find the sweet spot on the wave, never
flounder in its wake, and ride it all the way to shore.
He strategically positioned his course to take
advantage of each successive wave of technology
driven change and by doing so provided opportunities
for creative people to work and communicate in
new ways and to find new audiences. His impeccable
timing came from one possessed of unusual
foresight and being aware of what was going on in
other disciplines and understanding the possible
cross-overs into the field of animation.
John was known affectionately as ‘Birdy’. With a
name like ‘Bird’ puns abound and John was the
main culprit in poking fun at himself. “I want to fly
this one past you”, “Back to the bird’s nest”, “I’ve
just had a bird-brained idea”, “bird droppings”,
“bird seed”, “Here’s a new toy to feather the nest”,
“peck peck”, “cheep cheep”, “a flight of fancy”,
“Oops, I pooped in my nest”.
Birdy had a wonderful ability to make students
feel good about their work. He responded to their
efforts with child-like delight. If a student was
surprised, perplexed or even disappointed by the
film rushes that came back several days after
shooting, John’s reaction reassured them that all
was okay. It with started with one big unrestrained
explosive laugh that could be heard in the next room.
John was humble. He was not an animator himself,
but understood the process intimately and knew
how to develop a good storyline. He saw his role
as one of facilitator. If he didn’t know the answer
to a particular problem, he would simply put the
student in touch with an industry practitioner who
did, very often a graduate of the course. John
believed that students and teachers could learn
from one another. The prior expertise, interests and
discoveries of the current group always informed
the course and shaped the zeitgeist in the studio
from year to year. We constantly developed many
new and novel techniques together that added to
the studio’s body of knowledge and animation
repertoire.
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Throughout the history of the course, there have
been very few “souls overboard”. John’s empathy
towards the struggles and misfortunes of others
was deep and genuine. He was particularly good at
rescuing students who doubted they had sufficient
fire in the belly to finish their major project or had
too much personal stuff happening in their lives to
be able to complete the course. John would counsel
them to harness the sadness, pain or frustration of
those experiences and turn it into an animation.
John’s Achievements
In the 1970s John founded Australia’s first production
-based course in which students could specialise in
animation. It was launched at a time when there
was renewed interest in the 75-year old art form.
Barely had computers begun to display images
when in the early 1980s, John found the ways and
means to put the tools of science and engineering
into the hands of his students giving them new
visual vocabularies to play with. In the 1990s John
positioned the course to take advantage of a new
multimedia industry cheekily calling the recent
invention of the CD-ROM, “the artistic Frisbee”.
This gave animation students a new string to the
bow of their employment.
John’s belief that our discipline was ripe for formal
academic research was vindicated in 1999 with the
conferring of AIM’s first Doctorates in the field of
animation and interactive media.
In the 2000s, John got to see other fruits of the
word, “interactive” in our course title. AIM students
now work collaboratively to produce astonishing
real-time animation projects authored in computer
games engines. At the last end-of-year screening of
student work that John was able to attend before
his health deteriorated, he got to play with interactive art installations which read the movement and
gestures of his body. New creative expressions
founded upon the art of animation delighted him.

students. He encouraged them to “think small”.
This was John’s mischievous take on the usual
advice given to students to “think big”. Of course
John was referring to the exciting opportunities to
create content for networked mobile devices that
could deliver animation, stories, games and
entertainment directly into the palm of a new
audience. At 75 years of age and 17 years after his
retirement, John was still charting a future direction
for ‘his’ students to follow.
A month before John died there was a reunion of
his former staff at his home. It was a moment of
sweet nostalgia and reflection on past achievements
together, and a kind of a final unspoken ‘goodbye
Birdy’. He wrote thanking all for this visit, “…
dreams and fantasies realised through the
audacity of ignorance.” Audacity? Certainly.
Ignorance? I think not. Rather a path chartered by
a man who succeeded in holding fast to the spirit
of youth all his life who had a love of artistic
endeavor, passion, curiosity, stubborn doggedness,
uncanny intuition and the fearless pioneering spirit
to make it all happen.
John Edwin Bird died in June 2013 after a ten-year
long battle with cancer. The educational initiatives
‘Birdy’ founded have resulted in a truly impressive
body of artistic and academic work that spans four
decades. Although it is the product of many hearts,
minds and hands, it is rare thing indeed to be able
to say, 'all this' was instigated by the vision of one;
a vision that has unquestionably enriched
Australian culture.
The many hundreds of students that became John’s
‘flock’, continue to fly high; far and wide all over
the world.

John was a very frail man when he gave his last talk
at RMIT as guest speaker for the new intake of AIM
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Joshua + Mum’s Friend

La Lune + In Love

Shadowlands + Madness

Receiving AIM Doctorate
John playing with a student on
interactive art installation, 2012
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Figure 1: 2007–2015 US Box Office.
These cells represent fully animated films
These cells represent visual-effectsdriven features.
Source Box Office Mojo
(http://www.boxofficemojo.com/)
Top 12 US Films from 1/1/2007–18/10/2015
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Illusion & Delusion: Living in reality when inventing
imaginary worlds
Andrew Hagan
Charles Sturt University, Australia

Great Expectations
Oscar is an 18-year-old Australian high-school
leaver who loves animation and aspires to work for
Pixar. He is an amalgamated construct of 8-years of
anonymised applicant data from Charles Sturt
University’s Animation & Visual Effects program
and represents the typical age, gender, and most
cited rationale for a first-year studying the
discipline. Oscar is heavily influenced by flattering
depictions of celebrated artists featured in Behindthe-Scenes documentaries, books, online profiles
and growing cult-like fan bases. An avid movie
viewer, he recognises the All-Time International
Box Office is dominated by 68 visual-effects driven
films, 9 ‘invisible’ visual-effects movies, and 23
fully-animated features.1 From age 10, his world
view of cinema has been fundamentally shaped
by bombastic images from the top grossing 2007–
2015 US Box Office.
Oscar is visionary but unaware of the Australian
Government's Creative Industries Innovation Centre
(CIIC) 2013 report in Valuing Australia's Creative
Industries. He has yet to discover that the creative
industries made a direct contribution of $32.8
billion to Australia’s gross domestic product (GDP)
in 2011/12 and surpassed many traditional industries
as a key driver of innovation and employment.2
Oscar understands that virtual/augmented reality
extends beyond a novelty games heritage and that
serious studies are investigating whether VR may
enhance IQ and Cognitive skills in future.3 The
Oculus Rift, Microsoft HoloLens, HTC Vive, Samsung
Gear VR, Sony PlayStation VR, are in advanced
stages of development, and undisclosed technology
from Magic Leap may even project a digital light
field directly into the user's eye.4 As intoxicating
as these rapidly emerging technologies are, our
aspiring filmmaker wants to build confidence with
traditional animation before venturing into
scientifically bewildering and expensive non-linear
multi-dimensional uncharted domains.
Oscar wants to show that he has a good eye, can
take direction, has a strong work ethic, is a team

player, possesses unique talent, has humility, and
is a self-motivating, adaptable, passionate visual
thinker if he wants to work for Australia’s biggest
visual effects company.5 He intends to maximise
his employment prospects by building a professional
demo reel, portfolio, and resume.6 Oscar probably
underestimates the tens of thousands of showreels
in global circulation but can gain a significant
advantage by learning from informed industry
practitioners7 and academics.8 Recruiters expect
3+ years of proven production experience in job
applications so a period of independent work will
be necessary.9
Expectation Management
American psychologist William James first illustrated a unique dynamic between prospects and
fulfilment while exploring the problems people create for themselves when raising expectations. In
summary, self-esteem is the result of the number of
things one is successful at over the number of
items one expects to be successful at. The theory
states that high self-esteem can be obtained by
great success with low expectations, but a sharp
increase in expectations will decrease self-esteem
and ultimately an individual’s sense of worth.

Self Esteem =

Success
Expectation

An aspiring artist must accept that securing a job
at Pixar is far more competitive than entering into
the Olympic Games if they wish to manage a
healthy balance of self-esteem. Pixar employs
approximately 1,500 people according to their
LinkedIn profile.10 There were 10,904 elite athletes
officially registered at the London 2012 Olympic
Games. The Australian Olympic Committee will
select approximately 460 top performers to
represent the nation at the Rio 2016 Olympic
Games.12 Given the extreme passion, dedication,
and relentless training these internationally
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competitive individuals will endure to secure a
place, there is a comparison to be made with an
early career animator. This fact can encourage
dedicated practitioners to fuel their ambitions as
Pixar proactively encourages applicants to apply,
as do hundreds of reputable places scouting for
talent.13 International guests recommend that the
best method to win an audience at Pixar is to
produce a great film.
Financial Management
Rendering photorealistic visuals comparable to the
latest cinema release is obtainable but acquiring
hundreds of artists to collaborate on a major
production within a student budget is not. The
Walt Disney Co. together with its subsidiaries and
affiliates is worth approximately $179.5 Billion as
of May 2015.14 Pixar is owned by Disney who also
acquired its original parent company Lucasfilm Ltd;
home of Star Wars, LucasArts, Industrial Light &
Magic and Skywalker Sound, for a bargain $4.05
billion in 2012.15 The significant resources behind
the multi-million dollar box office imagery inspiring
young animators will prove difficult to replicate
outside of the studio system despite Pixar’s
RenderMan software being free for non-commercial
use.16 Assuming a sole animator will not subject
themselves to medical experimentation to
fund their first film as Robert Rodrigues did for
El Mariachi,17 there are alternatives to corporate
funding.
The cliché of the struggling artist living in paucity
is disturbingly closer to reality than most are willing
to admit. The Australian government requires
international students to have access to AU$18,610
per year to meet their living costs.18 The Australian
Council of Social Service (ACOSS) Poverty in
Australia Report 2014 presented key findings that
the poverty line (50% of median income) – for a
single adult was $400 per week, for a couple with
2 children it was $841 per week. 2,548,496 people
(13.9% of all people) live below the poverty line,
after taking account of their housing costs.18 The
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ACOSS figure of $20,800 per annum is higher than
the Department of Immigration and Border
Protection minimum financial requirements for a
sole applicant to receive a student visa.
Oscar will plan and finance the production costs
of his independent animation. Without prudence,
it is possible to blow the entire budget on a singular
item equivalent to the cost of a new car. A perpetual
licence of the 2D application Toon Boom Harmony
12 Premium is $1,975. A new stand-alone licence
of the industry standard 3D software Autodesk
Maya will cost $5175. The price for the more
comprehensive Autodesk Entertainment Creation
Suite Ultimate is $9,600. Both quotes are in
Australian currency excluding GST.20 The Foundry’s
world-leading compositing package NukeX is
currently $7,920 with maintenance of $1,544 per
year (USD).21 A specialist workstation like the
Apple Mac Pro 64GB 12-Core costs $13,369,22 or
Dell Precision T7910 64GB 12-Core will draw
$14,302.06.23 For motion picture equipment
beyond ownership, the ARRI Alexa XR Studio can
be hired for $2,200 per day (excluding insurance,
shipping and GST). The annual cost of living can
easily be consumed with unwise studio investments
so it is highly recommended that amateur filmmakers
seek professional advice before proceeding with
idealist purchases.
One solution to cost prohibitive perpetual software
licences is to take advantage of new models of
subscription services. Adobe Systems first
announced its controversial Creative Cloud service
in October 2011 as an online service downloading
and monitoring its core suite of applications.
50,420 users protested with a change.org petition
urging the company to eliminate the mandatory
subscription model24 but on May 6, 2013, Adobe
announced that they would only release new
versions of their flagship products via Creative
Cloud. The resulting pricing structure is $49.99 per
month (on the Annual plan) or $599.88 per year for
the entire collection of creative apps. Previously a
single product cost more than the annual
subscription.
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Figure 2: Table: 20115 Student contribution bands 27

Autodesk has followed this tactic and reduced
Maya to $260 per month ($315 with Advanced/
Phone support) and further discounted at $2,070
per year ($2,515 with Advanced/Phone support).
Autodesk Entertainment Creation Suite Ultimate
dropped to $480 per month and $3,840 per year
representing a 60% saving on production costs.
The Foundry’s NukeX quarterly rental of $2,345
provides no annual savings but most professional
compositors are paid for contracted periods. Toon
Boom Harmony 12 Premium can be accessed for
$109 per month or $876 per year. Established
companies are unlikely to sponsor artists outside
of contests, prizes, or partnerships but it is worth
enquiring about beta-testing software still under
development if willing to accept the risk.
Screen Australia no longer funds Short Animation
Production that historically awarded up to
$150,000 per film, or up to $40,000 per project for
post-production (maximum ten minutes including
credits). From 2013 animators compete with liveaction/mixed-media practitioners though the Hot
Shots: Short Film Fund and Creative Talent Suite.
The Hot Shots: Short Film Fund awards up to
$100,000 for animation production (maximum
eight minutes), and the Creative Talent Suite helps
an individual design a professional development
plan capped at $50,000 for multiple applications.25
No longer quarantined to an endangered species
category, animators must compete with more
practitioners in a wider field for less funding than
before.
Considering the fierce competition for Screen
Australia funds and the previous experience
required for crowd sourcing, there are major
incentives to seek financial support via educational
pathways. The majority of undergraduate university
students are enrolled in Commonwealth supported
places with their study subsidised by the Australian
Government. The Government administers the
Higher Education Loan Programme (HELP) which
consists of five HELP loans schemes to assist
students with the cost of their fees, HECS-HELP,
FEE-HELP, SA-HELP, OS-HELP & VET FEE-HELP.26

The Australian Taxation Office manages the
repayments of HECS-HELP loans which become
compulsory after an income threshold of $51,309
(based on 2014-2015 financial year). Animation is
classified under Band 1 along with all creative arts
based subjects requesting a student contribution
of $6,152per EFTSL (64-subject points), $769 per
8-point subject, or $96.13 per subject point.
Why would Oscar pay to create original work under
the strict provisions of a university, approved private higher education provides, Open Universities
Australia (OUA) or an approved Vocational Education
and Training (VET) provider? Students invest a
minimum of $768 into every 8-point subject in the
Bachelor of Creative Arts & Design (Animation &
Visual Effects) specialisation at CSU and will have
paid the Commonwealth at least $18,432 by the
time they graduate (excluding all other material
/living expenses). On first instinct this may appear
counterproductive but when the finances are
logically deconstructed the investment can rapidly
turn into a significant profit.
Removing all pedagogical rationale for higher
education fostering an environment of innovation,
creativity and critical thinking through excellence
in teaching, research and professional practice so
as to enhance society and culture; $6,144 per-year
provides industry-standard facilities/resources,
mentorship, accreditation, crewmembers,
professional support, and 50% of the year free
(on average) to exploit autonomous endeavours.
All the latest software, hardware, specialist
equipment and training is usually provided, and
companies like Autodesk, Microsoft, Next Limit,
and Epic are engaging with accredited educational
providers to enable students with free licences of
their flagship products for non-commercial home
use. Presuming an institution’s lecturers and
instructors are professionally qualified, the
first-year mentorship is:
(1hr Lecture + 2hr Workshop)
x 12 Weeks x 8 Subjects = 288 Contact Hours
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If using $6,144 as the baseline, this equates to
$21.33 per-hour academic mentorship towards a
tertiary degree. The gross estimates quoted above
are only illustrative and do not factor the unique
variables of one’s personal circumstances and
chosen course. Although demonstrative, there is a
legitimate financial case worth investigating in
evaluating the viability of further study in achieving
Oscar’s objectives.
Production Sense
Time management has been cited by students in all
22 subjects delivered by CSU over the past 15 years
within the Animation & Visual Effects discipline as
the common attribute responsible for the success
or failure of projects.28 Regardless of independent
or supervised productions, time is a universal
currency that democratises all artists and must be
spent wisely. Much to a producer’s chagrin,
animators infamously lust for additional time and
prioritising these precious hours is key to developing
production sense. Ron Brinkman describes the
industry term: “The ability to consistently make
these sorts of decisions (often referred to as
production sense) is something that generally only
comes with a fair amount of experience.... we
always want our quest for efficiency to be driven by
our quest for quality.” The VES Handbook states,
“Production sense is the near-mythical ability of an
experienced digital artist to decide on the proper
course of action when creating a visual effects
shot.” 29
Production sense links time management and
efficiency. Brinkman states,
There is an old (rather cynical) adage which states
that, given the categories of speed, cost, and
quality, you can only have two of the three options.
Fortunately, efficiency is an excellent way to cheat
this rule and produce high-quality composites on
time and on budget. Efficiency is a matter of
maximising your available resources. Very few
processes are inherently efficient, and it is up to
the compositing artist to modify his or her
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methodologies so that he or she is able to produce
work within the necessary time and budget. Even
though efficient working methods will save time
and money, there is no reason why they should
cause any loss of quality. 30
Oscar will need a production schedule that details
overall progress with a realistic timeframe and
measurable milestones (time management), along
with a production pipeline that describes the
workflow processes (efficiency), and develop the
skills necessary to critically analyse and creatively
solve priority matters resulting in the highest
payoff for the final animation (production sense).
Ed Catmull, co-founder of Pixar Animation Studios
and president of Pixar Animation and Disney
Animation, reminds filmmakers of what these
management processes serve, “Don’t confuse the
process with the goal. Working on our processes to
make them better, easier, and more efficient is an
indispensable activity and something we should
continually work on—but it is not the goal. Making
the product great is the goal.” 31
Fourteen distinguished visual effects producers
interviewed for The Visual Effects Producer:
Understanding the Art and Business of VFX,
explicitly state that a database as absolutely
essential in every production. Nancy St. John
(Ender’s Game, Men in Black 3, I, Robot; Gladiator)
states, “If a VFX Producer doesn’t have a good
database I don’t think they can really do their job
well.”32 Kurt Williams (X-Men Origins: Wolverine;
X-Men 3: The Last Stand) agrees, “The Visual
Effects Database is literally your backbone that you
will live and die by throughout any production. It is
literally your lifeline from start to finish as it
evolves from preproduction, through shooting and
into post.”33 Josh R. Jaggars (Man of Steel, Fast &
Furious 5, 2012; Hancock, Spider-Man 3) reinforces
the industry practice, “I think the database is
critical. Having a functional database/Bible is
beyond important. It’s vital.”34 Even in small
productions, a basic spreadsheet should be
established and maintained to provide a candid
appraisal of production progress.
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At this stage Oscar has not animated a single frame
towards his ambitious film but smart preproduction
will increase his chances of achieving his final
objective if he visualises the steps necessary to
complete the work, as opposed to being motivated
by the romantic allure of the powerful acceptance
speech he will give on a fantasised awards night.
Several scientific studies have shown that not all
visualisation techniques are effective and that
positive thinking, self-affirmation, and supreme
confidence often touted in the self-help industry
can prove detrimental to success.35 In Gabriele
Oettingen and Doris Mayer’s study, The Motivating
Function of Thinking About the Future: Expectations
Versus Fantasies, the authors concluded that, “As
positive expectations reflect past successes, they
signal that investment in the future will pay off.
Positive fantasies, to the contrary, lead people to
mentally enjoy the desired future in the here
and now, and thus curb investment and future
success.”36 The message is that one has a greater
chance of success if they visualise doing the work
necessary in order to achieve their goals, rather
than being motivated by an idealised future driven
by fantasy processes that result in low effort and
little success.
Conclusion
Aspiring animators are advised to set positive
expectations through realistic financial planning,
objective time management, and foster a constantly
evolving production sense. Production expenses
are falling but competition is increasing with fewer
funding opportunities available for first time filmmakers. Furthering educational opportunities is a
viable pathway to building a professional body of
work, demo reel, portfolio, and resume while investing in formal accreditation. Animators increase
their chances of success with a clear vision of how
the work will be achieved rather than being
incentivised by an imaginary reward. Beyond the
scope of this paper, early career animators are
encouraged to respect the growing body of
neuroscience studies evidencing better lifestyle

choices including the importance of sleep,37 the
power of habit,38 and overall healthy living.
Oscar might live up to his name.

1 (Box Office Mojo 2015)
2 (Creative Industries Innovation Centre 2013)
3 (Passig 2015)
4 (Bourzac 2015)
5 (Hore and Kung 2008)
6 (Wagstaff and Derakhshani 2004)
7 (Welsh 2015)
8 (Cabrera 2013)
9 (CreativeHeads.net 2014)
10 (LinkedIn 2015)
11 (Rogers 2012)
12 (Australian Olympic Committee 2015)
13 (Pixar 2013)
14 (Forbes 2015)
15 (The Walt Disney Company 2012)
16 (Pixar 2015)
17 (Rodriguez 1996)
18 (Australian Government 2015)
19 (Australian Council of Social Service 2014)
20 (Autodesk 2015)
21 (The Foundry 2015)
22 (Apple 2015)
23 (DELL 2015)
24 (change.org 2015)
25 (Screen Australia 2015)
26 (Australian Government 2015)
27 (Australian Government 2015)
28 All student assignments are digitally archived from the CSU Animation
& Visual Effects subjects spanning:
• 2000 – 2003 Bachelor of Arts (Multimedia)
• 2003 – 2007 Bachelor of Arts (Multimedia – Animation and Special Effects)
• 2007 – 2013 Bachelor of Arts (Animation and Visual Effects)
• 2013 – 2014 Bachelor of Arts (Animation and Visual Effects) Course Modification
• 2014 –
Bachelor of Creative Arts and Design (Animation and Visual Effects)
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

(Okun and Zwerman 2014)
(Catmull and Wallace 2014)
(Finance and Zwerman 2010)
(Finance and Zwerman 2010)
(Finance and Zwerman 2010)
(Wiseman 2010)
(Oettingen and Mayer 2002)
(Australasian Sleep Association 2015)
(Duhigg 2014)
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100 Things To Know About Australian Animation:
A Short List Of A Long History
Malcolm Turner
CREATIVE FELLOW: State Library of Victoria (researching centenary of Australian animation)
DIRECTOR: Melbourne International Animation Festival
CO-DIRECTOR: London International Animation Festival
ANIMATION PROGRAMMER: New Zealand International Film Festival
ANIMATION PROGRAMMER: Sydney Film Festival

Defining the moment animation began in Australia
has as much to do with how one defines ‘animation’
as with the challenges of locating historical material.
However, the story of Australian animation ‘officially’
began in 1915 when Harry Julius made a series of
crude drawn and cut-out animated films called
“Cartoons Of The Moment”. Julius, a Sydney based
artist and professional theatre caricaturist of the
time and the founder of Cartoon Filmads (a company
which made many animated cinema ads) and the
very successful, pioneering advertising agency
Smith & Julius, which he formed with Sydney Ure
Smith.
The story of Australia’s first century of animation
has not yet been properly told – and this short list
is not an attempt to do that. Instead, it lists some
of the significant events, moments, people and
films that form both the historical part of the
century and paint a picture of the contemporary
creative Australian animation scene. It is meant to
excite interest rather than provide a scholarly
record but, with some luck, may form the basis of
a growing, living list of the animation landscape
in Australia.
The first section offers a few of the most significant
components (be they people, studios, films or
events) that took us from Julius’ first films in 1915
to groups of excited, engaged and talented artists
meeting in bars to view work from all over the
world in 2015. The second section lists some of
filmmakers working in the broadly contemporary
animation scene who we should all be taking more
notice of (with other contemporary animator
profiles featured in the “Australian Showcase”
section at the beginning of this journal). And the
final scene is a short “links fest” of films that give
a flavour of both these sections.
The story of Australian animation is an incredibly
interesting one and this, while not comprehensive,
is hopefully a relatively representative snapshot
of it.

Harry Julius
The first animated films made in Australia were a
collection of short films (mostly anti-German
propaganda and social commentary of various
types) called “Cartoons Of The Moment” made by
Harry Julius, a famous artist and theatrical
caricaturist. These films were spliced into longer
newsreels called “The Australian Gazette” which
were screened before feature films in cinemas
across the nation and – to a lesser extent –
around Asia.
And…
The company that made and distributed “The
Australian Gazette” was called Australasian Films
Pty Ltd. They went on to create some of Australia’s
first feature films. In 1927 they shot one of their
most ambitious features titled “For The Term Of His
Natural Life”. One scene required the burning of a
large sailing ship – a fire that was fuelled by
stacking the hulk with thousands of ‘unwanted’
reels of “The Australian Gazette”.
Snippy Is An Artful Dodger – David Barker (1925)
One of the earliest Australian animated films, it
uses a traditional, relatively simple hand-drawn
cel animated character superimposed onto a live
action background to present a magic world in
which a real live boy can interact with an imaginary,
animated one. David Barker, the animator/director,
was a notable Ballarat artist of the day.
Felix The Cat
Strictly speaking not Australian animation.
However, the iconoclastic producer of Felix, Pat
Sullivan, certainly was. Born in the inner city Sydney
suburb of Paddington, Sullivan tried a variety of
things before he found himself in New York, in
charge of what turned out to be one of the hottest
properties ever to emerge from an animation desk.
In its day, Felix was an absolute sensation and
Sullivan travelled the world in first class style and
was treated as a celebrity. It is not disputed that
Felix was animated by a team lead by animator/
director Otto Mesmer but there remains controversy
about who created and developed the character.
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Sullivan was reluctant to invest in the technology
to improve production and, critically, to transform
Felix into a ‘talkie’, believing in the enduring power
of his character. But even before the talkies arrived,
Walt Disney emerged and the fate of Sullivan’s
studio was sealed.
Cartoon Filmads
Cartoon Filmads was the studio of Harry Julius,
credited as being the person who created the first
animation in Australia. In the 1910s and 1920s,
Cartoon Filmads created literally hundreds of
animated ads which screened in cinemas throughout Australia and, in some cases, in parts of Asia.
Eric Porter Studio
Eric Porter is universally regarded as the first major
pioneer of Australian animation. He was a fan of
the Disney style and established a studio in Sydney
that lasted for almost 50 years. During his career,
Porter created some of Australia’s most iconic early
animated characters including Bertie The Aeroplane.
He was also the creator of Australia’s first animated
feature film, Marco Polo Jr Vs The Red Dragon
which was released in 1972 and recently restored
by the National Film & Sound Archive to coincide
with the centenary of Australian animation.
Waste Not, Want Not
The first film by pioneer Eric Porter. Sponsored by
the Commonwealth Bank and released in 1939 in
the aftermath of the Great Depression and on the
cusp of the outbreak of World War II, it encouraged
children to save money in case of hard times. It
introduced Willie Wombat and featured other
Australian animals in starring roles. It was made in
Porter's trademark style of superimposing handdrawn, cel animated characters onto real/live
action backgrounds.
King Billy’s First Car – Dick Ovendon (1939)
A cleverly animated, long-form commercial in which
the lead character crafts an improvised “car” from a
range of animals. Snakes wrapped around old
wheels become tires, kangaroos harnessed ‘under
the bonnet’ provide locomotion, etc. While the
contraption is much more than the sum of its parts
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it is still deemed to be “old fashioned” and the film
ends as an ad for Shell petroleum with the tag line
“time marches on and with it comes Super Shell”.
Perhaps, but the cleverness of the design and the
relative sophistication of the animation (for its day)
does not get away from the fact that the term
“King Billy” is essentially a racist term used as a
generic name given to any local Aboriginal male
who was deemed to speak on behalf of all local
Aboriginals when white settlers, politicians or
business interests needed such a figure to
legitimise their activities.
Wambidgee
Produced in 1962 by the ABC, this black and white
stop-motion series centred entirely on a variety of
adventures had by a particular Aboriginal mob and,
in particular, one boy in that mob. This complimented
the ABC’s other animation pioneering program of
the time, Kindergarten Playtime which had been
running since 1959.
The Straford Brothers
Frank and John Straford were two brothers who
formed an animation studio of sorts after
completing several short films, including the
surprisingly accomplished The Workman's Nightmare in 1951. For the most part they made auteur
films, travel stories and fiction pieces.
Louie The Fly
One of the most iconic and enduring animated
characters in Australian television history – to this
day Louie The Fly has his own facebook page. The
perpetual evil victim, cum reluctant spruiker, in
Mortein flyspray ads, Louie was first drawn and
animated in 1957 by Geoff Pike in a campaign
designed by Bryce Courtney. Pike is a prolific
author with more than two dozen fiction, non
fiction and childrens’ book titles to his name. He
also designed the Yowie Bird characters used in a
range of books and confectionary lines.
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Freddo Frog
Based on a character designed in 1931 by Harry
Melbourne, an employee of MacRobertson
Chocolate, Freddo was originally birthed as the
mascot for the brand. But in 1962 he became the
star of his own TV series animated by Gus McLaren
under the auspices of Fanfare Films. Sketched in
pencil and painted with a particular type of paint
especially imported from the USA, the animators
enjoyed the benefits of air-conditioning while those
around roasted because the piant was not allowed
to be used above a certain temperature. The series
ran for a year, screening around 50–60 five minute
episodes.
Harry Reade – Cuban Period
Born in 1927, Harry Reade is one of the more
fascinating characters in the Australian animation
story. A social activist by nature, Reade created
films for the Waterside Workers’ Federation Film
Unit and played a significant role in the development
of the animation scene in Cuba where he lived and
worked for some time during the early stages of
the revolution in that country.
Ubu Films
Ubu Films was a ground-breaking collective of like
minded souls – particularly David Perry, Aggy Read
and Albie Thoms – that was formed at Sydney
University in 1965. Not solely focused on animation,
none-the-less much of their output drew from many
of the lessons experimental animation had to offer.
Their influence as a collective extends beyond their
relatively obscure output of films, drawing in and
influencing some who would go on to high profile
careers in the Australian film community including
Peter Weir and Bruce Beresford.
Swinburne School of Film And Television
Covered in much more detail in the article in this
journal “The Audacity of Ignorance” (pg 59)
John Bird
One of the most significant figures in the Australian
tertiary animation education story and the subject
of a profile essay in this journal. (pg 59)
Pleasure Domes – Maggie Fooke
Created as a student film whilst studying at
Swinburne’s Film and Television School in 1987,
Pleasure Domes was the first Australian short
animated film to be selected for open competition
at the Cannes Film Festival. Fookes has a long
association with the Melbourne suburb of St Kilda
where the film is set. She has created a number of
public art works that have adorned the area and
her other films speak to the issues of gentrification
that occurred there. In Pleasure Domes she uses a
series of imaginative morphs to juxtapose contem-

porary urban landscapes with an imagined
recreation of how it would have looked under Koori
(Aboriginal) guardianship.
Cam Ford
Cam Ford had an extensive animation career which
spanned much of its development. He worked on
such projects as The Yellow Submarine and the
early Beetle Bailey TV series in the 1960s to some
of the Blinky Bill TV programs coming out of the
Yoram Gross Studio in the 1990s. Within the
animation community, however, he is probably
most revered for the significant role he played in
designing, animating and (in effect) assisting to
direct Marco Polo Jr Vs The Red Dragon.
Alexander Stitt
A designer by instinct (and as often by profession),
Stitt has made one of the most significant
contributions to Australian animation. With producer
Phillip Adams and with more support than can be
measured from wife Paddy, he was the artistic
genius behind two extraordinary animated feature
films – Grendel Grendel Grendel (1981)and
Abracadabra (1983). He is more widely recognised,
however, for animating a slew of some of the most
iconic and memorable television advertising
campaigns of the era, including the Slip Slop Slap
and Life: Be In It campaigns. These campaigns and
some of the characters that populated them
became part of the Australian vernacular and
remain so to this day.
Artransa Park Studio
Originally a radio production studio, Artransa Park
Studio moved quickly to capitalise on the new
medium of television when it arrived in Australia.
From their Sydney studio in the suburb of French’s
Forest, Artransa Park Studio produced more TV ads
between 1956 and the 1980s than probably any
other studio in Australia.
Air Programs International (API)
An important Australian animation studio founded
in Sydney in 1959 by husband and wife team
Wendy and Walter Hucker. Much of their work was
geared towards television series. They are most
famous for the 1960’s classic series Arthur! And
The Square Knights Of The Round Table. API was
particularly hurt by the exodus of animators
employed by Hanna Barbera when they arrived in
Australia. API had other notable international
syndication successes with series such as
Challenge Of The Sea and Challenge Of Flight.
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Arthur! And The Square Knights Of The
Round Table
The first Australian animated TV series to be
syndicated internationally. Produced by Air Programs
International (API), mostly written by Alex Buso and
directed by Zoran Janjic, more than 3 dozen 30
minute episodes were produced over a 5 year run
which lasted into the early 1970s.

Paul Williams
Paul Williams trained at the Swinburne School of
Film and Television and went on to achieve the
remarkable feat of animating – more or less singlehandedly – three animated features, The Island Of
Nevawuz (1978), The Black Planet (1980) and The
Phantom Treehouse (1984) as well as a number of
quirky shorts reimagining the life of Ned Kelly.

Zoran Janjic
Originally from Yugoslavia, Zoran Janjic fled to
Australia where he quickly became one of the more
successful animation directors of his time. In the
1960s he directed a significant number of the
most successful Air Programs International (API)
animated TV series (including the iconic Arthur!
And The Square Knights Of The Round Table)
before departing to the Hanna Barbera Studio in
1972. Many of the API staff made the move with
him and API never fully recovered from that blow.
He established his own studio – Zap! Productions –
in Melbourne which produced a significant body of
work in a range of techniques (including some
pioneering computer animation) through the 1980s
and 1990s. Janjic died of heart failure in 2011 and
was tributed as one of Australia's best loved
animators by a large community of his peers.

Yoram Gross
Yoram Gross is one of Australian animation's most
important figures. He was born in Poland in 1926,
and was lucky to escape Nazi occupation with
his family during World War II. Gross arrived in
Australia in 1968, leaving behind an already
successful filmmaking career in Israel. Although the
creator of many award winning experimental films,
Gross will be best remembered for creating some
of Australia’s best known and most loved animated
films, particularly Dot And The Kangaroo and Blinky
Bill. These characters endure in the affections of
Australians to this day and Blinky Bill was recently
re-released in CGI form. Yoram Gross passed away
earlier this year. Yoram Gross Studio would go on
to produce 2 dozen animated features (many of
them starring Dot and Blinky Bill) and at least that
many TV specials. Yoram Gross himself is credited
as the director of more than 20 short, mostly
experimental films.

Life: Be In It
One of the most iconic animated ad campaigns
ever created in Australia. Animated by Alexander
Stitt and produced by Phillip Adams, it enjoyed
near record levels of recognition and remains an
Australiana touchstone. The original Norm
(designed as an ‘every-man’ Australian) was voiced
by the famous Australian actor Max Gilles.
Dusan Marek
Dusan Marek was born in Czechoslovakia in 1926
but fled to Australia with his brother in the midst of
the communist takeover. He was one of Australia’s
earliest and most accomplished exponents of
surrealist animation (and art) creating such films as
Light Of The Darkness (1952), Fisherman’s Holiday
(1952), Nightmare The Magician Dusan(1956) and
Windmills (1963).
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Hanna Barbera In Sydney
In 1972 the American animation company Hanna
Barbera opened a production studio in Sydney.
A significant part of the rationale for doing this was
to cut costs (which were soaring in the USA at the
time) while maintaining the standard level of
production quality. The effects that this had on the
Australian animation industry were controversial.
On the one hand, the studio hired a significant
number of Australian animators and gave them
steady, full-time work. But this also made it very
hard for many smaller, less resourced Australian
studios to retain skilled and talented staff and
some would blame their demise on the presence
of Hanna Barbera. In the longer term, it also
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became clearer that Hanna Barbera was
disinterested in considering any Australian inspired
animation projects.
Marco Polo Jr Vs The Red Dragon
Marco Polo Jr Vs The Red Dragon has the distinction
of being Australia's first animated feature film.
Directed by Eric Porter it is drawn and animated
very much in the Disney style, a style that Porter
studied, admired and sought to emulate. The film
was originally conceived and storyboarded in the
USA by American producer Sheldon Moldoff, who
would subsequently re-edit the film some years
later in the USA and re-release it as Marco Polo:
Return To Xanadu. The original Australian production
was generally well received although was not
commercially a success. Made entirely at the Eric
Porter Studio in Sydney, nearly 70 people worked
on the hand-drawn production for almost two years
to complete it. The resulting film has stood the test
of time reasonably well and the film was restored
in 2015 by the National Film and Sound Archive to
coincide with the centenary of Australian animation.
Abracadabra
Probably the world’s first ever 3D stereoscopic
animated feature was made in Australia. Titled
Abracadabra it was directed by Alexander Stitt and
produced by Phillip Adams and released in 1983.
This was actually their second animated feature
film; together the pair had also created the
beautifully designed Grendel Grendel Grendel
(1981) two years earlier. Stitt and Adams are
probably more widely known in animation circles
as the duo behind advertising campaigns such as
Slip Slop Slap and Life: Be It.
Grendel Grendel Grendel
The first animated feature by the team of
Alexander Stitt (Director) and Phillip Adams
(Producer), released in 1981. Together the pair had
become a force in creating some of Australia’s most
recognisable animated TV ads (including the Slip,
Slop, Slap and Life: Be In It campaigns). Based
loosely on the Beowulf tale, Grendel has a unique
and distinctive style thanks to the design genius
of Alexander Stitt, who upon seeing the first few
minutes of animation decided it was ‘boring’, had it
scrapped and re-started the project utilising a form
of cel animation that did away with all outlines.
In 2013, the Melbourne International Animation
Festival launched a crowd-funding campaign
(spearheaded by festival manager Helen Gibbins)
to raise sufficient resources to convert and restore
an unused 35mm print of the film to DCP (Digital
Cinema Package), in effect saving the film for all
time. This conversion and digital restoration work
was undertaken by Park Road Post in Wellington

for a tiny fraction of the 'rate-card' cost. The 35mm
print used for the restoration was donated to the
NFSA by Alexander and Paddy Stitt and a DVD was
mastered and released by Umbrella Entertainment.
Burbank Films
Burbank Films Australia was established in 1982.
During its 8 year existence, it produced a significant
number of animated films based on instantly
recognisable classics such as Alice In Wonderland,
Sherlock Holmes, The Three Musketeers and a
range of Charles Dickens stories. In total,
something approaching 40 animated adaptations
were produced, all destined for television and the
burgeoning home video market of the day.
Bruce Petty
Bruce Petty is probably best known to Australians
as a newspaper cartoonist with an instantly
recognisable style. His cartoons have been
published internationally in magazines such as
The New Yorker and Punch as well as a range of
Australian newspapers spanning a period of more
than 30 years. As an animator he began his career
animating for the Owen Brothers Studio with a
career that included animating and directing the
short film Leisure in 1976 which won the Oscar.
Petty has directed 12 films, some of which blend
animation and live action and his abiding
fascination is with what he sees as a dysfunctional
world order which concentrates power, privilege
and rewards in the hands of a few at the expense
and to the detriment of the many. He is also the
author of a dozen books, many of which either
showcase collections of his work or pursue his
passions about social iniquity.
Leisure – Bruce Petty
Australia’s FIRST Oscar for a short animated film
was awarded to Bruce Petty’s “Leisure” in 1976.
Petty is probably best known as a newspaper
cartoonist and his cartoons have adorned
newspapers in Australia and the USA since the late
1950s. Although the director of “Leisure”, the
convention is that the Oscar for a film belongs to
the producer and Petty has only ever held the gold
statue a few times in his life.
Antoinette Starkiewicz
Antoinette Starkiewicz was born in Poland and
trained, among other things, as a dancer.
Starkiewicz has produced an impressive body of
arguably provocative animated films both in
Australia and in London during her time studying
at the London Film School. Her films often take an
irreverent, sardonic view of female sexuality, are
extremely fluid pieces of animation and clearly
influenced by her knowledge and love of dance.
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Her 1980 film Pussy Pumps Up won the AFI Award
for Best Short Animation that year.
The Illusion Of Life
The Illusion Of Life was arguably the world's first
academic conference to focus on auteur/creative
animation. Organised by Alan Cholodenko, it was
staged in Sydney in 1988 and played a role in
redressing the lack of serious consideration that
animation received at the hands of reviewers, film
historians and cinema academics. It would lend its
name to two excellent published collections of
essays which remain essential reading for anybody
with a passion for animation.
Kaboodle
Kaboodle was a half hour variety show screened on
Australian TV in the 1980s. It was made up of short
stories made in a variety of animation techniques
mingled with some live action. The list of animators
who were commissioned to produce work for the
series is a rich roll-call of Australia’s prime
animating talent of the time.
Max Bannah
Max Bannah was born in Brisbane in 1947 and
although he did not release his first animated short
film until he was nearly 35 years of age, he was
none the less at the vanguard of an upswing in
Australian independent animation. His early films,
Violet And Brutal (1982), Bird Brain (1983) and The
Lone Sailor (1984) were all well received but he is
best known for One Man’s Instrument (1989) which
received a substantial amount of attention when it
was selected to screen in the Spike And Mike Sick
& Twisted program that year.
Dot And The Kangaroo
Released just in time for Christmas in 1977, Dot
And The Kangaroo is one of Australia's most
popular animated feature films – to the extent that
many mistakenly believe it to the first feature
animated here. Yoram and Sandra Gross were
determined to create a truly Australian animated
feature that could be enjoyed by an international
audience. They settled on adapting a book by Ethel
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Pedley, an English born author who had migrated
to Australia becoming a passionate voice for the
conservation of native flora and fauna. Yoram Gross
Studio went on to create another seven animated
features starring Dot in a number of differing
scenarios ranging from Hollywood to outer space.
Blinky Bill
A true Australian icon, originally the main character
of a book created in the early 1930s by Dorothy
Wall. These books hold a special place in Australian
culture and remain in print to this day. In 1982
Blinky Bill became an animated character when
Yoram Gross Studio released Blinky Bill, The
Mischievous Koala which became a classic. In 2015,
a CG version of Blinky Bill has been released and is
currently building its audience. It was recently
nominated for Best Animated Feature at the Asia
Pacific Film Awards.
Hoota & Snooz
Animated by Hobart’s Blue Rocket Animation,
Hoota And Snooz has the distinction of being
Australia's first full 3D CGI TV production. The
series has developed considerably over the years
to include games and downloadable material and
has been extensively screened in more than
20 countries.
Home Movies – SBS
Home Movies was an outstanding series of short
(6'00) films funded and released by SBS TV. No
better collection of Australian animated films has
been gathered under a single program. Launched
in 2002, the series featured films made by a dozen
of Australia’s finest animators, including Tim
Adlide, Wendy Chandler, Lucinda Clutterbuck,
Nick Donkin, Neil Goodridge, Dik Jarman, Tony
Lawrence, Anthony Lucas, Ann Shenfield,
Dennis Tupicoff, Sarah Watt and Lee Whitmore.
Melbourne International Animation Festival
(MIAF)
MIAF was formed in 2001 when filmmakers Nag
Vladermerksy and Susi Allender teamed with event
coordinator Malcolm Turner to produce an
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international standard animation event in
Melbourne. Allender retired from the event in 2004
and English born Vladermerksky returned to
London soon after. Helen Gibbins signed on around
this time, devoting more than a decade to assisting
Turner grow MIAF into one of the largest animation
festivals in the world. MIAF nowadays attracts more
than 3,000 submissions, screens more than 450
films in 45+ programs over an 8-10 day period in
late June each year.
PAW Media
PAW Media is an indigenous media organisation
based in the remote Aboriginal community of
Yuendumu. For 30 years it has been producing
media across a number of platforms including
animation which is an ideal way of telling many
indigenous stories. One of the most prominent
recent drivers of the animation coming from PAW
Media is Jason Japaljarri Woods who has been
behind two of their most successful productions
Jack And Jones and Bush Mechanics.
Stop Motion Pro – Paul Howell
Stop-Motion Pro has fast become an essential,
industry-standard tool for people working in this
technique. Developed in Melbourne by Paul Howell
and Ross Garner, it boasts clients across the globe
including Aardman Animation.
Dust Echoes
The Dust Echoes series is a collection of twelve
Aboriginal dreamtime stories collected from the
Wugularr (Beswick) Community in Arnhem Land
in the Northern Territory, Australia. The stories were
initially recorded as audio tracks and then interpreted
as short animated movies by some of Australia’s
most talented emerging animators, and have
enjoyed screenings at film and animation festivals
all over the world, to great critical acclaim. The
Dust Echoes series was produced in two parts.
In 2004, working with the Djilpin Arts Aboriginal
Corporation in Arnhem Land, the first four animations
were produced by the ABC in Association with
Deakin University. In 2007, The ABC then went on
to produce an additional eight animations, again
working with Djilpin Arts.
(http://www.abc.net.au/dustechoes)
Harvie Krumpet
Harvie Krumpet was written, animated and directed
by Adam Elliot. It was his first ‘long short’ (he
hopes to produce three such films) after the
considerable success he experienced with his first
three short films, Cousin, Uncle and Brother. Harvie
Krumpet went on to win an Oscar, only the second
Australian short animated film to do so. Funded
jointly by the Australian Film Commission, Film

Victoria and SBS Independent, it took almost three
years to complete, although Elliot had been
working and reworking the script for the best part
of a decade prior to production. Although apparently
made of clay or plasticine, the characters are in fact
made out of a kind of hardened car dent filler with
plasticine used only in covering the wire joints that
hold their limbs together and make it possible for
them to be animated. Unusual, too, is the fact that
the film was shot onto 16mm film. Elliot learned
quickly that winning an Oscar does not automatically
lead to immediate riches although it undoubtedly
assisted when he and his producer at the time,
Melanie Coombs, sought to secure funding to make
his first animated feature film Mary And Max.
Animalia
One of the largest animated series productions
ever undertaken in Australia. It is based on a
children’s illustrated book of the same name
released by the internationally acclaimed author/
illustrator Graeme Base in 1986. Although rights to
the book were obtained by producer Ewan Burnett
in 1999, it would take another three years beyond
that to lock in financing and another three years
again to begin full production. In the end, 40
episodes of high quality, CG animation were
produced and the series was a mainstay of the
animating community for some time, employing a
large number of people over its production phase.
$9.99 (Independent Feature Film)
An independent, hand-made animated feature
completed in 2008 by Israeli/Australian animator
Tatia Rosenthal. Although independent and low
budget, Rosenthal was able to assemble a stellar
cast of Australian acting royalty for the voices
including Geoffrey Rush, Joel Edgerton, Claudia
Karvan, Anthony LaPaglia, Samuel Johnson and
Ben Mendelsohn. The film created something of a
political storm when it was selected to screen at
the Melbourne International Film Festival, prompting
the British filmmaker Ken Loach to withdraw his
film in protest at the fact the Israeli embassy
had funded the airfare of the director to fly to
Melbourne to attend the screening.
Oh Yeah Wow
One of the most exciting and promising young
Australian ‘co-operative’ style studios to have
emerged and survived. Originally centring around
the energy and considerable talents of Darcy
Prendergast and a small collective of colleagues it
appears to be gaining a true foothold and has been
the target of several flagrant plagiarism attacks.
Loop De Loop
One of the most successful recent initiatives to
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showcase and support independent Australian
animators. Originally envisaged as more of a bimonthly social event using short animated ‘loops’
as a focal point and reason for Melbourne
animators to get together, it quickly grew into an
international phenomenon with regular screenings
around Australia, in the USA, England and in
several European centres. Rumour has it that it is
routinely scanned by recruiters from studios all
over the world.
Sarah Watt is one of Australia’s most beloved
animators. Another graduate of the Swinburne
School of Film and Television, her final film there,
Catch Of The Day (1990), remains a highly regarded
Australian film. Her 2000 film, Local Dive, is one of
the most screened Australian animated short films
ever made and Watt went on to direct two features
films, My Year Without Sex (2009) and the
wonderfully understated Look Both Ways (2005)
which included a series of outstanding,
imaginatively animated sequences made by Watt
which, in the best traditions of animation, linked
seemingly disparate parts of the plot or depicted
things that were too difficult (or expensive) to
shoot live-action. Sarah Watt died after a battle
with cancer on 4 November, 2011 aged just 53.
Adam Elliot needs no introduction to Australian
audiences. His earlier short films Uncle (1996),
Cousin (1999) and Brother (2000) are much loved,
quirky and quintessentially Australian pieces of
cinema. His first longer short film, Harvie Krumpet
(2003) won an Academy Award and lead to him
directing his first feature film, the critically acclaimed
Mary And Max (2009). His latest film, Ernie Biscuit
is currently travelling well on the international film
festival circuit.
Dennis Tupicoff is unquestionably one of Australia’s
mostly highly regarded independent animators.
Tupicoff has been making award winning short
animated films since 1976, the most famous of
which are probably The Darra Dogs (1993), His
Mother’s Voice (1997) and Chainsaw (2008).
Based in St Kilda, Melbourne, his films are,
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collectively, among the most viewed pieces of
Australian cinema created.
Michael Cusack was born in Manchester, UK and
moved to Adelaide in South Australia when he was
11 years old. His directing career started in theatre,
where he also acted in many productions. This has
given him an understanding of performance and
movement which has contributed to his renowned
ability to give incredible life and warmth to his
animation characters. His first major award was an
AFI award in 1985 for the short film Waltzing
Matilda. In 2006, he again was awarded an AFI for
Best Short Animation for his film Gargoyle. He has
received numerous other awards and nominations
over his career, including for Cannes, The London
Internationals, The New York Festival, Anima
Mundi, Cinanima, The IF Awards, The Asian
Advertising Awards and pencils from AWARD in
Australia. He is one of the founders of the Anifex
Studio in Adelaide which has produced a
consistently high standard of TVCs including the
much loved Schmackos ads.
Jilli Rose sampled a number of brief careers as a
croupier, archaeologist and printing press assistant
before teaching herself to animate and has been
gleefully making things move ever since. You can
find her work gleaming brightly in many of the
world's major natural history museums and tucked
into the corners of broadcast television. Known for
her lively and engaging multi-screen museum
displays of ancient creatures and environments,
Jilli has also created award-winning graphics for
documentary features and television series including
the much-loved title sequence for the Discovery
Channel series Mythbusters. Rose has made
several outstanding short animated films including
Sticky (2014) which documented the desperate
battle to save a virtually extinct insect species.
She has a new film in production, scheduled for
completion in early 2016 – but has to figure out
how to get to Antarctica first.
Nick Kallincos is a Melbourne-based artist with a
background in science, who divides his time
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between the worlds of animation, painting and
illustration. He works in both stop motion and 2D
techniques, gravitating towards work that has a
hand-made, textural aesthetic. Nick’s animation
work has appeared widely in music videos,
commercials and educational resources.
His short films have been screened at national and
international film festivals and have been nominated
for numerous awards.
Pierce Davison directed his first film UFO Inferno
in 1996 and has since gone on to make numerous
short films, pilots and TVCs using stop-motion
animation. In 2003, his film Medusa was selected
as a finalist at Tropfest and thereafter a further
pilot episode of Medusa was produced for SBS.
These two shorts have been the most successful
of his films, featuring at over 60 international short
film festivals. In 2008, he worked on Adam Elliot’s
stop-motion feature Mary & Max before commencing
work on Backstage – a three-minute pilot for
Nickelodeon. A recent project, Cedric & Hope,
won the Jury Prize at the Future Film Festival and
Best Animation at Crystal Palace International
Film Festival.
Isabel Peppard is a multitalented filmmaker who
has co-written, directed and designed two short
animated films. Butterflies, her most recent
collaboration with producer/co-writer Warwick
Burton, won Best Short Animation at Cinequest,
San Jose, 2013, making the film eligible for
Academy Award nomination. Isabel began her
career as a prosthetics makeup artist, drawn to the
industry by her love of horror and movie monsters.
Over the years, she used the skills associated with
SPFX makeup to explore a wide range of creative
practices from sculpture to performance art to
stop-motion animation.
Benjamin Ducroz was born in 1980 and currently
lives and works in Melbourne. Inspired by the
forms, patterns, and movement found in nature
and the built environment, Benjamin works with
found objects and visual abstraction to create
dynamic single channel videos and animations.
Made with a blend of stop-motion animation and
computer graphics, his fast-paced works have a
vibrant choreographic style.
Peter Lowey is an Australia based director/animator
who specialises in traditional 2D animation,
inspired by early 1940s-style Disney animation.
Peter made a number of animated short films while
studying, most notably The Little Dictator, which
was a hit at the Nickelodeon Animation Festival and
went on to screen on the Nickelodeon channel in
the US. Lowey was lead animator on the award-

winning short film The Not-So-Great Eugene Green
(2013, dir Mikey Hill), which was nominated for an
Australian Film Institute (AFI) Award in 2009 and
won a Monkey King Award for Best Foreign
Animation at the China International Cartoon and
Animation Festival (CICAF) in 2010.
Jack Parry has been an animator for close to 15
years now. He runs his own studio and teaches
animation at The Holmesglen Institute. He’s also
taught at Deakin, RMIT and The CGC over the years.
Several of Jack’s students have gone on to work on
features such as Avatar, Charlotte's Web, Mary &
Max and TV series like Animalia. Besides making
short films, such as Flutterby (2007) and Calypso
(2009), Jack devotes most of his considerable
animating talents to producing high-end technical
/biotech animations for various medical and
engineering industries.
Elliot Cowan began his animation career in
Melbourne, moved it across Bass Strait to Tasmania,
then to London and finally to New York. In that
time, he's directed the award-winning series, The
Stressful Adventures of Boxhead and Roundhead,
projects for Sesame Workshop, Elizabeth Arden,
and the popular and polarising, How The Mormon
Stole Everything. In 2013 he completed an
independent feature film based on his Boxhead
and Roundhead characters which has had an
excellent reception at animation and indie film
festivals around the world. When he’s not making
animation he's usually drawing. Everything Elliot
ever made can be found on Youtube and he loves
hearing from folks around the world.
Kathy Smith was born in Taree (NSW) in 1963.
She was awarded the prestigious Sydney Morning
Herald Travelling Arts Scholarship for Painting in
1985 shortly after graduating from Sydney College
of the Arts. She began teaching at the University of
Southern California (USC) soon after, becoming an
Associate Professor in the John C. Hench Division
of Animation and Digital Arts (DADA) in the USC’s
School of Cinematic Arts. She was made the Chair
of DADA in 2004. Smith has an impressive body of
experimental animated films to her credit but is
probably best known for Indefinable Moods (2001)
Sabrina Schmid was born in Vienna, Austria and
these days is resident in the UK where she works
as a Senior Lecturer in Animation at the department
of Animation and Visual Effects, School of Computing,
Teesside University since 2001. She is also a
programmer/curator for the Animex Awards event
which showcases the work of animation students
from around the world. She originally trained at the
Swinburne School of Film and Television before
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graduating from RMIT with a BA in Fine Art Painting.
She made an early impression with her 1985
student film Elephant Theatre which received an
AFI Award nomination. She maintains a strong and
persistent personal practice producing a significant
body of films that have achieved many international
festival screenings and awards. Her latest film,
Abstract Iterations II, will screen in the 2016
Melbourne International Animation Festival.
Susan Danta has worked in animation for the past
decade. Her love of drawing and the moving image
led her to pursue a career in the animated arts.
Her award winning animated films The Bronze
Mirror, Mother Tongue, Driving Home and
Shadowplay have screened at local and international
film festivals including Annecy, Hiroshima, Stuttgart
and Zagreb amongst others. She has a Master’s
Degree in Animation (Australian Film Television and
Radio School 2007) and a Postgraduate Diploma in
Animation (Victorian College of the Arts 1999).
(from www.sbs.com.au)
Wendy Chandler After graduating from the
Australian Film Television and Radio School Wendy
Chandler worked for over 15 years as film and
television editor in the areas of documentary and
short drama. Wendy has also written and directed
a number of short films, which have screened at
prestigious international film festivals and have
won many awards. These include Union Street and
Vengeance which both won the AFI award for Best
Animation. (from www.sbs.com.au) Chandler
teaches at the University of Western Sydney and
has been most recently active in animation projects
that have their genesis or inspiration in East Timor,
particularly Jose’s Story (2013).
Lucinda Clutterbuck has a career as an animator
stretching back to the early 1980s and even further
back than that as an exhibiting artist. With more
than a dozen films, music videos and documentaries
to her credit she is probably best known for the 1987
film Tiga (about the history of the Tasmanian tiger)
which is a regular inclusion in most compilations of
important historical Australian animated films. She
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also produced the beautifully crafted Walnut And
Honeysuckle in 2001 as part of the SBS Home
Movies series commissioned that year.
Dik Jarman became involved in animation in 1985
when he was asked to sculpt elements for a friend’s
puppet film and he did this for the best part of the
next 15 years before moving into animating in his
own right. Originally a practicing architect, he established his own animation studio, Kanga Manga,
and went on to create several outstanding short
films, in particular Dad’s Clock in 2001. He also
worked on Adam Elliot’s feature film, Mary And Max
as an animator.
Anthony Lucas is one of Australia’s most acclaimed
animators. He is best known for his 2005 film The
Mysterious Geographic Explorations Of Jasper
Morello which was nominated for an Academy
Award that year but he has an impressive roll-call
of personal films to his name. He has an equally
impressive array of animated projects behind him
including an especially memorable set of station
idents for SBS in the early 2000s and an equally
memorable contribution to the Tim Winton feature
film The Turning. He also worked as one of the unit
directors on the 2006 Spike Jonze feature Where
The Wild Things Are.
Ann Shenfield works across a variety of media.
Her animated films have received various national
and international awards and have screened widely
around the world. Her poetry book You Can Get
Only So Close On Google Earth won the Judith
Wright Poetry Prize. Shenfield’s student film
La Lune was completed at the Swinburne School
of Film and Television in 1987 and she is probably
best known for Episodes In Disbelief which was
part of the SBS Home Movies series in 2002. She is
returning to animation after a break of almost a
decade with a new film titled When Crocodiles
Weep which will screen in the 2016 Melbourne
International Animation Festival.
The Lampshade Collective is made up of Katrina
Mathers, Daryl Munton, Patrick Sarell and Merrin
Jensen. They formed the collective to explore the
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boundaries of CG animation and to showcase their
combined skills. Their first film, Nullabor (2011),
was one of the most successful Australian films in
the last decade and their follow-up film, The Gallant
Captain (2013), saw them adapting a Graeme Base
book of the same name.
Lee Whitmore was initially inspired by the films
of Caroline Leaf, particularly The Street, and has
spent her career creating an impressive body of
beautifully crafted paint-on-glass animated films
after studying theatre design at the National
Institute of Dramatic Art in Sydney. Her first
personal film, Ned Wethered was released in 1984,
Whitmore released increasingly complex works
through the mid 2000s. Recently she has been
working on her next film, Crying Sky, which she
intends to be a feature length work.

Road To Tokyo – Owen Brothers (1941)
http://aso.gov.au/titles/ads/road-to-tokyo/notes

Click Go The Shears – Harry Reade (1956)
https://vimeo.com/20695831

Waltzing Matilda – Rowl Greenhalgh (1957)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nuYfawy8xwI

Leisure – Bruce Petty (1976)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bf50WytAC5Y

Pussy Pumps Up – Antoinette Starkiewicz (1979)
http://aso.gov.au/titles/short-features/pussy-pumpsup/clip1

Slip, Slop, Slap – Alexander Stitt (1980)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gAu5wCTEBt0

Pleasure Domes – Maggie Fookes (1987)
http://aso.gov.au/titles/shorts/pleasure-domes/clip1

Jonathan Nix trained at RMIT in Melbourne,
graduating with his multi-award winning film Hello
in 2003. A talented and active musician who
nowadays lives in Sydney, Nix has a number of
short animated films to his credit with the best and
most prominent probably being The Missing Key
(2011), beautifully realised in a form of digital
watercolour.

The Maitland And Morpeth String Quartet
– Anne Jolliffe (1989)

Dirk de Bruyn has been creating films for over 35
years; mostly in the hand-made, ‘direct animation’
mode. He also performs live with multiple projections
of his films in a highly embodied mode of expanded
cinema performance. His work is renowned for its
“intricate, suggestive layering of sound and image,
and use of sumptuous, blooming fields of colour”.
(http://otherfilm.org/dirk-de-bruyn) He has
created in excess of three dozen abstract animated
films, is the subject of a documentary (Material
Damage: The Films Of Dirk de Bruyn by Stephen
Ball) and will be the subject of a major retrospective
at the 2016 Melbourne International Animation
Festival.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x6Ngc5mYuBg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AeQWTei7q5s

Kaboodle (Sample – Series 1) – Various (1989)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BPF391RC2f8

The Adventures Of Blinky Bill – Yoram Gross Studio
(1993)
Driving Home – Susan Danta (1999)
https://vimeo.com/44840035

Indefinable Moods – Kathy Smith (2001)
http://aso.gov.au/titles/shorts/indefinable-moods/clip1

Local Dive – Sarah Watt (2001)
http://vk.com/video843624_167468531

Dad’s Clock – Dik Jarman (2002)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IOL2O5aGjeM

Harvie Krumpet – Adam Elliot (2004)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m4DNEyQPO4c

The Birthday Boy – Sejong Park (2004)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e0TTZ35oq90

Cartoons Of The Moment – Harry Julius (1915)

The Mysterious Geographic Explorations Of Jasper
Morello – Anthony Lucas (2005)

http://www.nfsa.gov.au/blog/2015/04/22/harry- juliusanzac-cartoon

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vORsKyopHyM

Snippy Is An Artful Dodger – David Barker (1925)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zGlApOP237s

http://aso.gov.au/titles/shorts/snippy-is-an-artfuldodger/clip1

Calypso – Jack Parry (2009)

King Billy’s First Car – Dick Ovendon (1939)

Jack And Jones – Jason Japaljarri Woods (2012)

http://aso.gov.au/titles/ads/king-billys-first-car/clip1

http://www.pawmedia.com.au/animations

Waste Not, Want Not – Eric Porter (1939)

Sticky – Jilli Rose (2014)

http://aso.gov.au/titles/sponsored-films/
commonwealth-bank-willie/clip1

https://vimeo.com/76647062

Dust Echoes: Morning Star – Suren Perera (2007)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9CWH-wbV-qc
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